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ABSTRACT

Ionically self-assembled monolayer (ISAM) films are typically an assemblage of oppositely
charged polymers built layer by layer through Coulombic attraction utilizing an environmentally
friendly process to form ordered structures that are uniform, molecularly smooth and physically
robust. ISAM films have been shown to be capable of the noncentrosymmetric order requisite
for a second-order nonlinear optical response with excellent temporal and thermal stability.
However, such films fabricated with a nonlinear optical (NLO) polyanion result in significant
cancellation of the chromophore orientations. This cancellation occurs by two mechanisms:
competitive orientation due to the ionic bonding of the polymer chromophore with the
subsequent polycation layer, and random orientation of the chromophores within the bulk of each
polyanion layer. A reduction in film thickness accompanied by an increase in net polar ordering
is one possible avenue to obtain the second-order susceptibility χ(2) necessary for practical
application in electro-optic devices. In this thesis, we discuss the structural characteristics of
ISAM films and explore a novel approach to obtain the desired characteristics for nonlinear
optical response. This approach involves a hybrid covalent / ionic self-assembly technique
which affords improved net dipole alignment and concentration of monomer chromophores in
the film. This technique yields a substantial increase in χ(2) due to the preferential chromophore
orientation being locked in place by a covalent bond to the preceding polycation layer. The films
fabricated in this manner yield a χ(2) (56×10-9 esu) that substantially exceeds that of any known

polymer-polymer ISAM film (~0.3×10-9 esu). This covalent-hybrid ionically self-assembled
multilayer (CHISAM) technique is demonstrated to result in films suitable for electro-optic
devices, with measured electro-optic coefficient (14 pm/V) comparable to that of the inorganic
crystal lithium niobate (30 pm/V). Thermal and temporal stability are important properties of
electro-optic device implementation, and are demonstrated for CHISAM films. CHISAM films
have remained stable at room temperature for more than 420 days, and suffered no loss of χ(2)
when held at 80 ºC for 36 hours, followed by 150 ºC for 24 hours. Studies are also presented
that demonstrate the ability to produce ISAM χ(2) films that are nearly one micron thick, and
exhibit no evidence of a thickness limitation to the polar order. Analytical considerations for
second-order NLO characterization of thick films are addressed in detail.

The effect of

absorption of the second harmonic wavelength and resonant enhancement of χ(2) are
investigated, and it is demonstrated that accurate determination of χ(2) may be made for thick
films and for films that absorb the second harmonic. The temporal and thermal stability of a
variety of ISAM and CHISAM NLO films are examined in detail. In some cases, a decrease in
the NLO response is observed at elevated temperature that is completely restored upon cooling.
Studies are presented that suggest this effect is a result of thermally induced trans-to-cis
isomerization of azo linkages in the NLO chromophores.
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CHAPTER 1
SECOND-ORDER NONLINEAR OPTICS:
APPLICATIONS AND MATERIALS

This thesis presents an investigation into a novel technique for the fabrication of nanometerscale organic multilayer films for use in nonlinear optical (NLO) applications. The fabrication
technique that will be addressed is known as the ionically self-assembled monolayer (ISAM)
method and results in an assemblage of oppositely charged polymers built layer by layer through
Coulombic attraction utilizing an environmentally friendly process to form ordered structures
that are uniform, molecularly smooth and physically robust. The effects of film deposition
parameters have previously been studied by this research group through variation of the pH and
NaCl concentration of the dipping solutions. A novel method based on the ISAM technique and
involving monomer chromophores that can selectively form covalent or ionic bonds has been
recently introduced. The goals of this work include thorough characterization of the effect of
deposition parameters upon the NLO properties of the new covalent / ionic deposition technique
and the incorporation of films fabricated by this technique into an electro-optic device. Further
goals of this work include the effect of absorption on NLO characterization, studies of the
thermal and temporal stability of the films, and investigation of the ability to fabricate thick
(hundreds of nanometers) films with bulk polar order.
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Research Motivation
The motivation for developing organic films for NLO applications will be addressed in the

first two chapters of this thesis, along with the fabrication techniques that have recently been
explored throughout industry and research institutions. The shortcomings of those techniques
will be discussed, along with the advantages of utilizing the ISAM technique.

Structural

characteristics and aspects of ISAM film development will be presented in detail, including
insights gained from studies performed on ISAM films used for applications other than nonlinear
optics. The motivation for research into ISAM films for NLO applications is presented by
discussion of electro-optic devices, various films types for electro-optic applications and
established properties of ISAM films.
1.1.1

Motivation for Developing Organic Films for NLO Applications

Optics is the study of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation and matter. Nonlinear
optics (NLO) is the study of the phenomena that occur as a consequence of the modification of
the optical properties of a material system by the presence of light.1 The phenomena are
nonlinear in the sense that the polarization response is related in a nonlinear manner to the
incident electromagnetic field. The second-order nonlinear optical effect known as second
harmonic generation (SHG) was first observed in 1961 by illumination of a quartz crystal with
light of wavelength λ = 694 nm from a ruby laser, resulting in the creation of λ = 347 nm light.2
Since that discovery, the utilization of SHG and related phenomena from crystals has been of
great interest, including the ability to convert the light from a laser to a different wavelength
selectable from a continuum of wavelengths via optical parametric oscillation, discovered in
1968.3 The optical parametric oscillator (OPO), which converts a single photon into two photons
such that the sum of their energies equals the energy of the original photon, has afforded
scientists the ability to study the interaction of light with matter using coherent, collimated light
ranging from ultraviolet to far into the infrared, and is one of many significant discoveries
stemming from the advent of the laser.
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The electro-optic effect is perhaps the most technologically important application of
nonlinear optics being researched today. The electro-optic effect affords the use of a DC electric
field to alter the index of refraction of a material, allowing the fabrication of various types of
optical modulators and switches for use in fiber optics networks and communication devices as
well as in future optical computing components. To exhibit second-order NLO effects, a suitable
material must possess noncentrosymmetry (no inversion center). Devices generally incorporate
inorganic crystals, but each switch is very expensive due to the complexity of inorganic crystal
waveguide fabrication. The need for a single product to incorporate thousands of switches has
focused attention on finding suitable organic thin films that can be fabricated inexpensively and
have a suitable operating lifetime.4
1.1.2

Motivation for Using ISAM Films for NLO Applications

Many types of fabrication processes for the development of noncentrosymmetric thin organic
materials have been utilized including molecular crystals, liquid crystals, Langmuir Blodgett
(LB) films, covalently self-assembled films (SAMs) and poled polymer guest-host films.5 Much
progress has been made in device fabrication utilizing the latter three methods, incorporating
polymers into the structure.4

Poled polymer films (in which dipoles are aligned through

application of an electric field above the polymer glass transition temperature Tg) have gained
the most attention in the research community, and have been successfully demonstrated in
electro-optic modulators6,7,8,9 and waveguides,10,11 but exhibit inadequate thermal and temporal
stability. SAMs have been demonstrated in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs),12 phase
modulators13 and waveguides14, but suffer from fabrication difficulties that hinder their usability
in various devices. Each of these film fabrication methods has inherent drawbacks that will be
discussed in detail later in this chapter.
A technique that has been shown to bypass many of these problems was introduced by Gero
Decher in 1992,15 and was an innovation of a technique involving colloids presented by Iler in
1966.16

The ionically self-assembled monolayer (ISAM) technique utilizes Coulombic

interactions between polyelectrolytes to produce robust, noncentrosymmetric thin films that can
exhibit significant second-order nonlinear optical susceptibilities without any need for post-
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fabrication processes. Recently, the influence of pH and ionic strength of the polyelectrolyte
solutions upon film formation, structure and second-order NLO characteristics have been
studied.17a-c

These exhibit excellent thermal and temporal stability along with significant

nonlinear optical susceptibilities.17d However, polymer-polymer ISAM films suffer from lack of
orientation of chromophores within the bulk of a monolayer and partial cancellation of the
preferentially oriented chromophores at the lower interface by chromophores at the upper
interface.18c-g In order to overcome these drawbacks, an alternative ISAM structure for secondorder NLO films has been explored that involves replacing the NLO-active polyelectrolyte with
a dianionic chromophore to form a polymer-monomer ISAM film.17c,e,f These studies ultimately
led to the development of a novel technique involving monomer chromophores than can
selectively form covalent or ionic bonds, herein referred to as the covalent-hybrid ionically selfassembled multilayer (CHISAM) technique. The CHISAM technique holds promise for use in
electro-optic devices due to marked improvement in the second-order NLO coefficient χ(2).17g
1.1.3

Importance of NLO Characterization for Structure Investigation

ISAM films have been utilized in many types of applications that are not related to nonlinear
optics. The classic polymer-polymer ISAM film structure has been used to fabricate OLEDs,19a-c
electrochromic devices,19d-f capacitors,19g antireflection coatings19h and anti-corrosion coatings.19i
The ISAM technique has recently been utilized with several types of techniques to form
structures containing components other than polymers, such as nano-particles, to form unique
structures for a variety of applications. Polymer-component ISAM films have been used to
fabricate photovoltaic devices20a-g and artificial seashell nacre and bone,20h and biocompatible
films have been developed for glucose monitoring20i,j and neurochemical monitoring.20k
Investigation of films with nanometer-scale structure provides many challenges for which the
lessons learned from all applications provide great mutual benefit.
ISAM films are perhaps the easiest organic multilayer films to manufacture, yet the most
difficult to characterize due to their Angstrom-scale structural elements and characteristic layer
interpenetration. Investigation into the second-order NLO properties of ISAM films has afforded
structural information that classic techniques such as X-ray reflectivity and X-ray photoelectron
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This information has directly aided the

development of ISAM films for many of the non-NLO applications mentioned in the preceding
paragraph. In addition to being a tool for determining the usefulness of a film in an electro-optic
device, SHG experiments afford insight into ISAM structural characteristics and the orientation
of the chromophore molecules within the film, as will be discussed in Chapter 2.

1.2

A Brief Introduction to Nonlinear Optics
It is convenient and widely practiced to express the mathematics of nonlinear optics in

Gaussian units, and so will be the case throughout this discussion. Electromagnetic radiation is
described by Maxwell’s equations:
v
∇ ⋅ D = 4πρ
v
v 1 ∂D 4π v
J
∇× H −
=
c ∂t
c
(1.2.1)
v
v 1 ∂B
∇× E +
=0
c ∂t
v
.
∇⋅B = 0
v
The electric displacement field D is given by
v v
v
D = E + 4πP ,
(1.2.2)
v
v
where E is the electric field and P is the polarization field generated from electric field
induced dipoles within the medium. For a linear, isotropic material, the polarization field is
considered to be linearly related to the incident electric field
v
v
P = χE ,

(1.2.3)

where χ is the electrical susceptibility. This first-approximation is commonly employed in most
electromagnetic interactions, and is generally sufficient for incident fields with low field
strengths in most materials. When a large electric field is incident upon an anisotropic material,
we must utilize the general expression for polarization. The polarization may be expanded in a
Taylor series to obtain
v
v
v
v
P = χ (1) E + χ ( 2 ) E 2 + χ ( 3) E 3 + L
( 2)
( 3)
Pi = χ ij(1) E j + χ ijk
E j Ek + χ ijkl
E j Ek El + L ,

(1.2.4.a)
(1.2.4.b)
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where terms are summed over repeated indices that represent the three components of Cartesian
coordinates, and χ ij( n..) are components of an (n+1)th-rank tensor. The first coefficient, χ(1), is the
linear electrical susceptibility for an anisotropic material. The remaining coefficients χ(n) are
called the nth order nonlinear susceptibilities. For this thesis, we will discuss only the secondorder nonlinear susceptibility for non-magnetic, nonlinear, anisotropic, noncentrosymmetric
materials containing no free charges and no free currents.

The requirement of

noncentrosymmetry will be discussed in Section 1.4.
As an example of a second-order nonlinear optical process, consider the interaction of an
optical electric field at frequency ω and amplitude Eω

Eω (t ) = Eω cos(ωt ) = 12 Eω (e + iωt + e − iωt ) ,

(1.2.5)

with a static electric field E0 in a medium with a nonzero χ(2). The second-order polarization
field in this medium is
v
P ( 2 ) (t ) = χ

(2)

v
E 2 (t ) = χ

[
[

= χ

(2) 1

= χ

(2) 1

= χ

(2) 1

[

2

(2)

E ω e + iω t +
2

(

+ i 2ω t

[E ω
1

2

cos (ω t ) + E 0 ]

2

E ω e − iω t + E 0

+e

− i 2ω t

)+ E

]

2

(

4

Eω e

2

E ω cos (2 ω t ) + 2 E 0 E ω cos (ω t ) +
2

0

Eω e

+ iω t

+e
1

2

− iω t

)+

1

2

Eω + E 0
2

Eω + E
2

2

]

2
0

(1.2.6)

]
.

The resulting polarization field contains components oscillating at various frequencies. The first
term in eq. 1.2.6 oscillates at 2ω and indicates the radiation of light at that frequency. This term
depends only on the presence of the optical electric field and not the static field. This effect is
referred to as second harmonic generation (SHG), or frequency-doubling. The second term in
eq. 1.2.6 oscillates at ω and causes variation in the refractive index of the medium. This effect is
the linear electro-optic effect and will be discussed in the following section. The third term is
known as optical rectification, and is a conversion of an oscillating electric field to a static
electric field.
These and other phenomena arise from the mixing of electric fields of various frequencies in
a nonlinear medium. Because the nature of the polarization field is dependent upon the incident
fields, the effects resulting from the nonlinear susceptibilities are given a shorthand notation in
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accordance with the appropriate susceptibility and the incident and resultant electric field
frequencies. For the second-order polarization field oscillating at frequency ω3 induced by two
electric fields oscillating at frequencies ω1 and ω2, from eq. 1.2.4.b we write
Pi

( 2)

( 2)
(− ω 3 ;ω1 , ω 2 )E ωj 1 E kω 2 .
= χ ijk

(1.2.7)

The negative-sign and semicolon are simply a convention to indicate that ω3 is the output
frequency. The input frequencies can be positive or negative dependent upon their relative
phases. For instance, χ ijk( 2 ) (0;−ω , ω ) represents optical rectification. The frequencies are related
such that

ω 3 = (ω1 + ω 2 ) .

(1.2.8)

Some of the effects characterized by the second-order susceptibility are:

χ ijk( 2 ) (−2ω ; ω , ω )

Second Harmonic Generation (SHG)

χ ijk( 2 ) (−ω ; ω ,0)

Linear Electro-optic Effect (LEO)

χ ijk( 2 ) (−ω 1 − ω 2 ; ω 1 , ω 2 )

Sum Frequency Generation (SFG)

χ ijk(2) (−ω1 + ω 2 ; ω1 , −ω 2 )

Difference Frequency Generation (DFG).

The nonlinear polarizations act as source terms in the optical wave equation1
∇2E −

n 2 ∂ 2 E 4π ∂ 2 P
.
= 2
c 2 ∂t 2
c ∂t 2

(1.2.9)

The polarization fields arising from the nonlinear susceptibilities, due to the acceleration of
charges within the medium, generate electromagnetic radiation that is observable and can be
utilized in practical applications.

1.3

Applications of Second-Order Nonlinear Optical Materials

One of the most widely used applications for nonlinear media is the generation of second
harmonic radiation. As illustrated in eq. 1.2.6, radiation at frequency ω is converted into
radiation at frequency 2ω within the nonlinear medium. This process generally occurs through
virtual transitions (no photon absorption takes place) where two photons at ω are simultaneously
destroyed while a single photon at 2ω is created in a single quantum mechanical process. This
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process can result in nearly 50% conversion of the incident fundamental energy into the second
harmonic, and is used extensively in the laboratory to obtain coherent optical radiation with
wavelengths other than the fundamental of the fixed-wavelength laser source. Phase-matching
concerns that determine the conversion efficiency will be discussed in Chapter 3.
For further investigation into the electro-optic effect, first consider the case of a linear
v

v

medium where P = χ (1) E . Utilizing eqs. 1.2.2 and 1.2.3, we write the displacement field as
v v
v
v
(1.3.1)
D = E + 4πP = (1 + 4πχ (1) ) E .
We also define that the displacement field is related to the electric field by
v
v
D = εE ,

(1.3.2)

where ε is the electrical permittivity (dielectric permeability) of the material. Since the index of
refraction n of a material is
n= ε ,

(1.3.3)

it is related to the electrical susceptibility by

n = 1 + 4πχ (1) .

(1.3.4)

The refractive index in this case is clearly independent of the applied field and relies solely upon
the material parameters represented by the second-rank susceptibility tensor.
In order to understand why a material with an appreciable χ(2) is an electro-optic material, we
refer to the second-order polarization field shown in eq. 1.2.6 arising from an optical electric
field and static DC field combined in a noncentrosymmetric medium. The amplitude of the total
polarization field oscillating at frequency ω is
Pω = χ (1) Eω + χ ( 2 ) [2 E 0 Eω ] .

(1.3.5)

The magnitude of the displacement field is then given by
Dω = Eω + 4π Pω
= Eω + 4π ⎡⎣ χ (1) Eω + χ (2) ( 2 E0 Eω ) ⎤⎦
= ⎡⎣1 + 4πχ (1) ⎤⎦ Eω + 8πχ (2) E0 Eω
= ⎡⎣ n0 + 8πχ (2) E0 ⎤⎦ Eω = ε Eω

(1.3.6)
,
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where no is the linear refractive index. Therefore, the refractive index for this material in the
presence of polarized light oscillating at frequency ω, and a DC field aligned along the
polarization vector is given by
nω ( E0 ) = n02 + 8πχ (2) Eo ≈ n0 + ⎛⎜ 4π ⎞⎟ χ (2) E0 .
⎝ n0 ⎠

(1.3.7)

The refractive index of a second-order nonlinear optical material is linearly dependent upon the
applied DC field and can be controlled by altering the magnitude of the field. This is known as
the linear electro-optic effect or Pockel’s effect, and the χ(2) determines the extent of this effect
in a given material.
One of the simplest and most useful applications of the electro-optic effect is in a MachZehnder interferometer used to modulate wave amplitude.

An incident electric wave

E = E o e i ( kx −ωt ) with intensity I0 is split into the two arms of an interferometer that is patterned in

a second-order nonlinear optical medium with equal lengths as shown in Figure 1.3.1. The
shaded portion of the interferometer represents the portion of one arm that has electrodes above
and below the medium. With no voltage across the electrodes, the optical pathlength is the same
for both arms and the waves recombine constructively to obtain the initial intensity I0. When
voltage is applied, the optical pathlength of one arm is changed due to an induced change in
index of refraction as described in the following analysis.
The linear electro-optic tensor rmq is a reduced third-rank tensor that describes the
modification of the index of refraction due to an incident electric field in the following manner.21
The dielectric impermeability tensor ηnp is the inverse of the permittivity tensor εij introduced in
v
v
eq. 1.3.2, and relates the displacement field D in a medium to the applied electric field E as
r
v
E = ηD .

(1.3.8)

The linear electro-optic tensor is related to the dielectric impermeability tensor as
(0)
η np = η np
+ ∑ rnpq E q + L .
q

(1.3.9)
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For lossless media, the permittivity tensor is real and symmetric, and its inverse must also be real
and symmetric, causing rnpq to be symmetric in its first two indices. Therefore, rnpq is commonly
represented by a two-dimensional tensor rmq using the following convention:
⎧1
⎪2
⎪
⎪⎪3
m=⎨
⎪4
⎪5
⎪
⎩⎪6

for
for
for
for
for
for

np = 11

⎫
⎪
np = 22
⎪
⎪⎪
np = 33
⎬
np = 23, 32⎪
np = 13, 31⎪
⎪
np = 12, 21⎪⎭ .

(1.3.10)

The optical indicatrix, or index ellipsoid, for an anisotropic material in the presence of an
electric field is given by
⎛ 1 ⎞ 2 ⎛ 1 ⎞ 2 ⎛ 1 ⎞ 2
⎛ 1 ⎞
⎛ 1 ⎞
⎛ 1 ⎞
⎜ 2 ⎟ x + ⎜ 2 ⎟ y + ⎜ 2 ⎟ z + 2⎜ 2 ⎟ yz + 2⎜ 2 ⎟ xz + 2⎜ 2 ⎟ xy = 1 ,
⎝ n ⎠1
⎝ n ⎠2
⎝ n ⎠3
⎝ n ⎠4
⎝ n ⎠5
⎝ n ⎠6

(1.3.11)
where
⎛ 1 ⎞
⎜ 2 ⎟ = ηm
⎝ n ⎠m

(1.3.12)

utilizing the convention of eq. 1.3.10. Therefore, the modifications of the index ellipsoid due to
the linear electro-optic effect are
⎛ 1 ⎞
∆⎜ 2 ⎟ = ∑ rmq E q .
⎝ n ⎠m
q

(1.3.13)

Now consider a special case of the linear electro-optic effect as it pertains to organic films. If
the medium in the waveguide of Figure 1.31 is uniaxial with C∞ν symmetry with the
extraordinary axis normal to the electrodes, for light traveling along the waveguide and polarized
along the extraordinary axis, eq. 1.3.13 becomes
⎛ 1 ⎞
∆⎜ 2 ⎟ = r33 E3 ,
⎝ n ⎠3

(1.3.14)

where the index ‘3’ represents the z-axis, which is the extraordinary axis. For a DC field E0z
applied along the z-axis, the modified index ellipsoid may be written as
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(1.3.15)

where n0 and ne are the unmodified ordinary (normal to symmetry axis) and extraordinary
(parallel to symmetry axis) indices of refraction. Equation 1.3.15 may be written as
⎞
x2 y2 ⎛ 1
+ 2 + ⎜⎜ 2 + r33 E 0 z ⎟⎟ z 2 = 1 .
2
n0 n0 ⎝ ne
⎠

(1.3.16)

The modified index ellipsoid may be alternatively written as
y2
x2
z2
+
+
=1 .
n0′ 2 n0′ 2 ne′ 2

(1.3.17)

Therefore, the modified extraordinary index of refraction is given by
1 + ne2 r33 E 0 z
1
,
=
ne′ 2
ne2

(1.3.18)

so that
⎤
⎡
ne2
ne′ = ⎢
⎥
2
⎣1 + ne r33 E 0 z ⎦

1

2

[

= ne 1 + ne2 r33 E 0 z

]

−1

.

2

(1.3.19)

l

I0

I

Figure 1.3.1: Mach-Zehnder interferometer as an electro-optic switch and/or amplitude

modulator. Electrodes of length l are positioned above and below the upper arm
of the device. Incident light is polarized along the extraordinary axis of the
electro-optic material, whose axis of noncentrosymmetry is normal to the
electrodes.
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In the physically realistic limit ne2 r33 E 0 z << 1 , the extraordinary refractive index ne varies with
a DC field E0z applied along the extraordinary axis as
1
ne′ ( E oz ) = ne − ne3 r33 E 0 z .
2

(1.3.20)

If the DC field is applied across electrodes of length l, a phase difference ∆ϕ is introduced as
2πl

∆ϕ =

(∆n )

λ
πl 3
= ne r33 E 0 z
λ

(1.3.21)

and the recombined wave has an electric field

⎛ ∆ϕ ⎞ i ( kx −ωt )
E ′ = E o cos⎜
⎟e
⎝ 2 ⎠

(1.3.22)

with intensity
⎛ ∆ϕ ⎞
I = I o cos 2 ⎜
⎟.
⎝ 2 ⎠

(1.3.23)

The electric field strength between the plates of a capacitor relative to the applied voltage is
independent of the material between the plates and is given by

E0 =

V
,
d

(1.3.24)

where d is the distance between the plates. Therefore, given electrode spacing d (plates located
above and below one waveguide arm) and potential difference V, the voltage required to obtain a
phase shift of π for a wave with wavelength λ, polarized along the extraordinary axis is

Vπ =

dλ
.
lne3 r33

(1.3.25)

The interferometer can act as an on/off switch for V = 0,Vπ respectively, or as an amplitude
modulator for intermediate voltages. Commercial LiNbO3 modulators exhibit Vπ in the range of
3-5 V when used in 2-cm and 3-cm long optical intensity modulators.7,8
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Second-Order Nonlinear Optical Materials

The primary requirement for a material to generate a second-order nonlinear optical response
is noncentrosymmetry of the structure along the direction of the electric field. Consider a
material with an inversion center such that it is symmetric in all directions. If an electric field
with time-dependent magnitude

E (t ) = Eω cos ωt

(1.4.1)

is incident upon such a medium, the magnitude of the resultant second-order polarization field
will be

P2 (t ) = χ ( 2 ) E 2 (t ) .

(1.4.2)

Due to the inversion symmetry, the following relation must exist:

− P2 (t ) = χ ( 2 ) [− E (t )]

2

− P2 (t ) = χ ( 2 ) E 2 (t )

(1.4.3)

.

Equations 1.4.2 and 1.4.3 can both be true only if the polarization field is zero, indicating χ(2) is
zero for centrosymmetric media. This can be further illustrated by considering the induced
dipole moment of a second-order nonlinear molecule in a sinusoidal electric field polarized in the
plane of the page as shown in Figure 1.4.1.a.

Both linear media (Figure 1.4.1.b) and

centrosymmetric nonlinear media (Figure 1.4.1.c) yield a polarization field that includes only
odd harmonics. The nonlinear medium of Figure 1.4.1.d yields a response that is asymmetric
and thus can only result from a noncentrosymmetric medium.
Noncentrosymmetric NLO media have generally been fabricated using inorganic crystals.
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP), β-barium borate (BBO) and lithium niobate (LiNbO3)
are typical examples frequently used in high power applications. These crystals exhibit χ(2)
values on the order of 10-9 to 10-7 esu arising from the electron polarizability due to the crystal’s
band structure and the asymmetry of the crystal structure.

Crystal growth procedures are

complicated and time consuming, requiring precise variational control of temperature ranging
from 600-1000 °C at pressures ranging from high vacuum to 1700 atm.22 Growth times range
from 10 days to 8 weeks to produce 20 mm x 30 mm x 60 mm crystals. Many inorganic crystals
exhibit moderate to poor environmental stability with particular weakness to humidity.
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P(t)
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Figure 1.4.1: Electric field and corresponding polarization fields in various media.
(a) Incident electric field,
(b) Polarization field of ‘a’ in a linear, centrosymmetric medium,
(c) Polarization field of ‘a’ in a nonlinear, centrosymmetric medium,
(d) Polarization field of ‘a’ in a nonlinear, noncentrosymmetric medium.
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Organic Chromophores

As an alternative to inorganic crystals, organic molecules and polymers have been of
considerable interest for use in nonlinear optics due to their large optical nonlinearities, as well
as ease of processability. The polarization of such a molecule may be expanded as a Taylor
series in the same manner as the polarization field in eq. 1.2.4.b. This results in a molecular
polarization p with higher-order corrections
pi (ω ) = µ i + α ij (−ω ) E j (ω ) + β ijk (−ω ; ω1 , ω 2 ) E j (ω1 ) E k (ω 2 )
+ γ ijkl (−ω ; ω1 , ω 2 , ω 3 ) E j (ω1 ) E k (ω 2 ) El (ω 3 ) + K

,

(1.4.4)

where µi is the permanent dipole moment of the molecule, αij is the polarizability associated with
the linear optical effects, and βijk and γijkl are the first- and second-order molecular
hyperpolarizabilities associated with the second- and third-order nonlinear optical effects,
respectively.

For a collection of N molecules, the macroscopic second-order nonlinear

susceptibility χ(2) may be expressed as an orientational average over the molecules’
hyperpolarizabilities βµνρ

χ ijk( 2) (−ω ; ω 1 , ω 2 ) = N ∑ Riµ R jν Rkρ β µνρ f (ω ) f (ω 1 ) f (ω 2 ) ,

(1.4.5)

where R’s are direction cosines between lab axes (i,j,k) and molecular axes (µ,ν,ρ), and f’s are
local field factors representing corrections to the electric field experienced by each molecule due
to the electric fields of its neighbors.
Large molecular hyperpolarizabilities require highly polarizable electrons (to be able to
respond to an electric field) and asymmetry on the molecular level. Large polarizability is
achieved through conjugation, by which π electron bonds between unsaturated atoms in organic
compounds are delocalized and easily moved over large distances by electric fields. Asymmetry
is provided through the use of electron donor and acceptor groups attached at opposite ends of
the molecule.23 These groups provide a permanent dipole moment that causes the resulting
induced moment to be asymmetric. Analogous to the first-order dipole moment of two static
charges, increased strength of the donor / acceptor groups and increased conjugation length
between these groups generally results in larger hyperpolarizabilities as illustrated in Table
1.4.1.5
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The first-order hyperpolarizability β can be measured by several techniques. Most common
is the electric-field induced SHG (EFISH) method.24 An electric field is used to align the
chromophores in solution contained in an electroded glass cell, producing an asymmetric
medium for second harmonic generation measurement. A comparison with a reference sample,
generally quartz, allows calculation of β. When the chromophore in question possesses ionic
groups, the EFISH method results in a separation of chromophore from solution (literally
‘plating’ the field electrodes). In these cases, the method of hyper-Rayleigh scattering (HRS) is
used.24 HRS measures incoherently scattered SHG from isotropic solutions. Coherent SHG
intensity is proportional to the square of <cos3θ>, with molecular orientation angle θ. If the
molecular distribution is completely random, this result is zero, while the result is unity for the
case of perfect molecular alignment. Scattered SHG intensity, however, depends only on the
square of <cos2θ>, which is nonzero even for random orientation. Since the molecules are
randomly oriented in dilute solution, analysis of the polarization of scattered second harmonic
with respect to the polarization of the incident fundamental allows resolution of βzzz and βzxx
components of the hyperpolarizability.
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Table 1.4.1: Hyperpolarizabilities β0 and structures of selected organic chromophores. β0

indicates the primary component of hyperpolarizability, with all field
polarizations aligned with the long axis of molecule.
Chromophore

β0 (10-30 cm5/esu)

Structure
H3C

DMNA

N

NO2

N

N

12

H3C

H3C

NB-DMAA

37
NO2

H3C

H3CH2C

Disperse Red 1

N

47

N
NO2

N

H3CH2C

H3C

DMA-NS

52

N
NO2

H3C

NC

H3 C

CN

N

DMA-DCVS

133

H3 C
H

H3CH2C

NC
N

DEA-TCVAB
H3CH2C

N

CN
N
H

154
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Poled Polymers

Fundamental Fabrication Technique

The most general method of utilizing such molecules for χ(2) applications is through polymer
films fabricated by techniques such as spin-casting, then breaking the centrosymmetry by
aligning the dipoles via an electric-field poling process. This modified spin-casting technique
was first described and demonstrated for fabrication of nonlinear optical materials by Singer and
co-workers in 1986,25,26 and was inspired by a technique used for liquid crystal film displays.27
Chromophores are doped into an optically inactive polymer and deposited on a substrate. The
deposition leaves the chromophores with randomized orientation and therefore with zero χ(2). In
order to produce useful χ(2) materials, these films are heated above their glass-transition
temperature, Tg, allowing the chromophores some degree of orientational mobility. A strong
electric field is applied (typically ~105-106 V/m) to ‘pole’ the chromophores, aligning them with
the electric field. The field is maintained as the film is cooled down below its transition
temperature, effectively ‘freezing in’ the chromophore alignment. This process, producing what
are known as ‘poled polymers’, yields typical χ(2) values of 10-8 to 10-7 esu.28 For comparison,
β-barium borate, one of the commonly used χ(2) crystal materials, has a value of 9.2x10-9 esu.
Unfortunately, the chromophore orientation of poled polymers tends to decay over time due to
randomization of chromophore alignment. For example, at room temperature, the second-order
susceptibility in guest-host systems as described here has shown a sharp initial decay (10-50% in
the first 24 hours) followed by a slower decay (20% over a year).29
Further increases in orientational stability have been achieved through the use of polyimides
to reduce orientational mobility in poled polymers through densification of the material.30,31 As
shown in Figure 1.4.2.a, chromophores are doped into polyamic acid (they may also be
covalently attached as side-groups) and deposited (spin-cast) onto a substrate. A poling field is
applied, orienting the guest chromophores. Simultaneously, the film is heated to above Tg
(>250°C), which causes the polyamic acid to condense to form imide rings (Fig. 1.4.2.c). This
imidization restricts the allowed motion of the chromophores and increases the thermal stability
of the films. Because the formation of each imide ring produces a water molecule, a final curing
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step (called densification) is performed at higher temperature (~350°C) to decrease the moisture
content of the films. This can result in a decrease in film thickness by 40%,30 further limiting the
reorientational mobility of the guest chromophores. This densification has been shown to be
crucial to the increased thermal stability exhibited by these films.31 It is only after cooling to
room temperature after this final curing step that the poling field is removed. This process has
resulted in films that exhibit improved thermal stability, and became a focus of research
attention. It is important to note, however, that the necessary processing temperatures are
generally above thermal decomposition temperatures of most nonlinear optical chromophores.
The rate of decay of χ(2) is increased as temperatures approach the glass transition
temperature, at which point decay is nearly instantaneous. A successful and widely utilized
method to reduce the decay rate involves the use of crosslinking polymers.32 When exposed to
UV radiation during the poling process, bonds are formed between photo-reactive groups present
on the polymers, reducing the orientational mobility of the polymer. When poled, crosslinked
polymers may achieve lesser χ(2) than uncrosslinked polymers, but exhibit reduced decay rates
(10% vs. 50% over 500 hours at 25 °C) due to this reduction of orientational mobility. With this
method, the film is no longer a simple guest-host structure, but rather a covalently crosslinked
network.
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Figure 1.4.2: Post-processing of polyimide films.
(a) Guest/host polyamic acid film.
(b) Poling field is applied, orienting chromophores in one general direction.
(c) Imidization process restricting chromophore mobility.
(d) Excess moisture from imidization is driven out in densification, further

restricting chromophore mobility.
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Improved Fabrication Techniques

More recently, attempts have been made to overcome the thermal stability issue by using
high Tg (~380 °C) donor-embedded polyimides,33 and high Tg (~400 °C) diamine functionalized
chromophores.34 The latter is an even more complex procedure wherein the chromophore is
embedded in the polyimide prior to film casting, as opposed to post casting imidization of the
former, resulting in chromophore-functionalized polyimides.

The chromophore-embedded

polyimides exhibited a much improved room-temperature temporal stability, showing only a 5%
initial drop followed by negligible loss of χ(2) after 1200 hours. However, the films exhibited
20% irrecoverable loss of SHG at a temperature T ≈ 0.65 Tg ≈ Tg – 250 °C, followed by a rapid
total loss of SHG upon reaching Tg. The chromophore-functionalized polyimides exhibited poor
temporal stability, and similar thermal stability
The most recent successful research efforts leading to increased χ(2) and thermal stability
have focused on incorporation of highly nonlinear molecules suitable for forming a thermally
stable crosslinked network in poled polymer films, and on fabrication methods that increase
poling efficiency. The need for increased poling efficiency is brought about by the need for
more highly nonlinear molecules. The electric field poling of a film containing highly nonlinear
chromophores is often hindered by the large dipole moment of highly nonlinear molecules.35
Two approaches by L. R. Dalton, A. K.-Y. Jen and associates have successfully led to
increased poling efficiency.36,37 One approach for increasing poling efficiency has been to use a
cladding material that is more electrically conductive than the NLO core material.36 A cladding
with infinite conductivity would allow the field to distribute evenly across the cladding prior to
reaching the core, and would not cause a voltage drop. The majority of the poling voltage is
dropped across the core while the more conductive cladding affords a more uniform distribution
of the poling field. Due to the increased uniformity of the field, a higher voltage may be applied
without harming the chromophores nearest to the origin of the field. The arrangement consisted
of a 2-µm thick top and bottom cladding layer with a resistivity that is 1/10 of a 3-µm thick NLO
core. In order to achieve a 106 V/m poling field within the core NLO material, only 260 V need
be applied, where 60 V (10 V/µm) is dropped across the cladding layers. This is in contrast to
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needing to apply 6200 V for a similar device using typical cladding with resistivity 10 times that
of the NLO core, with 6000 V (1000 V/µm) dropped across the cladding layers. This approach
showed potential for greatly reducing risk of material breakdown for films incorporating highly
nonlinear chromophores. Another approach to increasing poling efficiency was to utilize bulky
sidegroups on highly nonlinear chromophores.37 It was discovered that the functionalization of
bulky sidegroups on NLO chromophores improved poling efficiency by reducing the
intermolecular electrostatic interactions from the large dipole moments of the NLO
chromophores. Reduction of intermolecular electrostatic interactions helps prevent molecular
aggregation, which is a detriment to poling efficiency.

It was further discovered that

incorporation of dendrons as sidegroups reduced aggregation of the chromophores during the
spin-coating process, thus increasing poling efficiency and uniformity of the chromophores, an
important discovery that led to the final optimization of the following method.
A novel approach taken by L. R. Dalton, A. K.-Y. Jen and associates to achieve increased χ(2)
and thermal stability involves the use of NLO dendrimers constructed using a double-end
functionalized, three-dimensional phenyl-tetracyanobutadienyl (Ph-TCBD) thiophene-stilbenebased NLO chromophore as the central core, and crosslinkable trifluorovinyl ether-containing
dendrons as the exterior moieties.35,38 The multiply branched, monodisperse structure of the
dendrimers affords the ability to form a complex crosslinked network for which, from the
macroscopic viewpoint, crosslinking occurs not only along the direction of the poling field as
with typical linear molecules, but in all directions. While this may seem to be an approach that
would lead to a more random chromophore orientation, it has yielded r33 values of 60 pm/V at
1.55 µm wavelength, twice that of LiNbO3. This is attributed to the “dendritic effect” which
affords efficient alignment of the NLO dendrimer: the dendrons were designed to “fold” under a
high strength electric field, improving their ability to align. Further, the dendrons are believed to
prevent molecular aggregation during the spin-coating process due to their shape. Although the
Tg of the resultant film is only 165 °C, much greater thermal stability was achieved compared to
equivalent guest-host films fabricated with a non-dendron modified chromophore due to the
complex crosslinked dendrimer network. The dendrimer films retained >90% of their original r33
value of 60 pm/V at 85°C for over 1000 hours, while the guest-host films retained <65% of there
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Further, although

equivalent non-crosslinkable dendrimers lacking the trifluorovinyl ether functionality exhibited
equivalent initial r33 value, they demonstrated a very fast decay of the EO coefficient (<10 pm/V)
at room temperature apparently due to the intrinsically low Tg (<50 °C) and large free volume of
the dendrimer. This study has evidenced the importance of a complex crosslinked network in
poled polymer films, much like the inherent ionically crosslinked network of ISAM films.
Poled Polymer Devices

While temporal and thermal stability of the NLO film remain important areas for
improvement, further obstacles to the realization of marketable poled-polymer devices are also
being addressed.7-9

While ongoing efforts to improve poling efficiency and r33 values are

critical, the real test of a successful electro-optic film is the functionality of the final device at
telecommunication wavelengths, approximately 1.31 µm and 1.55 µm. Many properties of
successful devices are being improved, but this discussion will be limited to improvements in
modulation devices that address the NLO film and that have bearing on ISAM film qualities.
Three important factors relative to the properties of the core NLO film will be briefly considered
for this discussion: modulation frequency, half-wave voltage (Vπ) and photostability (measured
as optical transmission loss due to film decomposition).
The value of Vπ determines the power needed to run a device and a value less than 1 V is
required for use in the fastest very-large scale integration (VSLI) electronics. The current
industry standard for commercial devices is 3-5 V. A success has been reported by L. R. Dalton
and associates for this requirement using 30 wt% CLD-1 / poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
as the guest-host NLO film.7 CLD-1 is an acronym for a proprietary aminophenyltetraene-bridge
chromophore. The device, with r33 = 60 pm/V, exhibited a Vπ of 0.8 V at 1.31 µm. However,
the device was stable only to 65°C due to the low Tg of PMMA. The same group later developed
a similar device using a less concentrated 25 wt% CLD-1 / PMMA guest-host NLO film in effort
to increase thermal stability.8 The initial values for Vπ were 2.4 V at 1.31 µm and 3.7 V at 1.55
µm. At a constant temperature of 60 ºC, these values steadily increased by 25% over a 20-day
period, perhaps due to molecular realignment or re-ordering, and remained stable for 45
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additional days. Further, the device experienced 70% optical transmission loss after 50 hours
under ambient conditions due to photochemical decomposition of the chromophore. While an
improvement in thermal stability was achieved, the CLD-1 / PMMA arrangement exhibited poor
photostability. Despite stability issues, the low Vπ value was a significant achievement.
A significant accomplishment in modulation frequency utilizing a disperse red-1 (DR1) /
PMMA guest-host NLO film was reported by M. Lee and associates.9 A very high modulation
frequency of 145 GHz was obtained at 1.33 µm, along with a Vπ of 11.3 V. This is a significant
accomplishment for poled polymer devices, especially in light of the strongly perceived 100 GHz
limitation of LiNbO3. Further, while polymer devices that exhibit a bandwidth of 30-40 GHz
exhibit a modulation that remains observable to 113 GHz, the device in this report exhibited a
modulation that remained observable up to 1.6 THz. Although not commented on in this report,
the devices certainly must suffer from the ever-present thermal and temporal stability issues of
poled polymer films.
Conclusions about Poled-Polymer Films and Devices

Recent significant achievements have been made in the development of optical modulators
and waveguides using poled polymer films. Jen et al. have found marked success in improving
optical transmission efficiency in devices by incorporating sol-gel under- and over-claddings as
well as a sol-gel core in conjunction with a poled polymer film.11 Still, their device suffers from
the same drawbacks of poled polymer films, namely that dipoles are forced away from their
equilibrium position during the poling process and time will ultimately bring about a return to
that equilibrium. While studies to improve poled-polymer film fabrication techniques have made
great strides recently, the challenge remains to achieve a tightly woven crosslinked network that
disallows relaxation of viscous chromophore elements via secondary (β, γ) glass transitions, or
that incorporates chromophores as network elements. Whichever crosslinked network structure
is achieved, it must be done so without the network exhibiting memory retention. Classically,
that requires destruction and reconstitution of the network and is a challenge perhaps best
overcome by a method that forms a noncentrosymmetric crosslinked network during its initial
formation; a method such as the ionically self-assembled monolayer (ISAM) technique.
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Langmuir-Blodgett Deposition

In order to avoid the orientational relaxation (depoling) that occurs in poled polymers,
various attempts have been made to fabricate nonlinear films with an intrinsic structural
asymmetry. These assembly techniques involve molecules that are aligned by the deposition
procedure itself. They generally fall into two categories – Langmuir-Blodgett deposition and
self-assembly.
In the simplest form of Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) deposition, introduced in the 1930s,
molecules that are hydrophilic at one end and hydrophobic at the opposite end are spread on a
water surface.39,40 This layer is then compressed until the molecules are close-packed (and
therefore aligned). This is the formation of the actual monolayer. In order to transfer this
monolayer onto a substrate, the substrate is immersed in the water through the monolayer in a
vertical orientation (Figure 1.4.3.a). If the substrate is hydrophobic, the first layer will be formed
upon immersion. When the substrate is removed, a second layer is deposited on top of the first.
When a monolayer is transferred to the substrate on both immersion and removal, the resulting
structure is called ‘Y-Type’. Most LB capable molecules form this type structure. X- and ZType structures are formed when monolayers are deposited on insertion or withdrawal only.
Both X- and Z-Type structures possess an inherent structural asymmetry, as molecules in
adjacent layers are oriented head-to-tail. Z-Type films have been shown to produce second-order
nonlinear susceptibilities roughly 10 times that of β-barium borate (BBO),41 a crystal commonly
used for second harmonic generation and optical parametric oscillation applications, with
susceptibility χ(2) of 9.2x10-9 esu.

Though Y-Type structures are inherently structurally

symmetric, several tricks may be utilized to obtain films with non-zero χ(2). For example,
molecules may be chosen which exhibit non-zero hyperpolarizability in the plane of the
monolayer.42,43
In a slightly more complicated arrangement, a net orientation perpendicular to the substrate is
possible by utilizing two different molecules in the LB layers. The substrate is immersed
through a non-absorbing, nonlinear inactive molecular monolayer, adsorbing the first layer. The
substrate is then moved, while immersed, through a gate and into a second water bath where it is
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withdrawn through a monolayer that contains an NLO chromophore. Though a Y-Type structure
is formed, the chromophores exist only on the withdrawal monolayer, behaving as a Z-Type
structure. Films deposited in this fashion have shown non-linear susceptibilities of 1.6×10-7 esu,
roughly 20 times larger than that of β-barium borate.44
Langmuir-Blodgett deposition is complicated by the need to maintain constant surface
pressure of the molecules during insertion and removal. Since that pressure causes the molecules
to be close-packed, if pressure is decreased, molecules are allowed to relax their orientation. If
pressure is too high, the monolayer can break down with molecules folding on top of each other.
Constant pressure is generally maintained by a series of compression and removal rollers in the
bath in conjunction with the application of ‘piston oils’, which serve to apply pressure to the LB
molecules.45

The deposition apparatus and procedure is complicated and sensitive to

environmental conditions and contaminants.
Perhaps most significantly, Langmuir-Blodgett films show poor mechanical and thermal
stability. The few X- and Z-Type molecules used for NLO films commonly decay to Y-Type
structures, destroying the asymmetry.45 Increased heat and elapsed time serves to collapse
Langmuir-Blodgett layers, randomizing any chromophore orientation. It is worth noting that LB
films incorporating polyimides to stabilize structure have been investigated and appear to possess
some amount of thermal stability up to 240 °C,43 but χ(2) measurements have not been made on
these films.
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Figure 1.4.3: Langmuir-Blodgett and covalent self-assembly processes.

(a) Deposition of

Langmuir-Blodgett molecules (hydrophilic ends represented as arrowheads) on a
hydrophobic substrate. Deposition occurs on both substrate insertion and removal
(Y-Type). (b) X, Y, and Z type LB films. (c) Covalent self-assembly process of
an [(aminophenyl)azo]pyridinium superlattice

Step (iii) crosslinks hydroxy

groups and serves as activation for deposition of next layer, beginning at step (i).
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Covalent Self-Assembly

Covalently self-assembled films, commonly known as self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) or
chemisorbed films, introduced by Netzer and Sagiv in 1983,46 overcome several of the
drawbacks of Langmuir-Blodgett films. In this method, hydroxylated substrates are immersed in
an amphophillic fluid (solution, melt or vapor) and a thermodynamically stable film is covalently
bonded to the surface. This layer may be followed by alternating steps that chemically activate
the new surface layer and then deposit further layers47 (Figure 1.4.3.c). In this process, highly
organized multilayer structures may be fabricated. SAM films show exceptional mechanical,
chemical and electrical stability, and may be crosslinked to further increase these characteristics.
The organization of these structures is particularly conducive to producing χ(2) materials, and
films have been produced with second-order susceptibilities of up to 4.3×10-7 esu,48 nearly 50
times that of β-barium borate. The largest drawback to SAM films is perhaps that production of
covalently self-assembled films is extremely time consuming. The fabrication of each repeat
structure commonly involves many tedious steps, and immersion times per layer may range from
several hours to several days.13,47,49 Both adsorption and layer activation steps must, in general,
be conducted at elevated temperatures. These factors are aggravated by the necessity of 100%
reactance of the surface layer in order to assure proper molecular orientation.
A recently introduced technique involves “all-wet-chemical” processes to form bilayer
structures that require only 45 minutes per 3.26 nm thick bilayer.48

This technique is a

significant improvement over the previous best growth rate of 6 hours per repeat structure, and
results in a film growth rate of 4.9 nm/hour. However, this technique is still very intolerant to
impurities, requiring strict molecular synthesis methods. Additionally, this technique requires
hazardous organic solvents (tetrahydrofuran, methanol and pentane) for bilayer fabrication,
which must be carried out in a continuously purged nitrogen environment.

Even though

successful device fabrication has been demonstrated many times over the past several years, and
fabrication time has been significantly decreased, covalently self-assembled films still require
hazardous materials and are non-conducive to large-scale assembly. These limitations certainly
do not exclude covalent self-assembly as a viable technique for specialized applications, but are
detrimental to the goal of large-scale commercialization.
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1.4.5 Vapor Phase Self Assembly via Triple Hydrogen Bonds

Recent studies by Marks and coworkers have resulted in the introduction of a new type of
self-assembled film.50 The method was based on direct multiple hydrogen-bonding (H-bonding)
techniques used in crystal engineering.

The approach was to employ longitudinal triple

hydrogen-bonding interactions between chromophore molecules, synthesized by the Marks
group, that possess H-bond/electron donors at one end and H-bond/electron acceptors at the
opposite end for head to tail H-bonding. The molecule is 5-{4-[2-(4,6-diamino-[1,3,5]triazine-2yl)-vinyl]-benzylidene}-pyrimidine-2,4,6-trione (DPTP). A melamine template was anchored to
a Si (100) substrate, and the molecules were deposited via vapor deposition at 100 ºC, resulting
in a growth rate of 0.5 – 2.0 Å/s. The films were optically transparent and exhibited a surface
root-mean-square (rms) roughness of 1.7 nm for a 1.22 µm film as measured by contact mode
atomic force microscopy (AFM). The films exhibited a second-order susceptibility of about
4×10-10 esu, and the angle of chromophore alignment from the substrate normal was determined
to be about 57º. Although yielding a low χ(2), this novel method resulted in chromophore
orientation typically observed in self-assembled films, and shows promise for future
optimization.
1.4.6

Ionically Self-Assembled Monolayer (ISAM) Technique

A relatively new deposition technique that has been shown to bypass many of the problems
of these other methods was first demonstrated by Decher and co-workers in 1991.15

The

technique, referred to here as ionically self-assembled monolayers (ISAM), utilizes the
Coulombic attraction between oppositely charged polymers to form ultra thin layers of organic
polymers in a precisely controlled fashion. The deposition process involves the immersion of a
charged substrate into an oppositely charged aqueous polyelectrolyte solution.

As the

polyelectrolyte forms ionic bonds with the substrate surface, some fraction of the ionic groups
extends away from the substrate. These groups cause an effective reversal of the surface charge,
which limits further polyelectrolyte adsorption. The substrate is then removed from solution,
rinsed with deionized water to remove unbonded polymer and immersed in a second aqueous
polyelectrolyte solution of opposite charge species. The process is repeated, with polyelectrolyte
adsorption again reversing the surface charge. This process can be repeated in the (AB)n fashion
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until the desired film thickness is obtained. Since deposition requires only that successive layers
have opposite ion charge (anion/cation), it is possible to construct films whose structure is more
complicated than the (AB)n bilayer repeat unit. Films with (ABAC)n structures,51 for example,
have been fabricated and other structures are also possible. This allows polymer layers with
different functionality to be easily incorporated into a single film with precise structural control.
The subject of this thesis is the exploration of ISAM deposition to provide inherently
noncentrosymmetric χ(2) films. In addition to absorbance and film thickness measurements, we
will use second harmonic generation to determine chromophore orientation within the film.
ISAM films have already been shown to be easier to design and fabricate than other selfassembled films, and exhibit better thermal characteristics than poled polymer films.17 We will
present an in-depth investigation into films incorporating monomer chromophores in place of
polymer chromophores in order to improve chromophore orientation and to reduce bilayer
thickness. These investigations will include thermal and temporal stability of ISAM films, and
electro-optic devices fabricated with ISAM films will be demonstrated.
Evidence of the structural characteristics of ISAM films will be presented in Chapter 2 using
published results from literature as well as our own experience from previous studies and those
presented later in this thesis.

The ISAM film deposition process along with the recently

introduced CHISAM technique will be described, and several established adsorption models will
be presented in order to provide insight into the structure of ISAM films. No single model has
yet been developed to completely explain the process, but several models considered
simultaneously afford an insight into the nature of the adsorption of polyelectrolytes onto ISAM
films. Experimental evidence of film morphology will be presented as a literature review, and
combined with our own experience from SHG measurements to provide an intuitive picture of
the structure of the films. For further insight into ISAM film structure, many devices utilizing
the classic polymer-polymer ISAM films and the more recent polymer-component ISAM films
will be discussed.

Additionally, second-order nonlinear optical characterization will be

demonstrated as a useful tool for film structure determination that affords insight into films used
in applications other than electro-optics. Finally, previous studies performed by our group will
be presented in order to introduce the motivation of the studies presented in this thesis.
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Description of the SHG apparatus and various measurement techniques will be presented in
Chapter 3. Arriving at a value of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility is an extensive
process which requires several calibration steps. The calibration of a reference standard film to
quartz, which has a well-established χ(2) value, will be presented, as well as the methodology for
determination of the average chromophore tilt angle within the film. The nuances of SHG
measurements for double-sided ISAM films samples will be discussed.
Investigation into thick ISAM films and special considerations for measurements of films
that absorb the second harmonic wavelength will be discussed in Chapter 4.

It will be

demonstrated that the ISAM technique may be used to fabricate films up to 750 nm, which is
twice the thickness as previously demonstrated.

It will also be shown that accurate

determinations of χ(2) may be made for films that absorb the second-harmonic wavelength by
comparison with measurements outside of the absorbing region and use of mathematical
modeling to account for absorption of the second harmonic. Temporal and thermal stability
measurements of ISAM films will also be presented in Chapter 4.
Due to the recent success of the CHISAM technique in increasing χ(2) presented in my
Master’s thesis, further studies have been performed on this type of film. These studies coincide
with the studies on ISAM films. The effect of pH and NaCl concentration of the dipping
solution will be presented along with temporal and thermal stability studies.
The CHISAM films studied so far have been fabricated with a monomer chromophore that
possesses a low β value (the molecular equivalent of the macroscopic χ(2) value). Investigations
into the incorporation of suitable monomer chromophores that possess greater β values will be
reported in Chapter 5. These films will be shown to be superior to all other ISAM films that
have been produced for the purpose of incorporation into electro-optic devices. The effect of
NaCl concentration will be presented, along with temporal and thermal stability studies. Further
characterization of this film will include the incorporation into electro-optic devices.
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Chapter 2
CHARACTERISTICS OF
IONICALLY SELF-ASSEMBLED MONOLAYER FILMS

Ionically self-assembled monolayer (ISAM) films are a revolutionary class of materials that
allows detailed structural and thickness control at the molecular level, combined with ease of
manufacturing and low-cost. The objective of this chapter is to provide insight into the structure
of various types of ISAM films and to explore methods by which improved ISAM films for
nonlinear optical (NLO) applications may be developed. The ISAM film deposition process is
described, and several established adsorption models are presented. No single model has been
developed to completely explain the process, but consideration of several models affords insight
into the nature of the adsorption of polyelectrolytes onto ISAM films, and the resultant
structures. The progression of improvements of ISAM films for NLO applications is presented,
ending with the recent development of a technique that has yielded exceptional results. This
technique, herein called the covalent-hybrid ionically self-assembled multilayer (CHISAM)
technique, uses monomer chromophores than can selectively form covalent or ionic bonds. A
variety of methods for developing polymer-component ISAM films and incorporating ISAM
films into complex structures are discussed.

The results of these techniques support the

adsorption models, provide further insight into the versatility and structural characteristics of
ISAM films and illustrate ways in which NLO ISAM films may be utilized in device
applications. Finally, several potential methods of improving ISAM films for NLO applications
are presented.
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ISAM Film Deposition Process

The ISAM method simply involves the alternate dipping of a charged substrate into an
aqueous solution of a cation followed by dipping into an aqueous solution of an anion. This
procedure is carried out at room temperature and ambient conditions without the need for special
facilities of any kind, and utilizes readily available environmentally friendly materials, resulting
in molecularly smooth, uniform, physically robust films. A typical fabrication procedure that
results in successful second-order NLO ISAM films,52 also called χ(2) films, is presented in the
following discussion.
The typical ISAM fabrication procedure is as follows. Glass microscope slide substrates
(Fisher Scientific) are prepared using the RCA cleaning process53 which involves a 20 minute
bath at 70°C in a 5:1:1 by volume NH4OH-H2O2-H20 solution, followed by a 20 minute bath at
room temperature in 6:1:1 by weight HCl-H2O2-H20 solution. The slides are rinsed thoroughly
in purified H20 after each bath and finally dried at 130 °C for 1 hour. When immersed in the
initial cationic dipping solution, OH- ions hydrogen bound to the polar SiO2 substrate form an
anionic layer that affords initiation of the ISAM process. The purified water used in solutions
and for rinsing is provided by a Barnstead Nanopure II filtration / deionization system.
The early polymer-polymer ISAM NLO films were produced using an anionic polymer dye
as the NLO-active layer, with an NLO-inactive cationic polymer serving as an “adhesive”.
Typically, Poly S-119 (Sigma) and PCBS (Aldrich), which have a poly(vinyl amine) backbone
with an ionic azo-dye chromophore as shown in Figure 2.1.1 were used as the NLO-active layer,
while poly(allylamine hydrochloride) known as PAH (Sigma) was used for the NLO-inactive
layer.

PCBS

is

benzoic

acid,

5-[[4-[(ethenylamino)sulfonyl]phenyl]azo]-2-hydroxy-,

monosodium salt, homopolymer (9Cl), {CAS registry number 219957-05-8}; Poly S-119 is 2naphthalenesulfonic acid, 5-[[4-[(ethenylamino)sulfonyl]phenyl]azo]-6-hydroxy-,monosodium
salt, homopolymer (9Cl), {CAS registry number 66286-89-3}; and PAH is 2-propen-1-amine,
hydrochloride, homopolymer (9Cl), {CAS registry number 71550-12-4}. The weight average
molecular weight for PAH was ~70,000 g/mol, and no molecular weight values for the
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Solutions of these polymers ranged from

approximately 1-10 mM with 0-1 M NaCl content, and pH was varied from 3-10. Variation of
pH and NaCl concentration affords control of the number of ionized sites along the polymers as
well as counterions in solution, allowing precise control of layer thickness as discussed below.
The pKa value (value of pH such that 50% of the ionic groups are ionized) of a polyelectrolyte is
an important consideration for ISAM film development as it determines the optimum pH values
for ionization of the polyelectrolytes. The approximate values of pKa of the ionic bonding sites
of PCBS, Poly S-119 and PAH are 3, 0.5 and 9, respectively.54,55,56,57 The determination of these
values will be discussed in detail in Section 2.5.3.

PCBS
n

HN

Poly S-119

PAH

n

O

HN

S

n

O
S

O

O
N

N

N

N

HO

H
H N+ ClH

OH
O

ONa+

O S O
O- Na+

Figure 2.1.1: Typical molecules used in ISAM NLO film fabrication. Either PCBS or Poly S-

119 anion chromophore is used with PAH cation to form an ISAM film.
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A first-approximation of the ISAM film growth is illustrated in Figure 2.1.2. The cleaned,
charged substrate is immersed in the polycation solution resulting in bonding of the polymer to
the surface through Coulombic attraction until the surface charge is reversed due to screening by
the adsorbed polymer layer.

The substrate is removed and rinsed in purified water, then

immediately immersed in a polyanion solution. The surface charge is again reversed, halting
film deposition when the available sites are either all occupied by polyions or counterions, or are
screened by interposed polymer. This process can be repeated indefinitely, resulting in an (AB)n
bilayer structure typically used for NLO ISAM films. The arrows represent a small fraction of
the anionic chromophore sidegroups of the NLO active polyanion located at the layer interface.
Also illustrated is the net chromophore orientation toward the substrate, addressed in Section 2.5.
Each bilayer ranges in thickness from less than 0.5 nm up to 10 nm as measured by variable
angle ellipsometry.52 In-situ SHG experiments have demonstrated that complete monolayer
formation can occur in less than one minute, depending upon materials and conditions.58,59 The
process can be modified to incorporate a wide variety of structures utilizing molecules of varying
functionalities resulting in (ABAC)n, (ABCDCB)n, etc., with the only requirement being that
adjacent layers possess opposite charge.
Physical characterization of ISAM films is of great interest across many areas of study as
mentioned in Chapter 1, and has been proven to be quite difficult. Since the structure scale of
ISAM films is far less than a wavelength of visible light, and due to the sensitive nature of
organic material to X-rays, physical characterization by conventional means is limited.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 2.1.2: Illustration

of

ISAM

film

deposition

modeled

as

discrete

layers.

(a) One monolayer of NLO-inactive polycation is adsorbed onto the surface of a

negatively charged microscope slide, (b) a layer of the NLO-active anion is
adsorbed onto the preceding polycation forming a single bilayer, and
(c) the process can be continued for as many layers as desired.
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Polyelectrolyte Adsorption

The adsorption of polyelectrolytes at the solid-solution interface is an area of extensive
research, and is a complex and often counterintuitive phenomenon. Many models and theories
exist which attempt to more thoroughly explain the phenomenon, but we will only explore the
basic principles in order to understand the adsorption process. We consider electrolytic polymer
molecules in a solvent, water in this case, and the effect of changing the concentration of
counterions in solution. The models presented here exclude effects from parameters such as free
volume and polymer composition, and are intended to give the reader an intuitive understanding
of the conformation of polymers in ISAM films.
2.2.1

Adsorption of Uncharged Polymers

The conformation of polymer molecules in dilute solution is determined by a thermodynamic
balance between the entropy and enthalpy of the polymer chains.60 As with any reaction,
adsorption is spontaneous when the Gibbs free energy change
∆G = ∆H − T∆S

(2.2.1)

is negative, where ∆H and ∆S are the changes in enthalpy and entropy of a system at a
temperature T. The enthalpy of mixing is determined by the polymer-solvent interaction-energy
parameter χ, the well-known Flory-Huggins parameter introduced by Flory in 1953,61 and the
total number of polymer-solvent contacts as

[ε
χ =Z

op

]

− 12 (ε pp − ε oo )
kT

,

(2.2.2)

where ε is the interaction energy between polymer segments (p) and solvent molecules (o), and Z
is the coordination number. In a good solvent ( χ <

1

2

), the polymer chain will expand to

increase the number of polymer-solvent contacts to an extent determined by the entropy of
mixing. Likewise, a poor solvent ( χ >

1

2

) will cause the polymer to contract. At a solid-

solution interface, either adsorption or depletion will occur, and the extent of these effects is a
balance between solution parameters and the net enthalpy of adsorption parameter χs as defined
by Silberberg in 1968: 62

χ s = 12 (Z − Z s )

[ε − (ε
so

sp

]

− ε pp ) + 12 (ε oo + ε pp )
kT

,

(2.2.3)
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where (s) denotes the interface surface, sometimes referred to as the subphase. Silberberg
qualifies this parameter as a measurement of the mixing of a site in the subphase in contact with
the adsorbant, which is assumed to be composed of unattached polymer segments. Adsorption
occurs when χs is greater than the critical value, χsc, which is determined only by the
configurational entropy of the chain. These parameters affect the conformation of the adsorbed
polymer, which takes on a configuration often modeled by trains, loops and tails as illustrated in
Figure 2.2.1.63 Trains are composed of adjacent polymer segments along the interface, loops are
unbound portions of a polymer chain that extend into the bulk between two bonding sites, and
tails are bonded to the interface at one end with the free end extending into the bulk. The extent
to which adsorption occurs depends upon how interaction energies in eq. 2.2.3 change with
increased adsorption.
Important from the argument presented thus far is that given the correct solution and
interface parameters, adsorption is a spontaneous process which could be limited only by the
supply of polymer segments in solution. Of course, in reality the polymer segments are attached
to each other.

When a polymer interacts with other chains in the adsorption layer, its

configurational entropy decreases, thus becoming a potential adsorption-limiting factor. We will
see from the following section how the process is limited in the case of ionic polymers.

Loops

Tails

Trains
Figure 2.2.1: Illustration of possible polymer conformations at the adsorption interface. Trains

are adsorbed at the interface while tails and loops extend into the bulk phase and
out from the adsorption interface.
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2.2.2 Electric Double-Layer

When considering ionic solutions, one must consider the electric potential between the ions
of the outermost bounded polymer layer, ions of the polymer in solution, and free counterions for
both. A polyelectrolyte solution contains free ions of the same charge, and free counterions of
opposite charge.

The concentration of each depends upon the pH and salt (e.g. NaCl)

concentration of the solution. Further, the outermost layer of polyelectrolyte adsorbed onto the
ISAM film is believed to contain free counterions that make the film electrically neutral when
not in solution. A current topic of controversy is whether positive and negative free ions exist
throughout the film, or are completely replaced by subsequent polyelectrolyte adsorption.55,64
Importantly, when considering adsorption of polyelectrolytes, one must consider all the ions at
the solid-solution interface. This interface is not discrete, but varies in thickness depending
largely upon the polymer conformation within the film and in the solution.
In order to address the contribution of the electrolytes upon the adsorption process, consider
the electric double-layer which consists of an inner region known as the Stern layer, which
includes adsorbed ions, and a diffuse region in which ions are distributed according to the
influence of electrical forces and thermal motion.65,66 The inner region modeled by Stern in 1924
considers the solid part of the interface to be impenetrable. When interpenetration into the
“solid” phase occurs to a significant extent (greater than a few atoms), there is no longer a finite
layer for which the Stern model applies. For this analysis, we will consider the entire interface to
be diffuse.
Consider a flat, infinite, uniformly charged surface consisting of point charges that obey the
Boltzmann distribution immersed in an electrolyte solution, with all ions having the same charge
number in a solvent that influences the double-layer only through its dielectric constant.65 Let
the surface electric potential be ψ0 at a distance x from a positively charged surface. Then,
⎡ − zeψ ⎤
n+ = n0 exp ⎢
⎣ kT ⎥⎦
⎡ + zeψ ⎤
n− = n0 exp ⎢
,
⎣ kT ⎥⎦

(2.2.4)
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where no is the bulk concentration of each ionic species, e is the charge of an electron and where
n+, n- are the number of positive and negative ions with charge magnitude z per unit volume at
regions of ψ potential. It is important to point out that no is the concentration of ions of either
charge, both attached to the polymer and free ions, so that there are no total negative ions and no
total positive ions. Therefore, the net volume charge density ρ at regions of ψ potential is

ρ = ze(n+ − n− )
⎧ ⎡ − zeψ ⎤
⎡ + zeψ ⎤ ⎫
= zen0 ⎨exp ⎢
− exp ⎢
⎬
⎥
⎣ kT ⎥⎦ ⎭
⎩ ⎣ kT ⎦
⎛ zeψ ⎞
= −2 zen0 sinh ⎜
⎟
⎝ kT ⎠

(2.2.5)
.

Poisson’s equation for a flat double-layer is given by
d 2ψ
ρ
,
=−
2
ε
dx

(2.2.6)

where ε is the dielectric constant. Combining eqs. 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 results in
d 2ψ 2 zen0
⎛ zeψ ⎞
sinh ⎜
=
⎟ .
2
ε
dx
⎝ kT ⎠

(2.2.7)

The solution of this expression, considering the boundary conditions ψ ( x = 0 ) = ψ 0 , and ψ = 0 ,
dψ dx = 0 when x = ∞ , can be written in the form67

ψ=

2kT ⎛ 1 + γ exp[− κx]] ⎞
⎟
ln⎜
ze ⎜⎝ 1 − γ exp[− κx]] ⎟⎠

(2.2.8.a)

γ =

exp[zeψ 0 2kT ] − 1
exp[zeψ 0 2kT ] + 1

(2.2.8.b)

where

and
⎛ 2e 2 n 0 z 2
κ = ⎜⎜
⎝ εkT

1

⎞
⎛ 2e 2 N A cz 2
⎟ = ⎜⎜
⎟
⎝ εkT
⎠
2

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

1

2

(2.2.8.c)

where NA is Avogadro’s number, and c is the molar concentration of ions of either species
counting both free ions and ions attached to polymers. It is advantageous to express κ in terms
of the effective ionic strength of the solution, I eff =

1
2

∑c z

2
i i

, which is summed over all ionic
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species. This accounts for multivalent ions and reduction of ionic strength of polymers due to
counterion condensation.68 Equation 2.2.8.c then becomes
⎛ 2e 2 N A I eff
κ = ⎜⎜
⎝ ε kT

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

1

2

.

(2.2.8.d)

Thus, the effective ionic strength of a polyion solution is
2
I eff = 2 z 2polyion c polyions + zsalt
csalt + 10− pH + 10− pOH .

(2.2.9.a)

The factor of 2 was inserted into eq. 2.2.8.d to account for the counterions to the polyions. The
effect of counterion condensation is to introduce a factor of roughly 1/6 to the first term of eq.
2.2.9.a, resulting in an effective ionic strength given by
2
I eff = 13 z 2polyion c polymer _ repeat _ unit + zsalt
csalt + 10− pH + 10− pOH .

(2.2.9.b)

The effect of counterion condensation is to reduce the net contribution of the polymer ionic
groups in a dilute solution containing salt, thus causing the effective ionic strength of the
polyions to be reduced.68 Above a critical concentration of ionic groups along a polymer,
modeled as a charge density on a cylinder, salt counterions will condense, or bond, onto the
polymer chain to maintain the critical charge density. This results in a reduction of the effective
ionic strength given by eq. 2.2.9 by reducing the contribution of the polyions and salt counterions
by as much as two-thirds. Not only does counterion condensation reduce the Debye length, but
also affords increased mobility of the polymer chains, addressed in the following section.
It is customary to refer to κ−1, the distance at whichψ = (1 − 1 e )ψ 0 , as the thickness of the
diffuse part of the double-layer, or the Debye length. For the case when zeψ 0 2kT << 1 , the
Debye-Hückel approximation
zeψ 0
⎡ zeψ 0 ⎤
≈ 1+
exp ⎢
⎥
2kT
⎣ 2kT ⎦

(2.2.10)

applies, and eq. 2.2.8 becomes

ψ = ψ 0 exp[− κx ] ,

(2.2.11)
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which shows that the potential decreases exponentially with distance from the charged surface.
It is important to point out that the “diffuse part” of the double-layer represents the portion of a
layer wherein the ions intermingle, while the ions of opposite charge are still attracted to the
solid surface κ−1 distance away, and accounts for most of the layer thickness. Due to the
assumptions of this model, it is most applicable for the initial layer, if we consider the ions
attached to the polymer to be unhindered by the polymer backbone.
While this model does not consider satiric hindrance to the motion of the electrolytes, it does
give an illustration of the formation of ISAM layers. For a 1-mM, aqueous solution of a
symmetrical electrolyte at 25 °C where z = 1 for all electrolytes, eq. 2.2.8.c models the Debye
length as
⎛

κ −1 = ⎜ 0.303 × nm
⎜
⎝

dm3
mol

⎞ −1 2
⎟ ⋅ I eff .
⎟
⎠

(2.2.12)

A “symmetrical” electrolyte is defined as a symmetrical local distribution of electrolytes about
the region being considered such that the ion concentration is the same for both regions.
Equation 2.2.12 combined with eq. 2.2.9 predicts that 1-mM repeat unit of polyanion solution
with pH 7 and csalt = 0 would result in an adsorbed diffuse layer thickness of 10 nm, while
increasing csalt to 1 mM would reduce the thickness by as much as two-thirds.
Our films fabricated with solutions of similar electrolyte concentration have resulted in film
thickness ranging from less than 1 nm up to 10 nm per bilayer; film thickness increases with
increased salt concentration.69 This is counter to the expectation of the electric double-layer
model discussed in this section, even when considering counterion condensation, and illustrates
that this model represents only one of many mechanisms governing ISAM film deposition.
More detailed modeling of ISAM layers would consider the effect of polymer loops and tails
extending into the dipping solution, and intermingling of the dipping solution polymers into the
already adsorbed ISAM film. Important is the effect of electronic screening of adsorbed polymer
ions by the polymer ions of opposite charge in the dipping solution.
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Electrostatic Exclusion Volume

Utilization of the same model for an ionic group helps to explain why increased free ion
concentration serves to increase adsorbed layer thickness.

This model is also useful in

considering the distance between ionic groups on the backbone of a polymer in solution, in
addition to the enthalpy of adsorption χs from eq. 2.2.3. Approximation of the interaction of
double-layers around spherical particles introduced by B. Derjaguin is widely used in colloid
science.66 Consider the ionic group at the end of the chromophore attached to the polymer
backbone to be a sphere. Using the Poisson-Boltzmann distribution for a spherical interface, the
same boundary condition and the Debye-Hückel approximation, eq. 2.2.5 becomes65

ψ =ψ0

a
exp[− κ (r − a)]
r

(2.2.13)

where r is the distance away from the center of the sphere and a is the radius of the sphere so
thatψ (r = a ) = ψ 0 . The limitations of the model are that the Debye-Hückel approximation is not
ideal for the treatment of small spheres (e.g. colloids), and that the ion concentration on the
surface of the sphere (c=1) is not equal to the surrounding counterion concentration.
The electrostatic exclusion volume model is useful for illustrating the point that increased
counterion concentration decreases the electronic exclusion zone, with radius κ−1, resulting in a
less restricted polymer conformation and smaller root-mean-square (rms) end-to-end distance.
With decreased electrostatic exclusion volume due to increased salt concentration, for instance,
the polymer obtains more degrees of freedom, thus higher configurational entropy and more
negative ∆G, which results in increased adsorption as well as a more loopy polymer
conformation. The effect of counterion condensation due to the addition of salt will cause a
further reduction in chain stiffness, adding to the configurational entropy. This can result not
only in a thicker adsorbed layer due to increased diffusion layer thickness and increased polymer
looping and dangling from that layer, but also greater interpenetration into the previously
adsorbed layers due to the more loopy polymer conformation within those layers, and increased
configurational entropy of the penetrating polymer chains. For a polyelectrolyte, the thickness of
the adsorbed layer is largely controlled by the two competing effects of electrostatic exclusion:
the electrostatic double layer that predicts decreased layer thickness with increased Ieff, and the
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electrostatic exclusion volume that predicts increased layer thickness. While increased free
counterion concentration increases the ability for polymer chains to intermingle and form thicker
layers due to a decreased electrostatic exclusion zone around the polymer ionic groups, it also
serves to govern the thickness due to a charge screening illustrated by the diffuse double-layer
model.

2.3

Early Experimental Evidence of ISAM Film Morphology

The morphology of ISAM films has been studied extensively over the past decade. Most
studies have used the NLO-inactive polyanion poly(styrene sulfonic acid) known as PSS, along
with PAH. Several measurement techniques have revealed the tendency for the polymer layers
to interpenetrate the preceding layers. In addition, the process of ISAM film formation has been
shown to exhibit a self-healing property unique to these films.
ISAM film formation has been shown to be governed by “kinetically hindered
equilibrium”.70,71 When a polyanion layer, for instance, is completely adsorbed onto a preceding
polycation layer, only a third to a half of the positive polycation bonding sites are neutralized by
direct contact with negative polyanions. It is believed that a charge over-compensation occurs
due to the non-adsorbed loops and tails dangling into the subphase, which is the solid-solution
mixed phase where adsorption occurs. Although unbonded to positive polyions, the dangling
anions serve to screen the preceding layer from other polyanions, and repel them from the
surface. Utilization of atomic force microscopy (AFM) with a charged cantilever afforded the
determination of the charge of the outermost layer of an ISAM film immersed in NaCl solution.
This method revealed a charge reversal on the film surface after each layer adsorption.70 Further,
in-situ fluorescence measurements revealed that the films arrived at a dynamic equilibrium with
the surrounding solution. Both of these findings are in agreement with the polyelectrolyte
adsorption model presented in Section 2.2.2.
X-ray

measurements on PSS / PAH films have revealed useful information about the

morphology of ISAM films.

These measurements have shown that the surface roughness

decreases with increased number of bilayers, revealing the self-healing nature of ISAM
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films.70,72,73 The rms roughness of the surface for the first layer reflects the surface roughness of
the substrate, but the subsequent layers became increasingly smooth arriving at an equilibrium
value of about 4 Å after 5 to 10 bilayers, depending upon the thickness of the bilayers. X-ray
reflectivity measurements also showed that the thickness of each bilayer follows a similar trend,
illustrating that the layers are interpenetrated, rather than discrete. 73,74,75,76 The first bilayer was
typically on the order of 7-15 Å, and subsequent layers became increasingly thick arriving at an
equilibrium value ranging from 30 to 60 Å for the PSS / PAH ISAM films studied. PAH
typically accounted for roughly 15% of the bilayer thickness. In addition, the layer thickness
increases with increased salt concentration of the dipping solutions.73,74,77 These experiments
were performed prior to the effect of pH upon adsorption becoming well known, so pH was not
reported except to say the solutions were “weakly acidic” in order to be below the pKa value of
PAH (~9). Since the polyelectrolyte adsorption model presented in Section 2.2.2 predicts that
increased salt concentration would decrease the bilayer thickness, it is believed that the thickness
increase is due partly to increased interpenetration in accordance with the electrostatic exclusion
volume model also presented in Section 2.2.2. Also, a more loopy polymer conformation, due to
increased electrostatic screening between the ionic sidegroups, is believed to result in increased
film thickness. To complicate the modeling of ISAM films even further, it is widely believed
that the polymers from one layer intertwine with the preceding and subsequent 2 to 6 layers.78
These results also illustrate that, after the first few bilayers, each subsequent bilayer results in the
addition of equivalent amounts of polymer. Although X-ray reflectivity measurements have not
been performed on our films, absorption measurements in conjunction with ellipsometry
measurements have been used to measure bilayer thickness and relative thickness of the anionic
and cationic layers.
Additional morphological and mechanical properties of ISAM films are worthy of mention.
Polar organic multilayer films typically exhibit C∞v symmetry.79,80 This symmetry is an infinite
rotational symmetry about the axis normal to the film surface, with a noncentrosymmetry along
that axis. Finally, 15° peel tests of pressure sensitive tape from an ISAM film bound to a
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) surface in combination with X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) illustrated the physical robustness of ISAM films.76 Cohesive failure was
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observed in the PET substrate, which XPS revealed on the post-test surface of the tape. A weak
boundary layer, consisting of PET oligomers was removed from the PET substrate indicating that
the ISAM assembly was at least as strong as the weak boundary layer.

2.4

Beyond the First-Approximation: A More Complete Picture

The thickness per bilayer as measured from the previous studies is actually the total film
thickness increase due to the adsorption of an additional bilayer. Due to interpenetration, it
follows that each adsorbed layer serves to increase the thickness of a few preceding layers,
dependent upon the degree of interpenetration. When considering films with greater than 10
bilayers, it is safe to consider the bilayers discrete when evaluating the contribution of an
adsorbed layer, while differentiating the bulk film behavior from the behavior at the filmsubstrate and film-air interfaces.81,82
Figure 2.4.1 extends the first-approximation illustrated in Figure 2.1.2, giving a secondapproximation of the film morphology by illustrating interpenetration without considering true
polymer configuration, trapped ions or ionic attractions between the polymers. This figure
serves to illustrate several of the well known and commonly accepted morphological properties
of ISAM films as previously discussed. The outermost layer is drawn smooth to illustrate the
self-healing effect, and the remaining layers are drawn to illustrate the layer thickness increase of
the first few layers as well as interpenetration. Each adsorbed layer exhibits the self-healing
effect, but when a subsequent layer is adsorbed the dangling tails from the previous layer,
activated by the dipping solution, are able to interpenetrate the adsorbing layer. It is commonly
accepted that interpenetration occurs over a small number of layers depending upon layer
thicknesses and morphologies as well as solution parameters, and most likely occurs toward the
substrate more so than away. ISAM films are ionically crosslinked network structures with
trapped entanglements. In solution, a certain percentage of the ionic bonds at any given time are
dynamically dissociating and re-associating, held in position by neighboring bonds and
entanglements.

This is why interpenetration away from the substrate is limited mostly to

dangling tails. Interpenetration toward the substrate is believed to be limited by film density
reptation hindrances due to the networked structure. As a result, Figure 2.4.1 illustrates the
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approximately sinusoidally varying concentrations of ISAM films. While the interfaces are not
discrete and interpenetration may occur over several layers, the existence of SHG suggests that
the films have fuzzy interfaces that still allow for a net dipole orientation.
Figure 2.4.2, drawn using ChemDraw Pro, illustrates the tendency of the NLO materials
Poly S-119 and PCBS (Figure 2.1.1) to form coil structures across a small number of repeat
units, and the tendency for PAH to form relatively straight segments across a small number of
repeat units, thus allowing one to imagine a third-approximation of ISAM film morphology.

Figure 2.4.1: A second-approximation of ISAM film morphology. Interfaces are “fuzzy” rather

than discrete resulting in a sinusoidally varying density of each material. The
self-healing nature of ISAM films is illustrated, as well as single-layer
interpenetration (interpenetration is likely more than one bilayer) and the
tendency for the bilayers to increase in thickness over the first few bilayers.
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PCBS and Poly S-119 demonstrate similar short-range structures, but only Poly S-119 is shown
in the following figures since the biphenyl allows improved 3-D rendering. This diagram helps
to illustrate the reason for the thickness difference between polyanion and polycation layers.
While, under the correct circumstances, PAH may develop a rather straight short-range
conformation, the bulky chromophore sidegroups on typical NLO polymers disallow such
conformation. Even for circumstances where reduced electronic screening between the ends of
the chromophore sidegroups results in a maximum obtainable repulsion, the polymers will still
adopt a rather loopy conformation, resulting in relatively large contribution to film thickness
from an additional NLO-active layer.
Three-dimensional modeling of these structures in vacuo, using Chem3D Pro, affords a
picture of the conformation these polymers may adopt, and should be treated only as illustrative.
The structures, drawn with ChemDraw, were copied into Chem3D Pro, and the energy was
minimized using the “MM2” “minimize energy” function. PAH is not sterically hindered by its
constituents, thus allowing PAH to adopt a variety of conformations dependent upon solution
conditions. Poly S-119 and PCBS, however, are sterically hindered by their constituents, and are
forced to form roughly a helical configuration.

Various views of three-dimensional

representations of these are given for 19 repeat units of PAH in Figure 2.4.3, and 9 repeat units
of Poly S-119 in Figures 2.4.4 through 2.4.6. These figures are intended to provide further
intuitive appreciation of the overall polymer conformation.
These models and vantage points help to demonstrate the complexity of ISAM films. As
with modeling light sometimes as a wave and other times as a particle, each ISAM model has a
regime in which it accurately predicts behavior of film formation, and in combination, the set of
models help to provide a better understanding of the morphology of ISAM films. The models
presented here are not based solely upon the experimental evidence shown in this section, but are
also based upon the experience we have gained through nonlinear optical measurements of
ISAM films.
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Figure 2.4.2: Illustration of short-range structure of a 5 repeat-unit segment of Poly S-119

attached to PAH, drawn with ChemDraw Pro. The Poly S-119 backbone is
highlighted. Poly S-119 prefers a helical conformation with helix axis into the
paper, while PAH prefers a slowly winding conformation in the plane of the
paper.
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Figure 2.4.3: Nineteen repeat units of PAH in vacuo as modeled by ChemDraw 3D. Only

carbons and nitrogens are shown. The structures, drawn with ChemDraw, were
copied into Chem3D Pro, and the energy was minimized using the “MM2”
“minimize energy” function. PAH is not sterically hindered by its constituents,
thus allowing PAH to adopt a variety of conformations dependent upon solution
conditions.
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Figure 2.4.4: Nine repeat units of Poly S-119 in vacuo as modeled by ChemDraw 3D, showing

short-range helical conformation. The helix axis is along z-axis which is into the
paper. The structures, drawn with ChemDraw, were copied into Chem3D Pro,
and the energy was minimized using the “MM2” “minimize energy” function.
Poly S-119 and PCBS are sterically hindered by their constituents, and are forced
to form roughly a helical configuration.
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Figure 2.4.5: Poly S-119 from Figure 2.4.4 rotated 90° about the y-axis such that the helix axis

is now horizontal. The general region of the polymer backbone is highlighted.
The depth of the spiral becomes evident upon careful inspection.
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Figure 2.4.6: Poly S-119 from Figure 2.4.4 rotated 90° about the x-axis such that the helix axis

is vertical. The general region of the polymer backbone is highlighted.
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Successful ISAM χ(2) films, in addition to possessing the required noncentrosymmetry and
mechanical properties, must exhibit the following properties. Film thickness growth should scale
linearly with the number of adsorbed layers and the second harmonic generation (SHG) intensity
should scale quadratically with the incident fundamental light. Additionally, for films with total
thickness values on the order of a micron or less, the SHG intensity should scale quadratically
with the number of adsorbed chromophore layers.83 The first requirement is a necessary element
of reproducibility and the second requirement follows the definition of a second-order NLO
phenomenon as illustrated in eq. 1.2.4. The third requirement stems from the relation that the
measured intensity is equal to the square of the electric field strength, which grows linearly with
the number of chromophores encountered by the fundamental light. The thickness consideration
of the third requirement results from distance-dependent phase-matching considerations for the
generated second harmonic light, and the maximum thickness for the quadratic relation to hold
depends on the coherence length, a material property inversely related to the difference in
refractive index at the fundamental and second-harmonic wavelengths.84 This issue is discussed
in more detail in Section 3.3.
2.5.2

Early Discoveries

ISAM films were first demonstrated to possess these required properties by our research
group in 1997, utilizing Poly S-119 in conjunction with PAH.85 Quadratic growth of SHG as a
function of the number of layers was observed up to the maximum-attempted 100 deposited
bilayers. Later, films incorporating Poly S-119 or PCBS along with PAH were shown to be
thermally stable for 20 °C beyond the glass transition temperature, which is about 130 °C.86
Additionally, SHG experiments conducted up to 250 °C showed that the only loss in SHG was
due to chromophore degradation. Attempts by other groups failed to produce ISAM films that
exhibit these properties,87,88 generally exhibiting decay of SHG after 5 bilayers. More recently,
Roberts and co-workers have shown quadratic dependence on the number of layers until
approximately 30 bilayers, when the SHG begins to decay. The technique incorporated for those
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films required single layer deposition times of 30-40 minutes per NLO layer for the best
films,89,90 compared to one minute for the films fabricated by our research group.58,59 In order to
reduce random chromophore orientation, a low molecular weight polychromophore,
stilbazolium-substituted polyepichlorohydrin (SPECH), was synthesized and used in SPECH /
PSS ISAM films. The motivation was to produce a polychromophore with a chain length lower
than the persistence length (distance between bends in the chain) so that it would adopt a chainextended conformation in low ionic strength solutions. Although the method appears to hold
promise, the research into NLO ISAM films incorporating low molecular weight
polychromophores was not pursued further by Roberts in light of failure to achieve quadratic
growth of SHG with the film thickness.
2.5.3 Subsequent Discoveries

Recent studies by our research group suggested that the failure of other groups to achieve
quadratic growth was due to the choice of polycation, as well as the method of film fabrication.69
It was found that while incorporation of PAH as the non-NLO layer results in successful (AB)n
ISAM χ(2) films, the commonly used polymers poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)
(PDDA) and poly (L-Lysine) (PLL) do not. Some researchers have very recently gone to great
extents to develop successful ISAM χ(2) films using methods such as incorporation of
cyclodextrins, fabrication at elevated temperature and inclusion of heating and drying steps
between layer adsorptions, arriving at the conclusion that (AB)n structure ISAM films lack the
structural characteristics to result in successful ISAM χ(2) films.91,92 For instance, Laschewsky
attempted incorporation of β-cyclodextrin, discussed further in Section 2.6.1, on the premise that
ISAM films are inherently amorphous and have no internal structure, and that SHG occurs only
at the air-film and film-substrate interfaces. An attempt was made to induce orientation by using
β-cyclodextrins to lock in chromophore orientation by threading onto the chromophore
sidegroups of a variety of polymers, hoping that orientation is normally achieved out of
equilibrium and that the β-cyclodextrins would force the chromophores to remain in a nonequilibrium state. The non-NLO active polycation solution was replaced with a functionalizedβ-cyclodextrin solution in the dipping processes. For films that were not thermally stable when
incorporating a polymer-polymer structure, roughly-quadratic growth of SHG was observed up
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to 20 bilayers, typical for the polymer-polymer structure as well, and improved thermal stability
was achieved.93 However, for films that were normally thermally stable when incorporating a
polymer-polymer structure, sub-linear growth of SHG was observed.91 A further attempt was
made by Laschewsky to overcome the difficulties of fabricating NLO ISAM films by
incorporating laponite clay to form several interfaces within the film structure, and therefore
increased structural order.94 X-ray reflectivity (XRR) results suggested an increase in structural
order, but SHG results have not yet been reported.
Several structural characteristics of ISAM films have been revealed via SHG measurements
performed by our research group. For instance, “capping” studies performed on ISAM χ(2) films
showed that “capped” films (with PAH as outer layer) consistently exhibit lower SHG than
uncapped films (with the NLO polyanion as the outer layer).95 This suggests that the outer
chromophores of uncapped films are oriented more towards the substrate than capped films, as
illustrated in Figure 2.1.2, due to the ionic portion of the adsorption process, or that perhaps a
sufficient amount of unadsorbed tails interpenetrates the capping layer causing a reduction in net
orientation. Further studies have demonstrated that the effect of the interfaces must be separated
from the bulk effect in order to arrive at true χ(2) values for the films.81,82 Figure 2.5.1 illustrates
that χ(2) based on individual film parameters decreases to an asymptotic limit as a function of the
number of adsorbed bilayers.81 This indicates that the initial few layers, dependent upon pH of
the polycation solution, possess a greater susceptibility than the subsequent layers.

The

contribution of surface SHG and the lack of interpenetration of the first few layers serve to
artificially inflate the “true” susceptibility of the film. The excess contribution from the first few
layers becomes negligible after the film has acquired sufficient thickness. The true bulk χ(2) of
the films can be obtained from the slope of the square root of the SHG intensity versus the
number of bilayers as will be discussed in Section 3.3.2.
We have performed extensive studies that have shown that the bilayer thickness can be
controlled by variation of the pH and ionic strength of the polyanion solutions
simultaneously86,96 and separately.69

In these studies, it was confirmed that the free ion

concentration in solution is the determining factor for film thickness.

For example, in a
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polyanion solution, increased H+ or Na+ ion concentrations (through lowered pH or added NaCl)
provide greater electrostatic screening between neighboring charges on the polyanion. Since
variation of the pH causes a change in free ion concentration as well as percent ionization of the
polymer sidegroups, the percent ionization may be changed without changing the free ion
concentration via alteration of the salt concentration of the dipping solution. The effect of
increased ionic strength is shown in Figure 2.5.2 where the thickness per bilayer and χ(2) are
shown as a function of pH and NaCl concentration for Poly S-119 / PAH ISAM films. The
details concerning the thickness measurements may be found in reference 95. It is seen that
lowered anion pH and increased NaCl concentration dramatically increase the bilayer thickness.
Although the SHG produced by these films increases with increased bilayer thickness, it does so
much less rapidly than the bilayer thickness. As a result, χ(2) decreases with decreased pH and
increased salt concentration. Since increased bilayer thickness corresponds to decreased χ(2), this
indicates that not all of the adsorbed chromophores contribute equally to the SHG, otherwise χ(2)
would remain constant. Rather, χ(2) is determined primarily from the chromophores at the
“fuzzy” monolayer interfaces. Those chromophores within the “bulk” of an individual layer
have essentially random orientations, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.2. Due to the nature of the
formation of ISAM films utilizing two polymers, the NLO-active polyelectrolyte must have
chromophores oriented in opposite directions in order to provide binding to the preceding and to
the subsequent oppositely charged layers. This also is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.1.2.
The opposing dipole orientations cancel one another and lead to an overall reduction in the χ(2) of
the film.

Thus, polyelectrolyte-based ISAM films suffer from lack of orientation of

chromophores within the bulk of a monolayer and partial cancellation of the preferentially
oriented chromophores at the lower interface by chromophores at the upper interface.
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Figure 2.5.1: Nonlinear susceptibility as a function of the number of adsorbed bilayers for

PCBS / PAH films. The susceptibilities were calculated for each film using the
average film thickness per bilayer measured for the film set, using variable angle
ellipsometry. The susceptibilities asymptotically approach a true value for the
film. Surface SHG and the lack of interpenetration for the first few layers cause
the susceptibility to be artificially inflated.
negligible as film thickness is increased.

The artificial inflation becomes
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Figure 2.5.2: Bilayer thickness and χ(2) as a function of pH and salt concentration of the

immersion solutions for Poly S-119 / PAH ISAM films. Thickness measurements
are detailed in reference 95. Ιt is evident that χ(2) decreases with increasing
thickness per bilayer as a result of decreased overall chromophore orientation as a
function of bilayer thickness.
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The estimated pKa values for the polymers in Figure 2.1.1 (3, 0.5 and 9 for PCBS, Poly S119 and PAH, respectively) were based partly on similar molecular groups found in reference 54.
The values for 2-hydroxy benzoic acid (2.98), 1-naphthalenesulfonic acid (0.57) and protonated
allylamine (9.69) were assumed for PCBS, Poly S-119 and PAH, respectively. The pKa values
for PAH and its monomer form are expected to be similar. The close proximity of the hydroxy
group to the carboxylic acid in PCBS results in a lower pKa value than benzoic acid. The
hydroxy group on the 2-naphthalene-sulfonic acid of Poly S-119 is expected to have little effect
on the value of pKa. Further, trends in reference 54 suggest that the location of the ionic group
on naphthalene has little effect on the value of pKa. Recent titration experiments have shown
that the pKa values of PCBS55 and PAH56,57 in dilute aqueous solution are 3.3 and 8.6,
respectively. These studies have also suggested that the “apparent” pKa value of ionic polymers
at the adsorption layer is dependent upon the NaCl concentration of the solution and properties
of the underlying film. It has been shown that addition of NaCl to dilute solutions causes the pKa
of polyacids to decrease55,57 and the pKa of polybases to increase,57 due to electrostatic shielding
of the ionic groups. Blue-shifting of the absorbance peak of ISAM films as a function of NaCl
concentration has been used to model the change in pKa as a function of NaCl concentration.55 It
was discovered that increased salt concentration results in a decrease of apparent pKa for
polyacids at the adsorption layer.

Acid-base potentiometric titration experiments on

polyelectrolyte microcapsules revealed that increased salt concentration results in an increase of
apparent pKa for polybases at the adsorption layer.57 This method also showed that the apparent
pKa reaches an asymptotic value as a function of the number of underlying bilayers. The
apparent pKa at the adsorption layer is lower than the solution pKa for polyacids, and higher for
polybases.56 It has also been suggested that the pKa is affected by salt concentration in the
opposite manner at the adsorption layer than in solution, but to a much lesser degree.57 These
experiments have revealed that the apparent pKa at the adsorption layer may be as low as 1.8 for
PCBS55 and as high as 10.6 for PAH.56

These initial studies of the apparent pKa at the

adsorption layer lend further understanding of the polyelectrolyte adsorption process, and
illustrate the manner in which the approximate pKa values may be used as guidelines for the
development of experiments.
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Incorporation of Monomer chromophores into NLO ISAM Films

In attempts to overcome the drawbacks of polymer-polymer ISAM films for NLO, monomer
chromophores

have

been

incorporated

into

ISAM

films

in

place

of

polymer

chromophores.69,97,98,99,100 By choosing molecules with distinct functionalities on opposite ends
of an NLO chromophore, the orientation of the dipoles may be controlled so that the films
contain a minimum amount of dipoles with orientation opposite the preferred direction, as
illustrated in Figure 2.6.1 for the case of a dianionic chromophore. Incorporation of monomer
chromophores also eliminates the random orientation within the bulk of the NLO layer inherent
with ISAM films fabricated with NLO polymers. The methods utilized to fabricate such films
will be presented in chronological order, ultimately resulting in a successful ISAM χ(2) film
fabrication method incorporating monomer chromophores.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.6.1: Schematic representation of (a) a polymer chromophore layer between two PAH

layers, (b) a dianionic chromophore layer between two PAH layers and (c)
improved chromophore orientation due to complexation with β-cyclodextrin.
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Dianionic Chromophores

In order to overcome the issues of opposing chromophore orientation and random intralayer
bulk chromophore orientation, ionically self-assembled films incorporating dianionic NLO
chromophores have been studied. Similar films incorporating amphiphiles between polyion
layers have successfully been demonstrated to grow on the same time scale as polymer-polymer
ISAM films, but no nonlinear optical effects were demonstrated.101,102 The use of a chromophore
with two distinct ionic functionalities potentially provides a method for directing the orientation
of the chromophore as it is adsorbed.
The dianionic NLO chromophore Mordant Orange 10, which contains a sulfonate at one end
and a carboxy at the other end as shown in Figure 2.6.2.a, was used in conjunction with PAH in
attempt to produce χ(2) films.69,97,98 The pKa of the sulfonic acid moiety was estimated to be zero
while that of the carboxylic acid was estimated to be near 5. Thus, at a pH of 3, the sulfonic acid
would be ionized while the carboxylic acid will remain neutral. When the substrate is immersed
in a Mordant Orange aqueous solution at pH 3, the sulfonate will be preferentially adsorbed
towards the preceding polycation layer.

Mordant Orange 10
O
O S
Na+ O-

β-Cyclodextrin
OH
O

N
N

N
N

OH

HO
OH

OO

(a)

O

Na+

7

(b)

Figure 2.6.2: (a) Dianionic molecule Mordant Orange 10. The sulfonic acid moiety has a pKa

near zero while that of the carboxylic was estimated to be 5. (b) β-cyclodextrin is
composed of 7 glucopyranose repeat units, forming the shape of a conical section.
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Subsequent immersion in the polycation solution at pH 7 will lead to ionization of the carboxy
groups, allowing adsorption of the next polycation layer. The structure of such a film was
expected to possess a much larger net polar orientation than a polymer-polymer film as
illustrated in Figure 2.6.1. Some of the studies involved incorporation of β-cyclodextrin, shown
in Figure 2.6.2.b, into the Mordant Orange solution in order to improve orientation of the
dianionic chromophores as well as their solubility in solution as illustrated in Figure 2.3.2.97
Cyclodextrins are a family of cyclic oligosaccharides with the ability to easily complex with rodlike molecules (rotaxanes) and chain or ring-like molecules (catanenes) through a process known
as molecular encapsulation.103,104
In accordance with experience gained from studies of polymers with similar chromophores,
Mordant Orange films at pH 7 with and without β-cyclodextrin complexation were studied. The
pH of the 0.16 M β-cyclodextrin-complexed Mordant Orange solution was varied as well. For
all studies, the pH and molarity of PAH were held constant at 7 and 10 mM, respectively. The
layers were allowed to adsorb for 5 minutes each, with the exception of the initial layer which
was allowed to adsorb for 10 minutes.
The films grew thicker with increased number of bilayers for all films, but neither study
resulted in a growth of SHG with the number of bilayers. Because the outermost monolayer of
Mordant Orange is only tethered to the preceding PAH layer by a single ionic bond for each
molecule, each chromophore can be dissociated during the following immersion into PAH. The
Mordant Orange molecule may either be removed from the film entirely or subsequently
readsorb with opposite orientation.

The Mordant Orange films also suffered from an

inconsistency in SHG across the slides, indicating inhomogeneous films. This could possibly
due to a lack of “self-healing” which is a well-known feature of polymer-polymer ISAM films,
but is not expected to be as efficient in films containing monomeric species. The incorporation
of β-cyclodextrin caused an increase in solubility of Mordant Orange 10 at pH 3 from 10-4 M to
10-3 M. This resulted in a two-fold increase of SHG intensity. Incorporation of β-cyclodextrin
did not resolve the issue of failure of Mordant Orange to exhibit growth of SHG with the number
of bilayers. However, the results offer potential for incorporation of cyclodextrins in polymer-
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polymer films and in other types of films that may be used for purposes other than second
harmonic generation.
The failure of the Mordant Orange 10 / PAH films to exhibit quadratic growth with the
number of bilayers may have been due to the estimation of pKa values of the ionic groups of
Mordant Orange 10. The pKa of the sulfonic acid end was assumed to be similar to the pKa of
the naphthalenesulfonic acid (~0.5) of Poly S-119, but the pKa of benzenesulfonic acid is 2.6.54
Likewise, while many molecules with a carboxylic acid functionality tend to exhibit a pKa near
5, the pKa of 2-hydroxybenzoic acid is 2.98.54 The proximity of the hydroxy group serves to
decrease the value of pKa, compared to 3-hydroxybenzoic acid (4.1) and 4-hydroxybenzoic acid
(4.8), for instance.54 It is possible that the pKa values of the opposite ends of Mordant Orange 10
are not dissimilar enough to afford the fabrication of dianionic chromophore ISAM films, or that
a pH value lower than 3 for the Mordant Orange 10 solution would be more effective.
2.6.2

Hybrid Covalent / Ionic Self-Assembly Technique for NLO ISAM Films

In continuing efforts to develop a self-assembled organic structure for use in electro-optic
devices, a novel technique involving monomer chromophores that improves polar ordering and

χ(2) was recently introduced.99 This technique, herein called the covalent-hybrid ionically selfassembled multilayer (CHISAM) technique, involves covalently attaching the chromophore to
the film at only one of its ends, providing a preferential polar orientation, then ionically attaching
the subsequent cationic layer. For initial studies of this procedure, a chromophore was chosen
that met the requirements for covalent / ionic assembly and that was commercially available at a
low cost. The molecule is the commercial clothing dye Procion Red MX-5B, shown in Figure
2.6.3.a, and also shown incorporated between two PAH layers in Figure 2.6.3.b. This molecule
has a very low molecular first-order molecular hyperpolarizability (β in eq. 1.4.4), yet exhibited
a second-order susceptibility that rivals any reported polymer-polymer ISAM film.
When a film with a PAH outer layer is immersed in a Procion Red (PR) solution, the triazine
ring on Procion Red (PR) can covalently react with the PAH amines. This occurs preferentially
at PR pH values greater than the pKa (~9) of PAH. When a film with an upper layer of PR is
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immersed in PAH, protonated amines of PAH can electrostatically attach to the PR sulfonates,
preferentially occurring at pH<9. Procion Red / PAH films were fabricated using 25 mM
Procion Red at pH 10.5, and 10 mM PAH at pH 7. These layers were allowed to adsorb for 10
minutes each.
By replacing polymer chromophores with monomer chromophores, competitive dipole
orientation has been significantly reduced and randomly oriented chromophores in the bulk of
the anion layer inherent in films produced exclusively with polyelectrolytes have been
eliminated. The nonlinear optical susceptibility of the bulk of the Procion Red / PAH film was
4.6×10-9 esu. The first-order molecular hyperpolarizability β is very low for Procion Red,
suggesting that incorporation of high β molecules may result in significant improvement of χ(2).
Further, the SHG remained constant across the length of the film, showing that CHISAM films
do not suffer from the film morphology problems apparently inherent with ISAM films
incorporating dianionic chromophores. This is likely due to the chromophores being locked in
place to the subsequent layer by covalent bonding.
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Figure 2.6.3: Schematic illustration of (a) Procion Red MX-5B molecule, and (b) Procion Red

MX-5B between two PAH layers illustrating the tendency to form thin
(sub-nanometer), highly oriented bilayers.
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Non-NLO Applications Utilizing ISAM Films

ISAM films are perhaps the easiest organic multilayer films to manufacture, yet the most
difficult to characterize due to their Angstrom-scale structure elements and characteristic layer
interpenetration. Investigation into the second-order nonlinear optical properties of the classic
polymer-polymer ISAM and the more recent polymer-component ISAM films has afforded
structural information that classic techniques such as X-ray reflectivity and XPS cannot
adequately determine. This information has directly aided the development of ISAM films for
many of the non-NLO applications to be discussed in this section. In addition to being a tool for
determining the usefulness of a film in an electro-optic device, SHG experiments afford insight
into ISAM structural characteristics as well as the orientation of the chromophore molecules
within the film.79,69,83,85 Likewise, the investigation of ISAM films for non-NLO applications
provides insight into films for NLO applications. The discussion in this section will involve the
methods of fabrication of various successful devices that provide insight into the ability to
manipulate ISAM film structure and to utilize ISAM films in applications for which they are
uniquely suited.
2.7.1

Polymer-Polymer ISAM Films

Large Device Fabrication – Spray ISAM

A unique ability afforded by the ISAM technique is large-scale multi-component polymer
film fabrication, as demonstrated by Schlenoff and associates in 2000.105 PDDA / PSS ISAM
films were adsorbed on 10-cm diameter silicon wafers separately by the typical dipping method
and by spraying the substrate with the polyelectrolyte solutions, both with 10-second solution
contact time prior to rinsing. The resultant films were compared every 2 bilayers and shown to
be homogeneous films that exhibited nearly identical, linear growth of thickness over the course
of 20 bilayers. The films were also compared as membrane coatings and the transport properties
of the two coatings were found to be identical. With proper equipment, the scale of the device
that may be fabricated is limited to the ability of the equipment to complete each step without
film drying on the substrate, and the spray method lends itself to roll-to-roll processing.
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OLEDs – Interpenetration, Effect of Choice of Inactive Polyelectrolyte

Following the first utilization of a conjugated polymer, in this case poly(phenylenevinylene)
(PPV), in organic light-emitting diode (OLED) devices by Friend and associates in 1990,106 the
first successful OLED ISAM device was demonstrated by Rubner and associates in 1995.107 The
films were developed by dipping a PPV precursor (pPPV) polycation along with a variety of
polyanions to form various (AB)n structured ISAM films that were deposited on patterned ITO
slides, then heated to convert pPPV to PPV and capped with aluminum electrodes in order to
produce several OLED devices on each substrate. It was discovered that the conjugation length
and charge carrier density of the system may be controlled by choice of the optically inactive
polyanion. This method was also examined by our research group in 2000 by manipulation of
the pH and free ion concentration of the dipping solutions,108,109 and by incorporation of ISAM
buffer layers between the optically active film and the deposited aluminum electrodes.109
Although research into the utilization of ISAM films in OLED devices has been set aside for the
more successful utilization of spin-cast OLED films, ISAM films provide greater flexibility of
device structure, which affords their possible use in future devices.

Importantly, the

characterization methods unique to OLED devices have provided more proof of the effect of pH
and ionic strength of the dipping solutions and the limited degree of interpenetration as
illustrated by the effectiveness of the buffer layers.
Anti-Corrosion Coatings – Small Ion Exclusion, Reversible Swelling, Self-Healing

ISAM films have recently been demonstrated to provide excellent corrosion control by
Schlenoff and associates by adsorbing 70 nm thick PDDA / PAH ISAM films onto stainless steel
wires.110 The devices were immersed in salt water and subjected to various oxidizing potentials.
While small defects in traditional resin-, polymer- and paint-based coatings lead to progressive
deterioration of the coating-metal interface, similar defects in the ISAM-coated wires did not.
The ability to resist corrosion in salt water was attributed to the ability of ISAM films to exclude
small ions while undergoing a limited and reversible swelling. The resistance to small defects
was attributed to the ability of similar ISAM films to self-heal as a function of solution salt
concentration due to the mobility of charged-pair polyelectrolyte chains.111
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Ultrathin Permselective Membranes – ISAM Films on Porous Substrates

Important properties of membranes for gas and chemical selection are mechanical strength,
high permeability and high selectivity.112,113

Selectivity comes from the ability to control

uniformity of pore size, and permeability is inversely related to membrane thickness.112
Advancements in membrane technology have involved the use of hollow glassy polymer fiber
membranes in 1983,112 metal-polymer composite membranes in 1990114 and ion-selective
electrically conductive polymer membranes in 1991.113 Based upon the 1995 discovery of
electronically

switchable

(permselective)

ion-exchange

membranes

containing

metal

nanotubules,115 polymer permselective ion-exchange films were first demonstrated by Crooks
and associates in 1997 by incorporating dendrimers that are pH-switchable from cationic to
anionic form in a covalently self-assembled (SAM) film.116
The lessons of these discoveries were utilized by Bruening and associates to develop
permselective composite membranes by taking advantage of the unique ability of the ISAM
technique to easily form electronically conductive polymer films on porous substrates.117 The
porosity of the membranes was governed by the porosity of alumina substrates obtained via
established techniques. The flux through typical polymer membranes is significantly hindered
by the thickness of the membranes, which is necessary to obtain sufficient mechanical strength.
This difficulty is circumvented by the excellent mechanical strength of the alumina substrate.
ISAM films composed of (PAH / PSS) and films composed of (PAH / PAA) were selectively
deposited on the filtrate side (0.02 µm diameter pores) of alumina membranes, leaving the
permeate side (0.2 µm diameter pores) free of polyelectrolytes, demonstrating that the
polyelectrolytes did not pass through the 0.02 µm pores, as might be expected. However, field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images showed that complete surface coverage
of the filtrate side occurred after 5 bilayers, and that the ISAM films did not obstruct the pores
after 10 bilayers. Cross-section FESEM images showed that the films were approximately 40
nm in thickness on the filtrate side, with the PAA films being slightly thicker than the PSS films,
and that no ISAM film was present on the permeate side. These films showed selectivities
typical of anion exchange membranes. Increased number of bilayers on the membrane resulted
in expected decrease in flux, but had little effect on selectivity. The lack of significant effect on
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ion selectivity suggests that film did not adsorb onto the inner walls of the membrane pores,
considering that the thickness of one bilayer is nearly 50% of the initial pore radius. This
conclusion is supported by FESEM images of the interior of the filtrate after 10 bilayers of PAH
/ PSS were deposited. This research is in its early stages, but has shown that the ISAM technique
may be used to easily fabricate membranes with selective ion permeability, and that the pattern
of ISAM films mimics the underlying pattern at the nanometer scale, at least for a few bilayers.
Tunable Anti-Reflection Coatings and Membranes – Reversible and Tunable Nanoporosity

Based on a method introduced to fabricate irreversible microporous membranes via the
ISAM technique,118 Rubner and associates have successfully fabricated reversible, tunable antireflection coatings using poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) / PAH ISAM films.119 Nanoporous films
were produced via pH-induced phase separation of swollen ISAM films in an acidic aqueous
bath, due to protonation of the carboxylic acid groups. This technique resulted in anti-reflection
coatings with an index of refraction tunable from 1.52 to 1.25 at 633 nm wavelength, and with
film thickness varying linearly with the index, from 85 nm to 130 nm, respectively. The
phenomenon that governed these results was variation of the pore size, which was varied from 15
nm to 80 nm by controlling the degree of ionization of the carboxylic acid groups of PAA via
variation of pH and salt concentration of the acidic bath. Larger pore size resulted in lesser index
due to inclusion of air pockets in the films, which also resulted in increased film thickness. The
variation of the film thickness is not important for a non-tunable device since knowledge of film
thickness per bilayer for a particular porosity can afford fabrication of a film with proper
thickness in accordance with the ideal circumstance for anti-reflection: the index of the coating is
equal to the square root of the product of the indices of the neighboring media, and the thickness
of the coating is one-quarter the wavelength of the incident light. For instance, an ideal antireflection coating on glass for the visible spectrum (centered about 550 nm wavelength) would
have film thickness of about 140 nm and an index of about 1.2. An index of 1.15 was achieved
for a non-tunable device. For proper pH and dipping time limits, the method for obtaining a
tunable index was shown to be a reversible process over several cycles.

This technique

demonstrates the possibility of tunable membranes as well as tunable refractive-index coatings
for use in many applications.
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2.7.2 Polymer-Component ISAM films
Nanometer-Scale Device Fabrication – Integrated Circuits, Lithography

The 2003 version of the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), a
publication sponsored by the semiconductor and electronic industry technology associations of
America (SIA), Europe (ESIA), Japan (JEITA), Korea (KSIA) and Taiwan (TSIA), forecasts a
steady decline in the minimum feature size of integrated circuits from ~100 nm today to ~50 nm
in 2010 and ~20 nm in 2018.120 This forecast, which is a widely respected guideline for industry,
is based on recent industry trends and the well known “Moore’s Law”. Feature size is generally
considered to be one-half of the dimension of a repeat structure, such as a metal-polymer repeat
structure in a microprocessor unit (MPU). Further predictions in the ITRS include reduction in
the MPU printed gate length from 65 nm today to 25 nm in 2010 and 10 nm in 2018, and
reduction of structure thickness to 10 nm by 2006. The printed gate length is the long dimension
of regularly occurring structures that may occur in clusters or comprise an entire device. In order
to meet these predictions, lithographic techniques must be advanced to result in structures with a
periodicity of ~100 nm by 2010 and ~40 nm by 2018, and methods must be developed to form
patterned arrays of groups of very few particles. Many unconventional lithographic methods
have emerged in recent years, as outlined by Whitesides et al. in 1999, resulting in structures
with feature size as small as 50 nm, but reliable replication had only been achieved for features
well over 100 nm.121

Recent improvements of some of those techniques, including

photolithography, pattern formation using self-assembly and incorporation of carbon nanotubes
have resulted in reliable feature sizes approaching 50 nm in 2002.122 Although these advances
have resulted in improved control over the patterning and shaping of elements with larger feature
sizes, the 50 nm barrier remains a demanding challenge.123
A new lithographic method that incorporates ISAM films was introduced in 2002 by Lvov
and associates, and is known as the modified lift-off technique.124 This method involves a
combination of metal-mask and lift-off, and is based on established UV-light lithography,
etching and lift-off techniques in addition to recently introduced selective-deposition techniques
utilizing ISAM films.125,126 The initial studies of both the selective-deposition and the modified
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lift-off techniques utilized ISAM films composed of alternating polymer / nanoparticle layers as
patterning templates, resulting in structures with feature sizes ranging from hundreds of
nanometers to several microns. Lvov and associates used the “modified lift-off” lithographic
technique with (PDDA / PSS)2 / (PDDA / silica)6 ISAM films to produce successful metal-oxidesemiconductor (MOS) capacitors.127 Arrays of round and square capacitors of controlled size
varying from 50 µm to 200 µm diameter and length, respectively, were fabricated.

Each

capacitor demonstrated typical MOS capacitance-voltage curves and the device characteristics
varied as expected in accordance with their areas, demonstrating that each device possessed the
same dielectric constant. ISAM films have not yet been demonstrated to resolve the 50 nm
barrier, but only rudimentary methods were employed in these initial studies to illustrate the
feasibility of using ISAM films in integrated circuits. However, since pattern formation using
self-assembly remains one of the key factors in achieving the sub-50 nm goal,123 and due to the
ease of manufacturing of ISAM films and the molecular control afforded by ISAM techniques,
the methods discussed in the section hold great potential for fabrication of future integrated
circuit “nanotechnology” devices.
Photodiodes – Selective Incorporation of Guest Molecules, Unique Structural Control

Following the first successful utilization of poly[2-methoxy,5-(2´-ethyl-hexyloxy)-1,4phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV) and Buckminster fullerene (C60) as a donor-acceptor layer-pair
in a heterojunction photodiode by Heeger and associates in 1993128 and their subsequent
utilization of functionalized C60 in 1995,129 the first photovoltaic device fabricated with the
ISAM technique incorporated MEH-PPV along with functionalized C60 and was demonstrated
by Rubner and associates in 2000.130 Negatively charged sulfonated C60 (sC60) was utilized in a
(PPV / PAA)20 / (sC60 / PAH)60 ISAM film (initial pPPV was thermally converted to PPV) to
form a successful donor-acceptor heterojunction between patterned ITO electrode on a glass
substrate, and deposited aluminum electrode. However, ISAM films structured as (PPV / sC60)1
did not result in successful heterojunctions. Subsequent studies by our research group in 2001,
using a (PPV / C60(OH)24) structure at varying number of bilayers, showed that very little PPV
relative to C60(OH)24 was incorporated in these structures, possibly due to dissociation of the
PPV resulting from the pH of the C60(OH)24 solution.131 A competitive photovoltaic device
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requires that a sufficient number of donor-acceptor pairs be present, and that hole and electron
transport pathways (conjugated polymers and C60(OH)24 molecules, respectively) exist from each
pair to the respective electrode. Such a structure requires that the distance between donor and
acceptor as well as between transport pathway constituents be less than approximately 10 nm.132
This is an advantage that ISAM films have potential to provide, as opposed to a device with a
single donor-acceptor interface, by affording the incorporation of donor-acceptor pairs
throughout a film that also contains transport pathways. Photovoltaic characterization of several
ISAM

devices

incorporating

C60(OH)24,

copper-phthalocyanine

(CuPC),

PPV

and

poly(methacrylic acid) (PMA) to form various ((PPV / PMA)0-3 / (PPV / acceptor)1-3)8-32
structures was carried out by our research group.131,133 Although the ISAM technique has not
been shown to produce competitive photovoltaic devices, these studies illustrated the ability to
control dopant molecule concentration by variation of pH and salt concentration of the dipping
solutions, and by the unique structural control offered by the ISAM technique. An important
consideration is the ability to fabricate very large area devices, as with the spray ISAM
technique, whereby the relative inefficiency of an ISAM device would be greatly outweighed by
the ability to fabricate extremely inexpensive devices to be used in large area arrays for power
generation, for example, in a desert environment.
Biochemical Sensors – Permeable and Biocompatible ISAM Shells, Mechanically Robust

The ISAM technique was first demonstrated to fabricate hollow shells by Möhwald and
associates in 1997 by coating 1 µm diameter, pH-degradable melamine formaldehyde (MF)
spheres with various polycation / polyanion films, and dissolving the MF particles in a pH < 1.6
acid solution.134

This group further extended this technique to fabricate shells capable of

encapsulating dyes via pH-controlled diffusion by mimicking the structure of human
erythrocytes (hemoglobin-containing mature blood cells).135
118

fabricate microporous membranes introduced by Rubner

Along with the technique to

and discussed in Section 2.7.1, Kotov

and associates utilized Möhwald’s shell fabrication technique in 2002 to create microporous
structures for neurochemical monitoring via selective ion channeling using pH-tunable
membranes containing titania nanoshells.136

These membranes were theorized to be

biocompatible due to the biocompatibility of the constituent components, but no studies were
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performed. The issue of biocompatibility of ISAM films was previously addressed by Spencer
and associates in 2000 by electrostatically adsorbing various poly(L-lysine) grafted with
poly(ethylene glycol) sidechains (PLL-g-PEG)-based films onto titanium and steel substrates.137
It was found that the PLL-g-PEG-based films provided excellent protein adsorption resistance,
indicating biocompatibility.

Notably, mechanical strength analysis of the critical osmotic

pressure (hydrostatic pressure resulting in 50% of the capsules undergoing deformation) of
similar PSS / PAH spheres, by Möhwald and associates, resulted in an estimate of the elasticity
modulus in the range of 500 – 750 MPa, increasing with increased molecular weight of the
PAH.138 The osmotic pressure increased as the square of the capsule wall thickness, ranging
from 10 to 24 bilayers, in accordance with theoretical expectations of continuum mechanics for
determining the elasticity modulus. The reported range of the elasticity modulus encompasses
the values of the bulk moduli of polycarbonate, chlorinated poly(vinyl chloride), medium impact
acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene copolymer and cast rigid epoxy resin138 demonstrating the
excellent structural stability of these capsules, and is in agreement with axial-loading cylindricalcomposite tensile strength tests performed on 50 bilayer PSS / PAH ISAM film coatings on
elastomeric (tensile modulus ~ 1 MPa) Lycra yarns that resulted in a tensile modulus of 1
GPa.139 Resultant from these studies, the ISAM technique has been demonstrated to hold
potential for creating mechanically robust hollow and dye-filled spheres, and integrating these
spheres into an ISAM film matrix that, along with other structures discussed in Section 2.7, can
be potentially made to be biocompatible.
An important area of biology and medicine involves the use of fluorescent indicators to study
physiological processes and for glucose monitoring of diabetic patients.140,141

However,

fluorescent indicators are often toxic to biological systems and are attacked by the body. One
method to overcome this difficulty, introduced by Pishko and associates in 1999, is to embed
fluorophores into a photo-crosslinked hydrogel,142 but this method has proven to be limited by its
difficult fabrication process.

A more promising method was introduced by Schultz and

associates in 2000 that involves encapsulating fluorescent indicators in hollow fiber
membranes.143

Recently, Lvov and associates combined the foundations of these two

techniques, along with Möhwald’s permeable shell fabrication method to fabricate ISAM shells
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filled with indicator molecules, and enzyme-coated ISAM shells fabricated with indicator
molecules.140,141 Various fluorescent indicator molecules and molecules used for determining
glucose and lactate levels were encapsulated in 2-, 3- and 5-bilayer PSS / PDDA ISAM shells.141
These spheres were demonstrated to function as adequate sensors components, but
biocompatibility had not been addressed.

The issue of biocompatibility was addressed by

incorporating ISAM shells based on the glucose sensing molecule FITC-dextran and the
Ruthenium-based fluorescent indicator Ru-bpy into an ISAM film matrix, then adding a
biocompatible enzyme glucose oxidase (GOx) coating.140 The final structure adsorbed on a
polystyrene sphere core was {PDDA:FITC-dextran complex / PSS / (Ru-bpy / PSS)4 / (PDDA /
GOx)5}. The particles were demonstrated to behave as glucose-sensors as the fluorescence of
the particles changed with varying glucose levels in solution. While still in its early stages, this
technique shows potential for use in alternative glucose- and other biochemical-sensing devices.
Artificial Nacre and Bone – Incorporation of Clay, Improved Mechanical Strength

Kotov and associates quite recently demonstrated the usefulness of the ISAM technique to
produce “artificial nacre”.144 Nacre is the lamellar ceramic coating of mollusc (mother-of-pearl)
and abalone shells. Prior studies have shown that, under the proper dipping conditions, clay
platelets orient roughly parallel to the surface of the substrate,145 and that incorporation of clay
platelets into a variety of polymer systems results in significantly improved mechanical and
thermal properties and resistance to swelling agents.146

Transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) and AFM studies of 50-, 100- and 200-bilayer PDDA / montmorillonite clay ISAM films
revealed structures similar to nacre.147 Mechanical studies of the films showed that, while
increased thickness resulted in slowly increasing ultimate stress and Young’s modulus
comparable to that of nacre, the ultimate strain increased with thickness and was roughly 10
times that of nacre, and increased along with other mechanical properties.

The attractive

properties of nacre in medical research for artificial bone are that it possesses excellent
mechanical strength with little elasticity,147 so the increase in elasticity corresponding to
improvement (increase) in the other tensile properties is detrimental to these films. The films in
this study also suffered from significant susceptibility to humidity, and were not tested for
mechanical behavior under compression. However, the films produced by this method were
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comparable in mechanical properties to carbon nanotube-incorporated ISAM films,148 which
exhibit significantly greater mechanical properties over equivalent pristine ISAM films.138,139
Although the mechanical properties fall somewhat short of those of nacre, this method has
demonstrated that incorporation of inorganic platelets into ISAM films significantly increases the
mechanical strength of ISAM films, and that further optimization of the method may result in
films that match or exceed the necessary properties for development of artificial bones.
2.7.3

Conclusions about Recent ISAM Film Developments

The ISAM technique has proven to be quite versatile over the past several years, and much
more information has been obtained about the structural characteristics. Many of the methods of
developing polymer-component ISAM film techniques and incorporating ISAM films into
complex structures discussed in this section are in the early stages, yet demonstrate substantial
potential for applications such as integrated circuits, permselective membranes, anti-corrosion
coatings, artificial bone and a variety of biological and chemical sensors. The ISAM technique
has also been demonstrated to have potential for use in roll-to-roll processes, and to easily
fabricate inexpensive large-area films. Investigations of these applications have led to many
interesting discoveries about the versatility of the ISAM method, especially when used in a
polymer-component technique or as part of a composite. ISAM films have been shown to mimic
the underlying pattern at the nanometer scale for at least 10 bilayers. Inclusion of clay platelets
or carbon nanotubes significantly improved mechanical and thermal properties and moisture
resistance. Hollow permselective shells have been shown to be mechanically robust and able to
contain dyes and fluorescent indicators, and can then be coated with any number of materials,
including biocompatible enzymes. Through control of pH and ionic strength of the dipping
solution, ISAM membranes and structures may be developed for selective particle filtration or
selective ion channeling, and the porosity may be made to be permanent or tunable. In solution,
or aqueous environment, ISAM films have exhibited limited and reversible swelling, and have
demonstrated ability to self-heal due to the mobility of charged-pair polyelectrolyte chains.
Overall, significant progress in ISAM films development has been made over recent years, and a
wealth of information about the characteristics of ISAM films has been obtained.
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Chapter 3
STANDARD EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The primary goal of this work is the development of approaches to increase the second-order
susceptibility χ(2) of ISAM films. χ(2) is determined by second harmonic generation (SHG)
measurements in conjunction with film thickness data. SHG measurements are also utilized to
determine the average chromophore orientation within the film. Other experimental methods,
including ellipsometry, absorbance and linear dichroism measurements, lend support and
corroboration to the findings of SHG measurement techniques. The investigation of films whose
thickness is much less than a wavelength introduces many challenges regarding analysis of
existing techniques and development of new techniques. The discussion in this chapter focuses
on the techniques employed in this thesis, including improvements on established techniques.
The results of these techniques have led to the firm establishment of ISAM fabrication
procedures by revealing negative effects of variation from established procedures. In addition to
and in conjunction with the discussion of the experimental techniques and apparatuses, the
optical parameters of the ISAM film used as the standard SHG reference will be presented.
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Standard Experimental Techniques

88

Second Harmonic Generation Measurement Apparatus

The basic experimental apparatus used for SHG measurements is shown in Figure 3.1.1. The
fundamental beam incident upon the sample is provided by a Spectra Physics Quanta-Ray GCR130 Q-switched Nd:YAG 10-Hz pulsed laser. The pulse width is 11-ns as illustrated in Figure
3.1.2, measured by a Tektronix TDS 380 digital real-time oscilloscope using a fast silicon
photodiode. The Nd:YAG fundamental beam is linearly polarized with a wavelength of 1064
nm and a pulse energy of 450 mJ. When a fundamental wavelength other than 1064 nm is
desired for SHG experiments, an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) is used, which will be
described in Section 3.4. It is preferable to utilize the 1064 nm fundamental beam whenever
possible as the OPO produces a non-Gaussian and poorly focused beam. This complicates some
of the analysis that will be presented later in this chapter. The direction of beam propagation will
be taken as the z-axis by convention. The Cartesian coordinate system in the vicinity of the
sample is shown in the “sample stage” inset of Figure 3.1.1. This will be the convention used
throughout this thesis unless specifically noted otherwise, and optical elements are counted in
ascending order along the beam propagation path.
The hypotenuse face of the 45° prism immediately following the laser (i.e. the first prism)
acts as a beam splitter which reflects approximately 4% of the beam (~20 mJ). Conventional
beam splitters do not suffice as the reflective coating is quickly destroyed; non-coated beam
splitters result in a backside reflection that cannot be completely separated from the front side
reflection; and absorbing media that alleviate the backside reflection suffer from thermal
cracking within seconds. The glass prism does not produce a reflection in line with the front side
reflection, and absorbs negligible energy from the beam. Back reflection into the laser cavity is
not a danger as long as the beam is incident on the far half of the hypotenuse face, as drawn. The
beam dump gathers the primary transmitted beam, and the weak secondary reflections are
gathered by black containment walls. Next, an array of energy reduction filters of various
magnitudes is utilized to regulate the maximum energy incident upon the sample, usually about
1.7 mJ, and the second glass prism directs the vertically polarized beam to the analysis portion of
the optical setup. A pair of Glan-Taylor polarizers is used to form a three-polarizer intensity
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Figure 3.1.1: Experimental apparatus for measurement of second harmonic generation (SHG)

in thin films. A Q-switched Nd:YAG pulsed laser provides the fundamental
beam. A photodiode and a photomultiplier tube collect reference and SHG signal
data, respectively.

Data are collected and processed by a CAMAC crate

interfaced with a PC. When s-polarized light is desired, a half-wave plate is used
instead of the first polarizer, necessitating the high-pass filter.
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The second polarizer

determines the polarization of the beam incident upon the sample, and the first polarizer
determines the intensity of that beam. The long-pass filter eliminates any SHG produced by
preceding elements. In the setup shown, only the Glan-Taylor polarizers might produce SHG,
but some experiments require the inclusion of a half-wave plate which produces significant SHG.
A fraction of the beam is then diverted via a microscope-slide beam splitter to a large area
photodiode (PD) used to measure the reference intensity. The remaining beam is focused onto
the sample where the second harmonic is generated. It is well established that the shape of the
generated beam matches the shape of the incident beam.149 Both beams are recollimated by the
collimating lens, and a band-pass filter eliminates the fundamental beam. Finally, a spike filter
centered about the second harmonic frequency eliminates all light but the second harmonic,
which is then collected by an RCA 8550 large-area photomultiplier tube (PMT) powered by a
Bertran 230-03-R high voltage power supply operating at 1.7 kV.

Figure 3.1.2: Temporal profile of the laser pulse averaged over 128 pulses, showing that the

full-width at half-max (FWHM) of the pulse length is 11 ns. This is not very
different from a single pulse, and better illustrates the “typical” temporal profile.
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Data from the PMT and photodiode are sent through a LeCroy 2249W analog to digital
converter (ADC) and collected by a KineticSystems 1510-P2C CAMAC (computer automated
measurement and control) minicrate controlled by a KineticSystems 3922-Z1B parallel bus crate
controller. Gating of the signal is triggered by the fundamental beam of the Nd:YAG laser and
generated by a LeCroy 222 dual gate generator. The signal is passed from the CAMAC to an
IBM PC via a 16-bit DMA KineticSystems 2927-Z1A interface. The CAMAC is controlled by
an in-house program written in Borland C. The pulses from the PMT and photodiode as they
occur prior to entering the CAMAC, measured by the Tektronix TDS 380 digital real-time
oscilloscope with the OPO in line, are shown in Figure 3.1.3 along with the gate generated by the
LeCroy 222. Figure 3.1.3.a illustrates the ability of the PMT to accurately measure pulses. The
tail on the reference diode does not affect the linearity of the response as long as the signal is
kept below 150 mV.
Data are analyzed by a combination of TableCurve 2D v3 (Poly Software International),
Origin v5.0 (Microcal), Psi-Plot v4.56 (Jandel Scientific), Mathematica v4.0 (Wolfram
Research), and Microsoft Excel 2000.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1.3: Response of (a) the PMT using 5 ns/division, and (b) the photodiode using 50

ns/division as measured by the oscilloscope. The gate opening is shown in both
figures, with the full gate in (b). The ADC requires 7 ns between gate opening
time and the beginning of the incoming pulse.
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The sample is mounted on a stage consisting of 3 Aerotech stepper-motor linear positioning
stages affording 2-µm resolution in all coordinate axes, along with one Aerotech stepper-motor
rotation stage affording 1/27° rotational resolution about the x-axis. A Joerger SMC-R motor
controller allows simultaneous control of 2 motors, and is operated by the in-house program via
the CAMAC.
Beam energy measurements are taken with an Ophir Nova laser power / energy monitor
utilizing either a thermopile absorber for high energies (50 mJ to 10 J) or a pyroelectric absorber
for low energies (20 µJ to 10 mJ).

3.2

Experimental Conditions for Second Harmonic Generation

Careful consideration of the relationship between the sample and the incident beam is
essential for the analysis presented in this chapter. From the focusing lens forward, the plane of
incidence is the y-z-plane due to the orientation of the sample, which is perpendicular to the y-zplane and rotates about the x-axis.

Hence, vertically polarized light is p-polarized.

It is

advantageous to think of polarization as the orientation of the electric-field polarization vector
with respect to the film or substrate, rather than with respect to the plane of incidence. This
perspective affords a more intuitive picture of the orientation of the polarization with respect to
v
the NLO dipoles c within the film, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.1.a for s- and p-polarizations.
Accordingly, s-polarization describes the case where the polarization vector is parallel to the xaxis and does not have a component in the direction of the chromophore dipoles perpendicular to
the substrate. This is true for all angles of incidence of the beam with the substrate. In contrast,
p-polarization describes the case where the electric field vector has maximum component in the
direction of the chromophore dipoles. The magnitude of this component is dependent upon the
incident angle. When the dipole orientation has an average tilt away from the substrate normal,
which is the case in these ISAM films, the ratio of SHG produced by s-polarized and p-polarized
incident light affords information about the average tilt angle of dipoles within the film. This
will be described in detail in Section 3.3.3 and Appendix A. The incident angle θ is the angle
between the beam and the substrate normal as illustrated in Figure 3.2.1.b. The propagation
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angle α in the film differs from θ due to refraction at the air-film interface and can be calculated
using Snell’s law:
⎛ nair sin θ ⎞
⎟ .
⎟
n
film
⎠
⎝

α = arcsin⎜⎜

(3.2.1)

The index of air is approximately 1.0. The index of refraction at λ = 1064 nm for ISAM films is
typically ~1.7, as measured by SCI FilmTek2000150 and variable angle ellipsometry. An incident
angle of 45° thus corresponds to a film propagation angle of ~25°, for instance. The rotation axis
may be located midway between the films for double-sided samples, or at the front film surface

Figure 3.2.1: Schematic representation of beam propagation in a sample. The perspective is

along

the

length

of

the

sample,

looking

across

the

optical table.
v
(a) S-polarized light has no component along a chromophore axis c normal to the

substrate, while the magnitude of the component for p-polarized light is a function
of incident angle θ. (b) The film propagation angle α is related to the incident
angle by Snell’s law. The pathlength of the beam (at angle β) through the
substrate is governed by the relatively thick glass substrate.
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for single-sided samples. It is important to mention that an interface (e.g. air-film, film-glass) is
also inherently noncentrosymmetric, and accordingly generates some amount of second
harmonic.151,152 The method of analysis of the SHG data described below properly accounts for
SHG from the interfaces.
The criteria for choosing a focusing lens involve the nature of a Gaussian beam focus, as
illustrated in Figure 3.2.2.153 The intensity profile at any given value of z is Gaussian, and the
thick hyperbolic lines represent the distance away from the z-axis where the electric field
amplitude is reduced by a factor of 1/e, and are equidistant from the axis at any given value of z
in 3-D space such that a hyperboloid is formed about the z-axis. The inscribed circle in any x-yplane is known as the “spot” characterized by the “spot radius” w(z). The beam “waist” radius
w0 is the spot radius at z = 0, and is related to the spot radius at arbitrary z by
⎛ z2 ⎞
w2 ( z ) = w02 ⎜1 + 2 ⎟ ,
⎝ z0 ⎠

(3.2.2)

such that the Rayleigh range z0 is a measure of the beam divergence and is defined as the value
of z where
w ( z = z0 ) = 2w0 .

(3.2.3)

y

w(z)
z0

z

Figure 3.2.2: Focus of a Gaussian beam characterized by the waist radius w0 = w(z=0) and the

Rayleigh range z0. The hyperbolas mark the distance from the z-axis at which the
electric field amplitude drops by a factor of 1/e, and asymptotically approach the
paraxial rays denoted by the dashed lines.
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The hyperbolas in Figure 3.2.2 asymptotically approach the paraxial rays, represented by dashed
lines, sufficiently far from the focus. Accordingly, paraxial rays may be used to predict the focal
point of a lens in a parallel beam, but the nature of the beam within the Gaussian focus is
described by the Rayleigh range and beam waist radius which are related by

π w02 n
z0 =
,
λ

(3.2.4)

where λ is the wavelength and n is the index of refraction of the propagation medium. The waist
radius of the focus w0,F with respect to the waist radius of an incident beam w0,L as a function of
the focal length f of the lens is given by153
w0, F
w0, L

=

f

( z1 − f )

2

+ z0, L

2

,

(3.2.5)

where z1 is the distance from the incident waist to the lens. Realizing z 0, L >> f for the laser
beam, and utilizing the relationship in eq. 3.2.4, we find
⎛ λ ⎞ f
w0, F ≅ ⎜
,
⎟
⎝ π n ⎠ w0, L

(3.2.6)

2
⎛πn⎞ f
z0, F ≅ ⎜
⎟ 2 .
⎝ λ ⎠ w0, L

(3.2.7)

and

These relationships afford the information necessary to estimate the choice of focal length.
SHG is quadratically dependent on the intensity of the fundamental beam, which increases with
decreased beam waist radius. The maximum waist size is dictated by the sensitivity of the PMT,
and the minimum waist size is partially dictated by the damage threshold of the film. The spot
size should be sufficiently large so the SHG is an average over a relatively large number of
chromophores since the chromophores in an ISAM film are not arranged parallel to one another.
Another consideration for minimum focal length is that the Rayleigh range should be large
enough such that the SHG remains constant along a sufficient portion of the z-axis. This allows
for any mounting or substrate variations as well as any z-translation that may occur due to other
translations. The largest factor is rotation about the x-axis, which brings the front face of the
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sample closer to the focusing lens and the back face further away from the focusing lens. This
results in an optical pathlength (OPL) given by
OPL =

n glass t glass

cos β

,

(3.2.8)

where the glass thickness tglass is 1 mm, and β is given by eq. 3.2.1 with nfilm and α replaced by
nglass and β. Since the film is 5-7 orders of magnitude thinner than the substrate, it has negligible

effect. Combination of these equations results in:
⎡ sin 2 θ ⎤
OPL = n glass t glass ⎢1 − 2 ⎥
n glass ⎦⎥
⎣⎢

−1

2

.

(3.2.9)

The index of glass is roughly 1.5, therefore the longest optical pathlength is the limit of OPL as θ
approaches 90°, which is 2.0 mm. In practice, most measurements are taken up to 60° which
corresponds to OPL = 1.8 mm. Therefore, a Rayleigh range that corresponds to 2.5 mm of
approximately constant SHG intensity along the beam path would leave a comfortable margin of
safety.
The beam characteristics of the focus of an f = 450 mm lens were determined with a z-scan in
the vicinity of the focus and an x-y-scan at the center of the focus. Utilizing a typical doublesided sample at roughly 52.5° incident angle (incident angle of constructive interference), and
scanning along the z-axis, the intensity profile of the beam along the z-axis was determined, and
is shown normalized in Figure 3.2.3. Also shown is a scan of the single-sided reference standard
at 52.5º incident angle, with the film facing the beam, to illustrate the differences between the
interaction of single-sided and double-sided sample with the focus. The maximum signal for the
single-sided sample lags that of the rear film of the double-sided along the z-axis. For the
double-sided sample, the intensity of the SHG will remain constant only as long as the
fundamental beam has similar x-y-intensity profiles on each side of the substrate. It is no
accident that the shapes in Figure 3.2.3 resemble the hyperbolas in Figure 3.2.2 since the
intensity profile of the beam becomes more spread out with increasing distance from the focus as
represented by the distance between the hyperbolas for any given value of z.
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The results shown in Figure 3.2.3 reveal that the SHG remains relatively constant for a 1 mm
translation along the beam path in both positive and negative z-directions when oriented 52.5º
with the beam. Therefore, the SHG remains relatively constant for a sufficient length along the
beam path, and satisfies the condition for minimum lens focal length.
An x-y intensity scan of the fundamental beam was performed at the beam waist utilizing a
10-µm pinhole, and is shown in Figure 3.2.4. From this scan, and using TableCurve 2D to
perform a Gaussian fit, the 1 e 2 waist radius was determined to be 46.7 µm along the y-axis and
49.4 µm along the x-axis, resulting in an average waist radius w0 = 48.0 µm. An additional x-y
intensity using a 25-µm pinhole yielded a similar shape, and also resulted in an average waist
radius of 48.0 µm. This illustrates that the waist radius was not overestimated due to the relative
size of the pinhole, as a marked difference in measured values would be otherwise expected. As
will be shown in the Section 3.4, this spot size is large enough to produce an SHG representative
of the average SHG of the chromophores.
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Figure 3.2.3: SHG intensity scans of the beam along the z-axis in the vicinity of the focus of an

f = 450 mm lens, utilizing a double-sided sample and a single-sided sample, both
tilted at 52.5°. For the double-sided sample, the intensity of the SHG will remain
constant as long as the x-y-intensity profile of the fundamental beam is similar on
both sides of the sample. Since the intensity remains constant for ±1.0 mm on
either side of the sample the SHG remains relatively constant for a sufficient
length along the beam path, and satisfies the condition for minimum lens focal
length.
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Figure 3.2.4: Intensity scan of the fundamental beam in the x-y plane at the focus of an f = 450

mm lens, utilizing a 10-µm pinhole. (a) The scan plotted by Psi-Plot. (b)
Gaussian fit at the x = 90 µm plane at the peak, produced by TableCurve 2D,
resulting in a measured waist radius of 46.7 µm. The waist radius was measured
as 49.4 µm for the y = 102 µm plane, resulting in an average waist radius of 48
µm.
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SHG Measurement Techniques and Determination of χ(2)

The second-order nonlinear optical susceptibility χ(2) cannot be easily determined in an
absolute manner simply from the relationship between the intensity of the second harmonic
generation I2ω and the incident fundamental pump beam intensity Iω. For a well-collimated
pump beam incident upon a lossless medium (non-absorbing at both fundamental and second
harmonic wavelengths), the SHG intensity may be expressed as149
⎛ πl
( 2) 2
) sin 2 ⎜⎜
I 2ω ∝ (l c χ eff
⎝ 2l c

⎞ 2
⎟⎟ I ω ,
⎠

(3.3.1)

where l is the physical pathlength over which the beam must traverse (as opposed to the optical
pathlength) given by
l=

t film

⎡ sin 2 θ ⎤
= t film ⎢1 − 2 ⎥
cos α
n film ⎦⎥
⎣⎢

−1

2

(3.3.2)

and lc is the coherence length of the material given by
lc = π

∆k

,

(3.3.3)

where ∆k is the wave vector mismatch within the sample given by
∆k = 2k1 − k2 =

2ω
1
4π
( 2n1ω1 − n2ω2 ) = 1 ( n1 − n2 ) = ( n1 − n2 )
c
c
λ1

(3.3.4)

for second harmonic generation, where ni and ki are the refractive index and wave vector for the
ith harmonic at frequency ωi. The case where ∆k = 0 is known as phase matching. For second
harmonic generation, this would require that n(ω1 ) = n(2ω 1 ) which is not typically true due to
dispersion.
The difficulty in determination of χ(2) is imbedded in the proportionality constant of eq. 3.3.1.
This constant contains information about many parameters including the beam shape, beam
energy, laser modes, intensity profile and waist radius. The experimental considerations are
monumental, and performing such a measurement on a regular basis is simply not feasible. A
few absolute determinations of the χ(2) have been made for quartz. Therefore, eq. 3.3.1 affords
the ability to determine the relation between the χ(2) of quartz and that of any material, as long as
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the beam properties are the same, or in other words, as long as the two experiments are
performed in conjunction. As will be discussed later in Section 3.3.1, the quartz measurement is
laborious, so we choose a reference standard film that is compared to quartz during one
experiment. This reference standard becomes the material with known χ(2) for subsequent
experiments on other films, and is valid as long as the subsequent experiment is performed at the
same wavelength as the original reference standard experiment.
A full calculation of the externally measured second harmonic intensities requires solving the
boundary conditions from Maxwell’s equations for the fundamental and second harmonic
electric fields. For very thin films (much less than the wavelength) this can be quite subtle and
complex.154 An approximation that is often used, called the “projection method”,155 involves
setting the refractive index of the film equal to 1.0. In this approach, the refracted angle is equal
to the incident angle (α = θ). Further considerations of these issues will be addressed in
Appendix A.

The equivalence of the refracted and transmitted angles applies only to the

determination of the chromophore orientation.
The final aspect of eq. 3.3.1 that must be explored in order to determine the value of χ(2)
( 2)
.
tensor components is the effective second-order nonlinear optical susceptibility χ eff

The

( 2)
effective χ(2) is a weighted sum of all the elements of the χ ijk
tensor that contribute to the SHG.

If the frequencies of the optical waves do not fall within the resonant spectrum of the nonlinear
medium, Kleinman symmetry can be used to relate components of the nonlinear susceptibility149.
Under Kleinman symmetry, dispersion effects are considered minimal and the tensor elements of
the nonlinear susceptibility are considered to be independent of the frequency. Accordingly, the

χ(2) tensor may be written as a 3×6 matrix, so that the second-order polarization field is given by

( 2)
⎛ Px (2ω ) ⎞ ⎡ χ 11
⎜
⎟ ⎢ ( 2)
⎜ Py (2ω ) ⎟ = ⎢ χ 21
⎜ P (2ω ) ⎟ ⎢ χ ( 2 )
⎝ z
⎠ ⎣ 31

χ 12( 2)
χ 22( 2)
χ 32( 2)

χ 13( 2)
χ 23( 2)
χ 33( 2)

χ 14( 2 )
χ 24( 2 )
χ 34( 2 )

χ 15( 2 )
χ 25( 2 )
χ 35( 2 )

2
⎛
E x (ω ) ⎞
⎜
⎟
2
⎟
(
)
E
ω
( 2) ⎜
y
χ 16 ⎤⎜
⎟
2
⎥
E z (ω ) ⎟
χ 26( 2 ) ⎥⎜
⎜ 2 E y (ω ) E z (ω ) ⎟
χ 36( 2 ) ⎥⎦⎜
2 E (ω ) E z (ω ) ⎟
⎜ x
⎟
⎜ 2 E (ω ) E (ω ) ⎟ ,
y
⎝ x
⎠

(3.3.5)
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using the contracted notation defined in Section 1.2. The C∞v crystal structure results in a
reduction of the tensor in eq. 3.3.5 to

⎛ Px (2ω ) ⎞ ⎡ 0
⎜
⎟ ⎢
⎜ Py (2ω ) ⎟ = ⎢ 0
⎜ P (2ω ) ⎟ ⎢ χ ( 2)
⎝ z
⎠ ⎣ zxx

0

0

0

( 2)
χ xzx

0

0

( 2)
χ yzy

0

0

0

χ

( 2)
zyy

χ

( 2)
zzz

2
⎛
E x (ω ) ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎜ E y 2 (ω ) ⎟
0⎤⎜
⎟
2
⎥
E z (ω ) ⎟
0⎥⎜
⎜ 2 E y (ω ) E z (ω ) ⎟
0⎥⎦⎜
2 E (ω ) E z (ω ) ⎟
⎜ x
⎟
⎜ 2 E (ω ) E (ω ) ⎟ .
y
⎝ x
⎠

(3.3.6)

Furthermore, Kleinman symmetry allows us to permute input and output fields, so that

χ xzx = χ yzy = χ zxx = χ zyy .

(3.3.7)

For an arbitrary incident electric field, this results in the polarization field
( 2)
⎛
⎞
2 E x E z χ zxx
⎜
⎟
v
( 2)
P (2ω ) = ⎜
2 E y E z χ zxx
⎟
⎜ χ ( 2) ( E 2 + E 2 ) + χ ( 2) E 2 ⎟ .
y
zzz
z ⎠
⎝ zxx x

(3.3.8)

( 2)
is relative to the substrate, and is illustrated in
The convention for the coordinate system for χ ijk

Figure 3.3.1.a which is a further look into the film elaborating on Figure 3.2.1. As illustrated, the
incident electric field for p- and s-polarized beams, respectively, may be written as156
v
(3.3.9.a)
E p (ω ) = ( Eω cos θ , 0, Eω sin θ )
v
E s (ω ) = (0, Eω ,0) .
(3.3.9.b)

These incident fields produce the polarization fields
(2)
⎛
⎞
2 χ zxx
sin θ cosθ
vp
⎜
⎟ 2
P (2ω ) = ⎜
0
⎟ Eω
(2)
2
(2)
2
⎜ χ zxx cos θ + χ zzz sin θ ⎟
⎝
⎠

(3.3.10)

⎛ 0 ⎞
vs
⎜
⎟ 2
P (2ω ) = ⎜ 0 ⎟ Eω
⎜ χ ( 2) ⎟
.
⎝ zxx ⎠

(3.3.11)

To determine the p-polarized intensity, we take
v
I = ( P ⋅ pˆ ) 2 ,
where

(3.3.12)
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(3.3.13)

The intensities of p-polarized SHG from p- and s-polarized fundamental beams may then be
expressed as
(2)
(2)
I 2pω→ p = (3χ zxx
sin θ cos 2 θ + χ zzz
sin 3 θ ) 2 Eω 4
(2)
I 2sω→ p = ( χ zxx
sin θ ) 2 Eω 4

.

(3.3.14)

For standard SHG experiments, only I 2pω→ p is typically measured, so the effective χ(2) is related
to the χ(2) tensor as
(2)
(2)
χ eff(2), p → p = 3χ zxx
sin θ cos 2 θ + χ zzz
sin 3 θ .

(3.3.15)

( 2)
( 2)
The final step is to establish the relationship between χ zzz
and χ zxx
. This can be done by

performing a tilt angle measurement, described later in this chapter, which compares I 2pω→ p to
( 2)
( 2)
for films of a given type, which then can be used to
I 2sω→ p and affords calculation of χ zzz
χ zxx
( 2)
( 2)
convert χ eff
to χ zzz
. Due to the geometry of an electro-optic waveguide, the most important
( 2)
. It is this tensor element we wish to optimize. The purpose of
element of the χ(2) tensor is χ zzz
( 2)
for
the remainder of this section is to complete the steps necessary for the determination of χ zzz

the films presented in this thesis.
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Figure 3.3.1: Geometry and coordinate system for χ ijk
and the polarization calculation. (a) p-

polarized electric field has x and z components only, and s-polarized electric field
is composed of y component only. (b) Chromophore tilt angle with respect to the
substrate. The molecular hyperpolarizability is nonzero only along ξ axis. The
molecules are oriented with average pitch angle ψ to film z-axis and azimuthal
angle ϕ. (c) A not-to-scale rendition of the cone representing the C∞ν symmetry
of the film, and the aggregate of chromophores encountered by the beam.
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Quartz Measurement and Maker Fringes

The earliest technique of measuring SHG was introduced by Terhune and colleagues in
1962,157 and is now known as the Maker fringe technique.158 Eq. 3.3.1 reveals the nature of
Maker fringes, which come about due to wave vector mismatch in the medium. Maxima of these
fringes occur when the argument of the sine function in eq. 3.3.1 satisfies
(

πl
2l c

)=(

2n + 1
π)
2

(3.3.16)

for any integer n, and occur when
l = (2n + 1)l c .

(3.3.17)

At the maxima, eq. 3.3.1 reveals that the intensity of the second harmonic is given by
(2) 2
I 2ω ∝ (lc χ eff
) .

(3.3.18)

A z-cut quartz wedge with wedge angle γ ~ 1° and thickness ranging from 2.87 to 3.08 mm along
a 10.0-mm length, as measured with Vernier calipers, was placed in the beam path such that the
beam was normal to the wedge, and translation along the x-axis resulted in increased physical
pathlength through the wedge. The fundamental beam polarization was along the z-axis of the
(2)
(2)
quartz wedge. In this configuration, χ eff
= χ zzz
. The change in physical pathlength δl due to a

translation δx is given by the equation
δl = δx tan γ .

(3.3.19)

The result of this measurement is shown in Figure 3.3.2. Sufficient energy of the incoming
beam (~1.7 mJ) was required in order to produce a reliable measurement on the reference
standard film to be compared to this quartz measurement. The SHG intensity shown is the result
of calculations accounting for the filters that were placed between the sample and the PMT. The
fit to the data, produced using TableCurve 2D, is
I 2ω = A ⋅ sin ( B + Cπ x ) ,
2

(3.3.20)

where A = 5.91×107 a.u., B = 10 radians and C = 4.82×10-4 µm-1. The constant A is the product
(2)
of the proportionality constant of eq. 3.3.1 along with ( lc χ eff
Iω ) and is the SHG of quartz for
2

this experimental setup. The constant B is the phase shift of the sine-squared function due to
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alignment of the quartz wedge along the y-axis. The fit equation in Figure 3.3.2 is eq. 3.3.1
using an effective coherence length xc, which is related to lc by eq. 3.3.19 with δl and δx replaced
with lc and xc so that C = tan γ 2l c . Using the well established coherence length for quartz, lc =
22.4 µm, we find the wedge angle γ = 1.24°. Importantly, we find that SHG intensity for quartz
is I2ω,quartz = 5.91×107 a.u. for this experimental setup.

6e+07

SHG Intensity (a.u.)

5e+07
4e+07
3e+07
2e+07
1e+07
0

0

1.75e+03
3.5e+03
5.25e+03
x-position (microns)

7e+03

( 2)
Figure 3.3.2: X- scan of a quartz wedge used to determine χ eff
of the reference standard with

fit to the equation I 2ω = A ⋅ sin 2 ( B + Cx ) produced using TableCurve 2D. The
second harmonic intensity maxima are I2ω,quartz = 5.91×107 a.u. for this
experimental setup.
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ISAM Film Measurement and Interference Fringes

In this section, we will explore a technique similar to the Maker fringe technique, but first we
must consider the nuances of thin film measurements. The coherence length of organic films is
typically on the order of tens of microns, while the thickness of ISAM films is typically less than
100 nm. For the limit where l << lc, eq. 3.3.1 becomes

π

(2)
2
I 2ω ∝ ( l χ eff
, ISAM )
2

(3.3.21)

so that the second harmonic intensity should grow quadratically with film thickness. This is a
result that was first demonstrated by our research group in 1997 by utilizing Poly S-119 in
conjunction with PAH.159 This expression for ISAM films may be divided by eq. 3.3.18 for
quartz to obtain the relation

χ eff(2), ISAM 2lc ,quartz
=
(2)
χ zzz
π lISAM
, quartz

I 2ω , ISAM
I 2ω ,quartz

,

(3.3.22)

where subscripts ISAM, quartz denote the ISAM film and the quartz wedge. This allows
absolute determination of χ(2) of an ISAM film by comparing its SHG intensity maximum to that
of quartz.
Interference Fringes from Double-Sided Samples

For a double-sided sample, which has film on both sides of the substrate, interference fringes
of the SHG intensity as a function of incident angle are created with maxima and minima due to
completely constructive and completely destructive interference from the two films.156 While
they appear similar to Maker fringes, the origin of these fringes is fundamentally different. The
interference pattern falls within an envelope governed by reflection at the air-film interface, the
physical pathlength in the sample, and the coupling between the polarization and the χ(2)
tensor.158 A typical example is shown in Figure 3.3.3. The signal increased with increased tilt
angle below 60° due to decreased reflective loss of the p-polarized fundamental, increased
physical pathlength and increased coupling to the χ ( 2 ) tensor, and the signal decreased
afterwards due to increased reflectance for p-polarized light at incident angles larger than
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Brewster’s angle. Above 83º incidence, the edge of the glass slide interferes with the beam since
the rotation axis (x-axis) is located at the center y-z plane of the slide, as defined in Figure 3.2.1.
Interference fringe maxima occur when the second harmonic from the rear face of the sample
is in phase with the second harmonic generated from the front face, traveling through the
substrate.

The conditions for constructive and destructive interference result because the

fundamental and second harmonic from the front face propagate at different velocities in the
glass due to dispersion. The fringes in Figure 3.3.3, for instance, have a periodicity of ~7° in the
vicinity of 45° incidence. The relevant length scale for the interference between SHG signals
from opposite sides of the glass slide is the physical pathlength l of the beam through the slide,
given by eq. 3.3.2 with α and nfilm replaced by β and nglass. Using the angles of consecutive
maxima or minima and assuming index 1.5 for glass, the coherence length lc = λ ( n2ω − nω ) for
this periodicity is determined to be 21 µm, which is typical of glass for a wavelength of 1064
nm.
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Figure 3.3.3: Typical interference fringe pattern from a double-sided, 5-bilayer PCBS / PAH

sample. The signal increased with increased tilt angle below 60° due to decreased
reflective loss of the p-polarized light, increased physical pathlength and
increased coupling to the χ ( 2 ) tensor. The signal decreased afterwards due to
increased reflectance for p-polarized light at incident angles larger than
Brewster’s angle. Above 83º incidence, the slide interferes with the incident
beam.
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Interference Fringes from Single-Sided Samples

Figure 3.3.4.a shows the SHG signal as a function of the incident angle for a sample from
which one side of the film has been removed. SHG data from single-sided samples are typically
collected with the film facing the incident beam. The fringes with non-zero minima result from
interference of the SHG from the film with the SHG from the air-glass interface on the opposite
side. The lower curve in the figure shows the SHG signal from a bare glass slide. Because the
air-glass interface is inherently noncentrosymmetric, it also possesses a non-zero χ(2) and
generates second harmonic. The two air-glass interfaces on the bare slide create an SHG signal
with maximum ~10 counts in the vicinity of 45° incident angle. This corresponds to a second
harmonic electric field amplitude, proportional to the square root of the SHG, of 1.5 counts1/2 for
each of the glass-air interfaces. The fringes for the sample with a film on one side can then be
interpreted as a field amplitude of 9.5 counts1/2 from that side and 1.5 counts1/2 from the opposite
side. This results in an SHG maximum of 121 counts [(9.5+1.5)2] and a minimum of 64 counts
[(9.5-1.5)2], in excellent agreement with the data.
Figure 3.3.4.b also shows the interference fringe pattern for a single-sided sample, but for
one that has a film that generates more SHG than the film in Figure 3.3.4.a. The film shown is
the 68-bilayer Poly S-119 reference standard. Along with the raw data, additional curves show
the result of correcting for increased physical pathlength, as given by eq. 3.3.2, and reflection
losses as a function of incident angle. Reflection loss will be detailed in Section 3.3.3. The
correction for physical pathlength and reflection losses do not consider the complexity of the
fringes, but illustrate the effect of coupling of the polarized light with the χ(2) tensor. It also
illustrates the reason for considering the fringes near 53º incidence to be representative of the
sample. As expected, the more nonlinear optically active film displays fringes with larger
absolute magnitude, but smaller relative magnitude. This is a result of the fact that the PMT
measures the square of the sum and difference of the electric fields at the maxima and minima,
respectively. Due also to that fact, determination of the SHG intensity at a given angle must
consider the value of the fringe maxima and minima near that angle, or the value of the envelope
of the fringe maxima and minima at that angle.
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Figure 3.3.4: SHG interference fringe pattern for single-sided samples. (a) Lower curve is a

bare glass slide. The fringes with non-zero minima on the upper curve result from
interference of the SHG from the film with the SHG from the air-glass interface
on the opposite side. (b) Reference standard with curves corrected for optical
pathlength, fundamental transmittance at film-air interface and second-harmonic
transmittance at film-glass and glass-air interfaces. I2ω,std@53º = 1360 a.u
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SHG Calculation for Double-Sided Samples

Since the SHG intensity is the square of the second harmonic electric field, and the electric
field components add due to the constructive interference, the maximum SHG measured is
(2E2ω)2 = 4I2ω,ΙSAM of one film, so the intensity from one side of a double-sided sample is
I 2ω , ISAM = 14 SHG peak @53° ,

(3.3.23)

where the peak in the vicinity of 53° incident angle is taken as representative and the χ(2) tensor
elements can be determined from eqs. 3.3.14.

From tilt angle measurements, which

( 2)
( 2)
( 2)
yield χ zzz
, an accurate determination of χ zzz
can be made. Typically, the values are
χ zxx

averaged over ±1 peak from the peak nearest 53° in order to overcome any anomalies such as
shifting of the fringe pattern due to variation in substrate thickness. The effect of optical
pathlength increase with increased incident angle is accounted for in the calculation of χ(2).
Equation 3.3.23 illustrates the primary reason for measuring double-sided samples: the measured
SHG of a double-sided sample is four times that of a single-sided sample of the same film. This
affords characterization of films that are not highly nonlinear optically active, and aids in the
development of films that are.
The measurement of double-sided samples also aids in determination of film consistency of a
sample and requires caution. Due to refraction and the fact that the sample is rotated about the
center of the y-z plane, as defined in Figure 3.2.1, a region of the front and rear of the sample are
scanned during the measurement as described in Figure 3.3.5. The reason that an incident angle
scan of a double-sided sample aids to determine homogeneity is that a difference in SHG
between the two films results in non-zero fringe minima. For the case that the minima do not
reach zero, eq. 3.3.23 does not hold, and the intensity of one side of a double-sided sample is
I 2ω , ISAM =

1
4

(

SHG peak @53° ± SHGvalley @53°

),
2

(3.3.24)

where {peak@53°, valley@53°} designates the {maximum, minimum} nearest 53º incident
angle, or the value of each envelope at 53º incidence, and {+,-} applies for the {more, less}
second harmonic-generating film.
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Figure 3.3.5: Region of a double-sided sample that is scanned during an incident angle SHG

measurement from 30º to 60º. (a) The targeted safe region is defined along the xaxis by the slide frosting at one end and the region formed due to evaporation of
the dipping solution on the other end. The y-axis limits are defined as deviation
from y = 0 that the beam may fall on the sample when it is normal to the beam,
due to the regions that are scanned as a function of incident angle due to rotation
about the x-axis as shown in (b). (b, c) ‘X’ marks the rotation (x) axis, which is
located at the center of the y-z plane. The range of film on the front and rear films
that is measured during an incident angle scan from 30º to 60º as marked on (b)
was determined by the geometry shown in (c).
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Generated by Mathematica 4.0, Figure 3.3.6.a illustrates the error of the determined value of
I 2ω ,ISAM as a result of applying eq. 3.3.23 to a sample that exhibits non-zero interference fringe
minima due to film inconsistency. The curve in Figure 3.3.6.a was obtained by dividing the
difference of eqs. 3.3.23 and 3.3.24 by eq. 3.3.24 for the (+) case of eq. 3.3.24. Therefore the
percentage error in Figure 3.3.6.a is the error of the value of SHG determined by assuming the
minima go to zero in comparison to the SHG of the film that is more strongly second harmonic
generating. The horizontal axis is the value of the minimum in percent of the maximum value,
and the vertical axis is the percent error in SHG calculated using eq. 3.3.23. The commonly
reported value for a film is the square root of the SHG (SRSHG) since it is proportional to χ(2),
and the error in determination of SRSHG is roughly one-half that of SHG. Still, this indicates
that non-zero fringe minima are intolerable for double-sided samples.
SHG Calculation for Single-Sided Samples

While single-sided samples exhibit non-zero interference fringes, the error in assuming that
the fringe maxima equals the SHG of the film does not lead to the degree of error discussed in
the preceding discussion. For single-sided samples, the SHG of the film is given by eq. 3.3.24
for the (+) case. Generated by Mathematica 4.0, Figure 3.3.6.b illustrates the error of the
determined value of I 2ω ,ISAM as a result of assuming the fringe maximum is the value of SHG of
the film. The curve in Figure 3.3.6.b was obtained by dividing the difference of eqs. 3.3.24 and
the SHG at that point by eq. 3.3.24 for the (+) case of eq. 3.3.24. The horizontal axis is the value
of the minimum in percent deviation from the maximum value, and the vertical axis is the
percent error in SHG by assuming the fringe maximum is the SHG of the film. Since the error of
the commonly reported SRSHG is roughly one-half that of SHG, it is within experimental
precision (3%) to assume that the SHG of single-sided samples is the value of the fringe
maximum as long as the fringe minimum deviates from the maximum by less than 15%. The
data for the reference standard in Figure 3.3.4 barely meet that requirement. It is prudent to not
apply that assumption to the reference standard since the assumption is meant to save analysis
time, and doing so for the case of the reference standard would introduce unnecessary error.
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Figure 3.3.6: Percent error in the determined value of SHG of a film, generated by

Mathematica 4.0. (a) The percent error due to applying eq. 3.3.23 to a doublesided sample that exhibits non-zero fringe minima. (b) The percent error due to
assuming the fringe maximum of a single-sided sample is the film’s SHG value.
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The Reference Standard and χ(2) Determination

The film that is used as a reference standard is a single-sided sample consisting of 68 bilayers
of Poly S-119 and PAH, fabricated in 1997.

It was chosen as the standard since it has

maintained its value of SHG since that time, and is easier to measure on a regular basis than the
quartz wedge. The curve in Figure 3.3.4.b is the reference standard taken along with the quartz
measurement of Figure 3.3.2. Under identical experimental conditions as the quartz wedge, the
reference standard exhibited a second harmonic intensity I2ω,std = 1360 a.u. for peak at 53°
incidence as determined by eq. 3.3.24.
Utilizing the information accumulated in this section, an expression for the determination of
the second-order nonlinear susceptibility of a film may be obtained. The physical pathlength l as
given by eq. 3.3.2 must be used in place of film thickness for χ(2) calculations. As a convention,
std refers to reference standard data taken at the time of calibration to quartz, and ref refers to
reference standard data taken along with a given ISAM film. Consequently, lref ≠ lstd unless
both values were determined for the same incident angle, and I 2ω ,ref ≠ I 2ω , std unless they were
taken at the same incident angle and the beam energy was identical to the time the reference
( 2)
( 2)
standard was taken with quartz. The expression χ eff
, ref ≡ χ eff , std is true in any case. Due to the
( 2)
( 2)
geometry of the quartz wedge, χ eff
,quartz = χ zzz ,quartz

which is a well-established value

-9
160
(2)
χ zzz
The expression for ISAM films given by eq. 3.3.22 may
, quartz (1064nm) = 1.92×10 esu.
( 2)
by comparing any film to the reference standard, giving the relation
be rewritten to obtain χ eff

χ eff(2), ISAM 2 lc ,quartz lref
=
(2)
χ zzz
π lISAM lstd
, quartz

I 2ω , ISAM

I 2ω , std

I 2ω ,ref

I 2ω ,quartz

(3.3.25.a)

where the quantity under the final radical comparing SHG from quartz and the standard is made
using the same experimental setup as is used to obtain the data for the quantities under the
preceding radical. Since determination of the ratio lref lstd requires determination of the index of
refraction of the film, as evidenced by equation 3.3.2, it is best to determine I 2ω ,ref and I 2ω ,std at
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the same incident angle to avoid an unnecessary potential source of error. In such cases, eq.
3.3.25.a may be written as

χ eff(2), ISAM 2 lc ,quartz
=
(2)
χ zzz
π lISAM
, quartz

I 2ω , ISAM

I 2ω , std

I 2ω ,ref

I 2ω ,quartz

(3.3.25.b)

An important consideration is that the calculated value of χ eff(2), ISAM using the preceding
technique will yield increasingly smaller values with increased film thickness due to interface
effects, as illustrated in Figure 2.5.1. This value approaches an asymptotic limit as the interface
SHG become negligible relative to the bulk SHG. The bulk χ(2) for a specific film type may be
calculated by using the slope of the square root of the SHG intensity versus the number of
bilayers

{

}
{

I 2ω ,ISAM bilayer . In this manner, eq. 3.3.25.b becomes

χ eff(2), ISAM 2
= lc , quartz
(2)
χ zzz
π
, quartz

I 2ω , ISAM bilayer

{lISAM

bilayer}

}

1

I 2ω , std

I 2ω , ref

I 2ω ,quartz

,

(3.3.26.a)

where lc ,quartz = 22.4 µm, {lISAM bilayer} is the result of applying eq. 3.3.2 to the value of film
thickness per bilayer to account for refraction, and I 2ω ,ref and I 2ω ,std were obtained at the same
angle.

Therefore, for any film compared to this reference standard using the 1064 nm

fundamental,

χ eff(2), ISAM = ( 2.74 ×10−5 esu ⋅ nm )

{

I 2ω , ISAM bilayer

{lISAM

bilayer}

}

1

I 2ω , std

I 2ω , ref

I 2ω , quartz

,

(3.3.26.b)

where the second harmonic intensities for the ISAM film and reference film are measured
simultaneously. Once the relation between I 2pω→ p and I 2sω→ p for a film is established via a tilt
(2)
angle measurement and application of eq. 3.3.14, the susceptibility component χ zzz
of that film

may be obtained.
The final piece of information necessary for determination of χ eff(2), ISAM is the ISAM film
thickness. Some of the film thickness measurements were taken with a J. A. Woolum VB-2000
Ellipsometer by the Davis group and Heflin group of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
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University (VPI&SU). A simple technique was utilized to overcome the problem with backside
reflections common with transparent substrates. Film thickness measurements were made on the
end of the slide that has the sandblasted frosting on one side. The frosting of the microscope
slide on the opposite side of the film being measured causes scattering of the light from the
ellipsometer, eliminating the backside reflection. Film thickness measurements of some of the
thicker films were taken using a Filmetrics F20-UV Thin-Film Measurement System using an
Ocean Optics DH-2000 Deuterium-Halogen Light Source by a method that will be described in
Section 4.2.
3.3.3

Chromophore Tilt Angle Measurements

(2)
In addition to allowing determination of χ zzz
, the ratio of I 2pω→ p to I 2sω→ p affords information

about the average tilt angle of the chromophores within the sample with respect to the normal to
the substrate as illustrated in Figure 3.3.1.b. The molecular hyperpolarizability is nonzero only
along the ξ axis, and the molecules are oriented with average pitch angle ψ to film z-axis and
azimuthal angle ϕ. As discussed in Chapter 1, the existence of bulk SHG necessitates a net
dipole orientation, and the symmetry of the films dictates that direction is along the substrate
normal. While it is expected that the chromophores may be distributed in a wide variation of
directions in the bulk of a chromophore layer, the tilt angle describes the average orientation of
the distribution. For this measurement, the intensity of the fundamental within the sample must
be held constant for all polarizations. Since the incident beam is initially p-polarized with
respect to the sample, the pair of Glan-Taylor polarizers can produce only 25% beam intensity
for s-polarization. Therefore, the first Glan-Taylor polarizer in Figure 3.1.1 is replaced by a halfwave plate. This affords the ability to rotate the polarization with minimal energy loss. The
intensity is determined by the angle between the resultant polarization and the second polarizer.
( 2)
( 2)
to χ zxx
so that the calculation
First, let us complete the derivation of the relationship of χ zzz
(2)
of χ zzz
can be achieved. From eq. 3.3.14, we calculate
(2)
⎛ χ zzz
⎞
I 2pω→ p
4
2
sin
θ
3cot
θ
=
+
⎜
⎟
(2)
I 2sω→ p
⎝ χ zxx
⎠

2

(3.3.27)
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so that
(2)
I 2pω→ p
χ zzz
=
csc 2 θ − 3cot 2 θ .
s→ p
(2)
χ zxx
I 2ω

(3.3.28)

The simple reference technique of splitting off and detecting a small portion of the incident light
with a beam splitter does not work for these measurements, since the reflection coefficient R of
the reference beam splitter varies with beam polarization. If we bypass the reference beam
splitter and hold input energies constant (as measured by a power meter in front of the sample),
an oscillating pattern such as that shown in Figure 3.3.7161 can be generated as the input
polarization is varied. The SHG intensity data in Figure 3.3.7 are fit to a cosine squared plus
offset function using TableCurve 2D in order to establish the minima and maxima.
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Figure 3.3.7: SHG intensity as a function of fundamental beam polarization for a 40-bilayer

PCBS / PAH film.161 P-polarization corresponds to polarizer angle of 0°. The
data have been corrected for polarization-dependent reflection loss at the air-film
interface. Data are fit to a cosine squared plus offset using TableCurve 2D.
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( 2)
( 2)
Solving eq. 3.3.15 for χ zzz
as a function of the measured p→p χ eff
we find

χ

(2)
zzz

=

χ eff(2)
−1

⎛ χ (2) ⎞
3 ⎜ zzz
sin θ cos 2 θ + sin 3 θ
(2) ⎟
χ
⎝ zxx ⎠

.

(3.3.29)

The samples are single-sided with the film facing the beam, the second harmonic is always ppolarized and the refractive index of the film is equal to that of air in accordance with the
“projection method”. Therefore, reflective losses at the interfaces do not affect the outcome of
eq. 3.3.28. This is discussed further in Appendix A.
The dependence of the second harmonic intensity on the fundamental polarization also
reveals the average chromophore tilt angle away from the substrate normal. Recall from Chapter
1 that the nonlinear susceptibility can be expressed as an orientational average of the molecular
hyperpolarizability components

χ ijk( 2) (−ω ; ω 1 , ω 2 ) = N ∑ Riµ R jν Rkρ β µνρ f (ω ) f (ω 1 ) f (ω 2 ) .

(1.4.5)

For a linear, conjugated chromophore, β along the ξˆ axis in Figure 3.3.1.b is the only nonzero
hyperpolarizability. Therefore, the orientational average in eq. 1.4.5 may be expressed as

( )( )( )

Riµ R jν Rkρ = xˆ ⋅ ξˆ yˆ ⋅ ξˆ zˆ ⋅ ξˆ

,

(3.3.30)

where xˆ , yˆ are coordinate axes in the plane of the film, and ẑ is normal to the film. Since the
net orientation is in the direction of the surface normal, a random distribution within the plane of
the film is expected.162 The azimuthal angle ϕ may be integrated, allowing the nonvanishing
( 2)
( 2)
, χ zxx
to be written as
susceptibility tensor elements χ zzz
( 2)
(−ω ; ω 1 , ω 2 ) ∝ N cos 3 ψ β ξξξ f (ω ) f (ω 1 ) f (ω 2 )
χ zzz
( 2)
(−ω ; ω 1 , ω 2 ) ∝
χ zxx

1
N cosψ sin 2 ψ β ξξξ f (ω ) f (ω1 ) f (ω 2 ) ,
2

(3.3.31)

where ψ is the molecular tilt angle from the film normal. If the distribution of this tilt angle is
sharply peaked about a particular value ψ , the average values of these products may be taken as
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products of functions of the average value ψ , thus allowing the ratio of zzz and zxx components
of the second-order NLO susceptibility to be written as
( 2)
χ zzz
= 2 cot 2 ψ ,
( 2)
χ zxx

(3.3.32)

which along with eq. 3.3.28 leads to the result

ψ = arc cot

⎤
1 ⎡ I 2pω→ p
⎢ s → p csc 2 θ − 3cot 2 θ ⎥ .
2 ⎢⎣ I 2ω
⎥⎦

(3.3.33)

As an example, the thickness of the reference standard is approximately 290 nm.163
( 2)
Utilization of eq. 3.3.22 reveals that χ eff
of the reference standard measured at 53º incidence is

approximately 4.6×10-10 esu.

Using the method described in Appendix A, based on the

(2)
(2)
“projection method”, the tilt angle was determined to be 43º, so that χ zzz
χ zxx
= 2.3.

(2)
( 2)
Application of eq. 3.3.29 results in the determination that χ zzz
= 1.13 χ eff
= 5.2×10-10 esu =
(2)
0.27 χ zzz
, quartz for the ISAM film reference standard.
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( 2)
Recipe for Determination of χ zzz
for ISAM Films

For any film that is compared with the reference standard characterized in the preceding
discussion, the following recipe applies.
From SHG intensity fringes for an ISAM film measured in conjunction with the reference
standard using the 1064 fundamental from the laser, calculate

χ eff(2), ISAM = ( 2.74 ×10−5 esu ⋅ nm )

{

I 2ω , ISAM bilayer

{lISAM

bilayer}

}

1

I 2ω , std

I 2ω , ref

I 2ω , quartz

,

(3.3.26.b)

where
I 2ω , ISAM =

1
4

(

SHG peak ± SHGvalley

)

2

(3.3.24)

and
l=

t film

⎡ sin 2 θ ⎤
= t film ⎢1 − 2 ⎥
cos α
n film ⎥⎦
⎢⎣

−1

2

,

(3.3.2)

where tfilm is thickness of one side of the film, and I2ω,ref is the measurement of the reference
standard taken along with the ISAM film being studied, and is measured at the same angle when
taken along with quartz when determining I 2ω ,std . Then, from a tilt angle measurement of the
ISAM film, or from an established ratio I 2pω→ p I 2sω→ p for a film type, using the “projection
method”, calculate

χ

(2)
zzz

=

χ eff(2)
−1

(2)
⎛ χ zzz
⎞
3 ⎜ (2) ⎟ sin θ cos 2 θ + sin 3 θ
⎝ χ zxx ⎠

,

(3.3.29)

where
(2)
I 2pω→ p
χ zzz
=
csc 2 θ − 3cot 2 θ
(2)
s→ p
χ zxx
I 2ω

(3.3.28)
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Measurements Using the Optical Parametric Oscillator

Due to film absorbance at the second-harmonic wavelength, it is sometimes necessary to
perform SHG measurements using a wavelength other than the fundamental wavelength (1064
nm) of the laser. For such cases, a Casix Type I Model S BBO-3B optical parametric oscillator
(OPO) is incorporated in the experimental setup shown in Figure 3.1.1. Figure 3.4.1 is the
modified experimental setup. The beam produced by the OPO differs significantly from the
output of the laser, requiring special considerations for data analysis. The primary advantages of
bypassing the OPO are simplification of data analysis and the ability to perform measurements of
weakly second harmonic-generating films due to issues with total beam energy and spatial
distribution (x-y profile from Figure 3.2.4.a) of the energy. Some of the samples measured at
1064 nm presented in this thesis utilized the OPO (rather than the direct 1064 nm beam) since
switching experimental setups is not trivial. These samples will be noted. The purpose of the
discussion in this section is to highlight the differences in data acquired with the OPO compared
to the data presented in the previous sections of this chapter.
3.4.1

Description of the OPO

The fundamental output of the laser is frequency-doubled in a KDP crystal to 532 nm. The
532nm second harmonic and the fundamental are then mixed via sum frequency generation in a
second KDP crystal to produce the third harmonic at 355 nm. Excess fundamental and second
harmonic light is discarded by use of 355-nm dichroic mirrors. The third harmonic, which
pumps the OPO, is telescoped to reduce beam size to the proper diameter, and an iris is located
between the OPO and the laser to stop back-reflections. The OPO utilizes a second order
nonlinear optical effect known as difference frequency generation (DFG), χ(2)(ω1-ω2; -ω1, ω2).
In general, two input beams are incident on a nonlinear medium. A third frequency

ω 3 = ω 2 − ω1

(3.4.1)

is produced. Phase-matching considerations require that
∆k = k1 + k 2 − k 3 = 0

(3.4.2)

holds true in order to achieve a large conversion. Usually DFG occurs with a strong pump beam
(considered undepletable) and a weak seed beam which is amplified as the DFG beam is
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produced. If, however, a phase-matched crystal is placed in a cavity then the DFG can take place
without the necessity of a seed beam, as a spontaneous seed is amplified by repeated passes
through the crystal. This process is known as optical parametric oscillation and obeys the phasematching rule

ω p n p = ω s n s + ω i ni

(3.4.3)

where the desired output beam is called the signal at frequency ωs, and the secondary output
beam is the idler, ωi. Variable phase matching is obtained by a process known as angle tuning.
For a uniaxial crystal, the extraordinary refractive index ne is a function of ϕ, the angle between
the crystal optic axis and the direction of wave propagation.
1

[ ne (ϕ )]

2

=

sin 2 ϕ cos 2 ϕ
+
ne 2
no 2

(3.4.4)

The extraordinary refractive index varies between the principal value ne at ϕ = π/2 and ne = no
at ϕ = 0. The angle ϕ may be adjusted by rotating the crystal about the axis perpendicular to the
plane defined by the optic axis and beam propagation. By varying the extraordinary refractive
index, the phase-matching condition (eq. 3.4.3) may be satisfied for a continuously variable set
of frequencies ωs, ωi. The OPO system used here is continuously tunable from 410 – 2200 nm
and the output is horizontally polarized. A half-wave plate is used to rotate the polarization to
vertical, and a high-pass filter is used to eliminate the signal beam and the SHG from the halfwave plate, keeping only the idler beam from the OPO.
polarized beam will be referred to as the OPO output.

The resultant tunable vertically
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Figure 3.4.1: Experimental apparatus for measurement of second harmonic generation (SHG)

in thin films utilizing the optical parametric oscillator (OPO). A Q-switched
Nd:YAG pulsed laser provides the fundamental beam that is sent through a set of
NLO crystals, producing the 355-nm third harmonic. The 355-nm beam may be
tuned from 410 – 2200 nm by the OPO. The shape of the beam produced by the
OPO requires a shorter focusing lens than the fundamental beam (450 mm). A
photodiode and a photomultiplier tube collect reference and SHG signal data,
respectively. Data are collected and processed by a CAMAC crate interfaced
with a PC. When s-polarized light is desired, a half-wave plate is used instead of
the first polarizer, necessitating the second high-pass filter.
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Characteristics of the Beam Produced by the OPO

According to the manufacturer’s specifications, the idler beam produced by the OPO is more
than 2 ns shorter than the pump beam, possesses a smooth spatial profile similar to that of a
Gaussian beam or a flat-top beam, and has a beam divergence greater than 2º. The bandwidth at
the wavelengths used in the SHG experiments in this thesis is approximately 1 nm, whereas that
of the laser fundamental is approximately 10-6 nm.
Figure 3.4.2 shows the pulse length measured in the same fashion as the pulse length from
the laser, shown in Figures 3.1.1. The value of FWHM is 8 ns, which is 3 ns shorter than that of
the laser. The beam divergence is the reason for the 500-mm collimating lens located between
the prism and the Glan-Taylor polarizer in Figure 3.4.1. This lens serves to aid in the focusing at
the sample and to reduce the beam size so that more energy passes through the Glan-Taylor
polarizers.

Figure 3.4.2: Temporal profile of the laser pulse averaged over 256 pulses, showing that the

full-width at half-max (FWHM) of the pulse length is 8 ns. This is not very
different from a single pulse, and better illustrates the “typical” temporal profile.
The tail at the right is the fast photodiode returning to ground.
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The focused idler output of the OPO appears to consist of at least two separate spots, as
shown in Figure 3.4.3. The spatial beam profiles were acquired using a 10-µm pinhole at the
focus. Although not in the specifications, this phenomenon occurs on a regular basis, and is
often more prominent than the output measured here. Figures 3.4.3.a-d show the same beam for
various diameters of the iris that is located between the OPO and the first collimating lens. The
case listed as “no iris” results in a square beam with a side length of approximately 8 mm due to
passing through the Glan-Taylor polarizers. As the iris is closed, the more prominent beam is
reduced, but the less prominent beam is reduced only with the iris smaller than 6 mm in
diameter. The OPO must be realigned regularly due to minute changes in the laser output, which
varies over time, resulting in a different profile for each alignment. The relative location and
strength of the beams various among calibrations of the OPO, and can vary from day to day due
to variation of the laser output, resulting in altered alignment of the beam within the OPO cavity.
The beam profile for the 4-mm iris is similar to the beam typically observed when no iris is in
place. It is obvious from Figure 3.4.3 that the profile of the prominent beam in the y-plane is
different from that of the x-plane, and that the projections in each plane retain their shape with
varied iris diameter. To minimize the effect of the less prominent beam, Gaussian fits were
performed for the case of no iris, using TableCurve 2D, and are shown in Figures 3.4.3.e-f.
Although the beam is Gaussian, it has an elliptical azimuthal profile, having a 1 e 2 waist radius
of 363 µm in the x-plane and 229 µm in the y-plane. The waist radius of the prominent peak in
the x = 480 nm plane and the y = 400 nm plane is shown in Table 3.4.1. It is common to find a
third peak, which may be responsible for the apparent elongation of the beam along the y-axis.
It is often observed that the output of an OPO is not ideally Gaussian and often is more like a
flat-top beam. This is a primary reason for using the fundamental output of the laser whenever
prudent. The intent of this section is to demonstrate that, with proper considerations, reliable
SHG data can be produced using the OPO. An important feature of the OPO output shown in
Figure 3.4.3 is that the less prominent peak plays a more dominant role as the iris radius is
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Figure 3.4.3: Spatial beam profiles of the 1064-nm output of the OPO, taken with a 10-µm

pinhole. (a – d) Varying diameters of second iris in Figure 3.4.1. (e) Gaussian
fit at the x = 480 µm plane at the peak of the prominent beam, produced by
TableCurve 2D, resulting in a measured 1 e 2 waist radius of 363.0 µm.

(f)

Gaussian fit at the y = 400 µm plane at the peak of the prominent beam, resulting
in a measured waist radius of 228.5 µm.
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Table 3.4.1: Beam energy and waist radii as a function of iris diameter.

Iris Diameter
Beam
(mm)
Energy (mJ)
No Iris
8
6
4

1.82
1.56
1.02
0.50

Waist Radius (µm)
x-plane
y-plane
363
229
358
237
306
213
306
227

decreased, and the peak is offset in both axes. These features contribute to the nature of the data
in Figure 3.4.4. The important issue of this section is interpretation of the data collected when
using the OPO, which is afforded by recognition of the nature of the beam produced by the OPO.
It has been modeled that, due to the large waist radius of the OPO output, the fringe maxima
are reduced by approximately the same amount as the minima are increased.164 A real beam with
waist radius w will span a range of pathlength ∆l = 2γw in the quartz wedge with wedge angle γ
described in Section 3.3.1. The resultant signal will come from a range of pathlengths causing
the minima to be raised and the maxima to be lowered. The model presented by C. Figura in
reference 164 indicates that the minima will be raised approximately the same amount as the
maxima will be lowered. However, it was observed in that study that the Maker fringe minima
were nearly twice the value predicted by the model for the measured waist radius.
The data in Figure 3.4.4 show the SHG response of quartz, a double-sided sample and a
single-sided portion of the same sample for the four cases of Figure 3.4.3 and Table 3.4.1. The
value of interference minima divided by neighboring maxima of the double-sided sample in
Figure 3.4.4.c decreases slightly with decreased iris diameter, and is approximately 7% of the
fringe maxima. The ratio of maxima to minima of the single-sided sample is identical to the
ratio obtained using the 1064 fundamental beam. Further, using the (-) case of eq. 3.3.24, the
ratio accurately predicts the SHG of the glass-air interface measured during the same experiment.
The Maker fringe minima of the quartz decrease significantly with decreased iris diameter, or
beam energy, as shown in Figure 3.4.4.e. Maker fringe data of quartz rotated 90º about the zaxis show identical results, suggesting that the small beam, which contributes more to the
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effective waist radius in the y-direction than in the x-direction, does not have a significant effect
on the minima trend for quartz.
Figure 3.4.4.e shows the results of applying that model to the quartz data. The square root of
the SHG is plotted versus the fundamental intensity. The linear fit and nearly-zero intercept
suggest that the model presented by C. Figura is valid for adjusting data taken with different
beam energies at the same wavelength even if the waist radius of the beam is varied.
The data in Figure 3.4.4.f include the square root of the SHG of the films for the portion of a
sample with one film removed and that of the portion of the same slide that is double-sided (DS).
The results of three methods of treating the data are shown. The “zero-minima” method uses eq.
3.3.23 and ignores the fact that the minima of the double-sided film do not reach zero. The
“non-zero minima” method uses eq. 3.3.24, treating the sample as if the second harmonic
generated from the rear differs from that of the front. Finally, the “large beam” method treats the
fringes as being artificially compressed in the same manner as for quartz after which eq. 3.3.23
for zero-minima is applied. Since the film of the single-sided portion is identical to the films of
the double-sided portion of the sample, the calculated

I 2ω is expected to be identical for both

portions of the sample. This has been verified using the 1064 nm fundamental output of the
laser. None of the three methods results in agreement with the single-sided portion. Important to
draw from Figure 3.4.4 is that the approximation of reference 164 must be used with caution, and
that the best method for direct comparison of the 1064 response of the fundamental and the OPO
is to use a single-sided sample.
It was found that the ratio of the SHG from the reference standard to the adjusted SHG from
quartz for the OPO output is not identical to ratio using the fundamental from the laser at the
same wavelength. The SHG intensity of the reference standard and other single-sided samples
that were tested with the 1064 nm OPO output were a factor of 0.12 the value when tested with
the laser output, while the factor for the adjusted quartz was 0.16. This suggests that SHG data
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Figure 3.4.4: SHG response of (a – b) quartz, (c) a double-sided sample, and (d) the same

sample with one film removed from a portion of the sample. (e) Quartz response
as a function of OPO output intensity as calculated by the approximation of
reference 164. (f) Comparison of methods of calculating the square root of the
SHG for double-sided samples with non-zero minima.
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taken with this OPO setup at 1064 nm, when compared with data from the 1064 nm output of the
laser, should be adjusted by a factor of 0.12 rather than 0.16 due to the apparent reliability of
data taken for single-sided samples. This further suggests that the quartz maxima are reduced by
a smaller magnitude than the minima due to the nature of the OPO output. If the non-adjusted
fringe maxima are used to compare the laser output to the 1064 nm OPO output, then the ratio of
quartz for the two beams is 0.13, further suggesting that the quartz maxima are reduced by a
smaller magnitude than the minima.
Since the χ(2) of quartz remains relatively constant for the range of wavelengths used in
ISAM film experiments, quartz should be used to compare the results of different wavelengths.
If it is desired to compare the results of films measured with the 1064 nm output of the laser to a
different wavelength from the OPO, the quartz correction should be applied, followed by an
adjustment of 1 / 0.75 = 1.3 to the calculated

I 2ω of the films acquired using the OPO output.

This adjustment should lead to reliable comparison as long as the ratio of quartz fringe maxima
to minima remains near the value of the “no iris” case of Figure 3.4.4.b.
The effect of substrate thickness on fringe periodicity is illustrated in Figure 3.4.5, which
contains data taken with the OPO. Two single-sided samples of identical SHG response were
sandwiched together with the films on the outside, creating a 2-mm substrate. The setup was
also used with an additional bare glass slide in the middle to form a 3-mm substrate. The
responses from these two arrangements were compared to that of a similar double-sided sample.
Since these data were taken using the OPO in a configuration that is less ideal than the one
characterized in Section 3.4, the 1-mm substrate exhibits interference minima that are larger than
those in Figure 3.4.4.c. Application of the same formulation as used in Section 3.3.2 to verify
that the fringes in Figure 3.3.3 were due to the thickness of the glass slide reveal that the
periodicity of the interference fringes in Figure 3.4.5 correspond to a coherence length of 21 µm
for each of the substrate thicknesses. Proper adjustment of the data, accounting for the effects of
the OPO output, should result identical maxima for the data in Figure 3.4.5. Analysis of the data
showed that the minima increase more rapidly with substrate thickness then the maxima
decrease, and they do so linearly. Modification of the quartz adjustment discussed earlier
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provided the desired results if the minima are multiplied by a factor of 0.53 and then added to the
maxima. Identical adjustment to the data in Figure 3.4.4.e has the opposite effect, making the
intercept increase significantly. This suggests that there are two effects of the OPO output on the
measurement of quartz. One relating to the thickness of the substrate or quartz, which may be
corrected by the factor calculated for single-sided samples, and one that changes with beam
energy and may be corrected by adding the value of the minima to that of the maxima.
Importantly, SHG measurements may be accurately taken for films with a variety of χ(2)
values at a given wavelength, and the measurements may be compared to different wavelengths
with an estimation of uncertainty in χ(2) based on the preceding analysis. Estimations of the
uncertainty may be made from the relationship of the quartz fringes of the various wavelengths.
The linearity of the data in Figures 3.4.4.e illustrates that the model from reference 164 provides
a reasonable approximation of the value of quartz due to changes in the OPO output.
Adjustment of

I 2ω resultant from the OPO by a factor of 0.12, calculated using single-sided

samples, affords comparison with

I 2ω resultant from the output of the laser.
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Figure 3.4.5: SHG interference fringe patterns for various substrate thicknesses.

The

periodicity of the fringes for each of the substrate thicknesses corresponds to the
21-µm coherence length of glass.
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Standard Data Reduction and Error Analysis Techniques

The spectrophotometers used for absorbance measurements are calibrated on a regular basis
and measurements are considered accurate to ±0.003.

Typically, χ(2) measurements are

considered to be accurate within ±10%. This error stems from laser beam energy fluctuation,
PMT stability, and sample variation as well as error propagating from the χ(2) calculation method
outlined in Section 3.3. This technique is rather straight-forward and involves simply graphing
the intensity of the second harmonic versus the intensity of the fundamental, obtaining a
quadratic fit factor, and comparing to a similar measurement of the reference standard as
outlined in Sections 3.3.1 through 3.3.2. Such a measurement of the reference standard is shown
in Figure 3.4.5. The R2 value on the graph is a statistical value which determines the quality of
the fit, with R2 = 1 being the highest possible score. The fit quality R2 = 0.9994 illustrates that
the film shows quadratic growth of SHG intensity with respect to incident fundamental intensity,
fulfilling one of the three requirements for χ(2) films mentioned in the beginning of Section 2.5.
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Figure 3.5.1: Square root of SHG intensity versus fundamental intensity of the reference

standard. The data demonstrate the expected quadratic dependence.
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For the purposes of studying the effects of solution parameter variation and distinguishing
bulk versus interface effects, we utilize the technique outlined in Section 3.3.2 involving
variation of the incident angle for double-sided samples. Equation 3.3.23 points out that the
maximum signal from a double-sided sample is 4 times the maximum signal from a single-sided
sample. Furthermore, only the fringe maxima need to be determined for a double-sided sample,
whereas for a single sided film, there is still interference with the SHG from the opposite airglass interface, but with a varying and non-zero minimum which must be carefully determined.
As discussed in Section 3.4, this is further complicated when using the OPO. Since the analysis
is more complicated for a single-sided sample and it is easier to produce double-sided samples
using the immersion technique, we use the interference fringe technique as our standard method.
Typically, interference fringe patterns are measured for three positions along the length of the
microscope slide, with 1.0 cm between positions.
A typical set of measurements are shown in Figure 3.5.2, where data are offset on the SHG
intensity axis {0, 400, 800} a.u. respectively, for the purpose of distinguishing the three
positions. For each fringe pattern, the maximum at 53° is determined by averaging over the
maxima near 53°, and ± 1 peak as discussed in Section 3.3.2. Then, the results for all three
positions are averaged, and eq. 3.3.24 is applied to determine I 2ω , ISAM for one film (one side of
the slide). A data sequence consists of at least 2 such measurements of the reference standard at
the beginning and end of the sequence, along with 10 – 20 samples being studied.

It is

interesting to look at the behavior shown in Figure 3.5.2, in that the fringes are offset slightly
from each other on the horizontal axis. This is not due to precision of the incident angle since
the Aerotech stepper motor has a precision of a small fraction of a degree. We expect that there
are minor thickness variations in the glass substrate. Interference fringe maxima occur when the
second harmonic from the rear face of the sample is in phase with the second harmonic generated
from the front face and traveling through the substrate, as discussed in Section 3.3.1.
Correspondingly, thickness variations would result in a shift of the peaks due to increased
distance between the peaks.
It is convenient to compare the square root of the SHG for film measurements taken at
different times. The analysis which follows is used partly to account for fundamental beam
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energy differences between times that data was taken, and should not be confused with the
technique for determination of χ(2) outlined in Section 3.3. In order to account for possible
fundamental beam energy fluctuations and any filters between the sample and the PMT, the
following equation is applied:
I 2′ω , ISAM

⎛ Iω ,ref
I
= 2ω , ISAM ⎜
T filter ⎜⎝ Iω , ISAM

2

⎞
⎟⎟ ,
⎠

(3.4.1)

where I 2′ω , ISAM is the value of SHG used for comparison of data taken at different times. The
first term adjusts the SHG intensity to the product of transmittances Tfilter of any filters that may
be used. The second term in eq. 3.4.1 adjusts for any fundamental beam intensity fluctuations
during the experiment away from the fundamental intensity during the reference standard
measurements.
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Figure 3.5.2: SHG interference fringe patterns for three positions along the sample shown in

Figure 3.3.3, taken with different experimental conditions. Data are offset for the
purpose of distinguishing the three positions which are 1 cm apart. The SHG
intensity offset for positions {1,2,3} are {0, 400, 800} a.u., respectively.
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Error analysis was performed using the standard error propagation formula to determine the
error σf in a function f
⎛ σf
⎜⎜
⎝ f

⎛ ∂f
⎞
⎟⎟ = ∑ ⎜⎜
⎠ i ⎝ ∂xi

2

⎞
⎟⎟ (σxi )2 ,
⎠

(3.4.2)

where σxi is the error of the ith component xi of the function. The two largest sources of error in
( 2)
come about from the determination of I 2pω→ p I 2sω→ p and the determination
determination of χ zzz

of film thickness. Under typical circumstances, the error of the square root of the SHG is less
than 8% of the calculated value. The error bars for

I 2ω values will therefore not be shown

unless they are atypical. The error bars for absorption errors typically fall within the dimension
of the datapoints. The SHG data acquisition system introduces a small additional absolute error
of about 1-2 counts, and only affects films with low SHG response. The arbitrary units for SHG
presented in this thesis are CAMAC ADC counts. The energy of the OPO output fluctuates
more than that of the laser, and introduces an additional source of error than is mostly balanced
by averaging over a greater number of pulses. Equation 3.4.2 is most significant when applied to
the measurement of chromophore tilt angle as discussed in Appendix A.
The 68-bilayer Poly S-119 was chosen as the reference standard primarily due to its excellent
temporal stability. Additionally, the reference standard exhibits homogenous SHG response over
the surface of the film. Figure 3.5.3 is a “map” of the surface where interference fringe data are
taken for 23.5 mm along the length (x-axis) of the film at 2.35 mm intervals for 3 y-axis locations
separated by 4 mm, thereby covering the “target safe limits” as defined in Figure 3.3.5. The data
was analyzed by Mathematica 4.0, which generates surface maps only as a function of matrix
value (SHG) and matrix position (x,y). Each grid intersection of the surface map (part c)
corresponds to a point on the scatter plot (part a), which corresponds to the coordinates defined
in part b, so that intersection (1,1) is coordinate (0,4). Each grid intersection of the surface
represents an incident angle scan from 48º to 58º at that point defined by the position of the xand y-axis stepper motors. It is obvious that the signal remains constant across the breadth of the
film.
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Figure 3.5.3: SHG surface generated by Mathematica 4.0 for data taken for 23.5 mm along the

length (x-axis) of the film, at 2.35 mm intervals for 3 y-axis locations separated by
4 mm. The matrix position (horizontal, vertical) (1,1) of the surface map (a)
corresponds to (x,y) position (0,4) of the 3-D scatter plot (c), which is the bottomleft portion of the “target safe area” in (b). The signal remains relatively constant
across the breadth of the film.
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Chapter 4
ISAM FILM MEASUREMENTS:
THICK FILMS, ABSORPTION, DISPERSION, TEMPORAL
STABILITY AND THERMAL STABILITY

The work discussed in this chapter presents an exploration into various aspects of secondorder NLO characterization of ISAM films, along with a thorough investigation of the second
order NLO properties of films fabricated with the hybrid covalent / ionic deposition technique.
Previously unexplored characterization methods for ISAM films presented in the chapter address
thick (several hundred nanometers) films, and those that absorb the second harmonic
wavelength. Proper treatment of thickness and absorption effects on SHG demonstrates polar
order can be achieved to greater than 750 nm. Resonant enhancement of χ(2) may result in an
overestimation of the electro-optic properties at telecommunication wavelengths, which are far
from the absorbing region of the films. Dispersion measurements of χ(2) in CHISAM films that
quantify this effect are presented. Temporal and thermal stability of ISAM films are also
examined in detail.
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4.1

Fundamental Properties of ISAM Films

4.1.1

Established ISAM Film Properties and Thesis Objectives

Optimization of the solution parameters and constituents of ISAM films by this lab prior to
this thesis was discussed in Sections 2.5-2.6. It was reported by Charlie Figura that films made
exclusively of polymers exhibited excellent homogeneity, temporal stability and thermal
stability, and that decrease of the polyanion pH and increase of the NaCl concentration of the
dipping solution resulted in increased thickness and increased second-harmonic generation
intensity (SHG). It was also demonstrated that films made exclusively of polymers suffered
from a lesser degree of net polar order than films incorporating monomer chromophores due to
the structural properties of the films by the combined work of Charlie Figura and that reported in
my Master’s thesis. Variation of the pH and NaCl concentration of the solution parameters was
shown to effect the thickness moreso than the generation of second harmonic, leading to the
conclusion that variation of solution parameters that causes increased thickness (increased NaCl
concentration, decreased anion pH, increased cation pH) decreases the χ(2) of the films. While
the parameters that resulted in increased thickness resulted in increased SHG and improved
chromophore orientation, a large degree of the thickness contribution was by the NLO-inactive
polymer and randomly oriented NLO-active polymer.

In attempt to circumvent this,

incorporation of monomer chromophores was reported in my Master’s thesis.

It was

demonstrated that fabrication of ISAM films with NLO-active molecules that can form covalent
bonds or ionic bonds with PAH, depending on the pH of the dipping solutions, resulted in an
order-of-magnitude improvement in the second-order NLO susceptibility χ(2) due to improved
orientation of the chromophores and significantly reduced film thickness. Continuation of this
work to achieve materials suitable for electro-optic device applications is one of the primary
objectives of the studies in this thesis.
It was also reported in Section 2.5.2 that other research groups have failed to demonstrate
successful χ(2) films. The highest number of bilayers that resulted in quadratic growth of the
SHG with film thickness by other research groups was thirty, although it was demonstrated by
Charlie Figura that quadratic growth was achievable up to at least 100 bilayers. Studies reported
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in my Master’s thesis indicated that the disagreement in these results may be due to the choice of
the NLO-inactive polymer. It has been published in literature by one prominent research group,
as discussed in Section 2.5.3, that the build-up of χ(2) ISAM films is not possible, and that our
results are an anomaly. The idea that ISAM films cannot, in general, exhibit net polar order at
high bilayer numbers is becoming a broad misconception in the research community, and will be
addressed in this chapter.
4.1.2

Constituents and Absorbance Spectra of ISAM Films

The films presented in this thesis include ISAM films made exclusively of polymers, as well
as films incorporating monomer chromophores via the covalent-hybrid ionically self-assembled
multilayer (CHISAM) technique described in Section 2.6.2. The chemical structures for the
molecules used for film fabrication are given in Figure 4.1.1. The NLO-inactive polymer for
each film was PAH, and the NLO-active polymers include Poly S-119 and PCBS. The monomer
chromophores for the CHISAM films are Procion Red MX-5B and Procion Brown MX-GRN.
The structural characteristics of the polymers were detailed in Sections 2.1 and 2.4. Procion Red
was discussed in Section 2.6.2 and will be detailed further in Section 4.3. Procion Brown will be
described in Chapter 5. The details of the film fabrication parameters will be presented with the
respective discussions.
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Figure 4.1.1: Chemical structures of the molecules used for ISAM film fabrication
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Absorbance spectra were acquired either with a Jasco V-530 UV-Vis spectrophotometer and
analyzed with Jasco Spectra Analysis v1.50, or with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 25 UV-Vis
spectrophotometer and analyzed with Perkin-Elmer UV WinLab v4.2. Absorbance spectra of
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single-sided samples of each type reported in this thesis are shown in Figure 4.1.2.

1100

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.1.2: Absorbance spectra of single-sided films of each type in this thesis, acquired with

a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 25 Spectrophotometer. The polymer-polymer films are
scaled to the left axis, and the polymer-monomer films are scaled to the right axis.
The {Poly S-119, Procion Red, PCBS, Procion Brown} film is composed of {50,
25, 30, 30} bilayers.
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Effect of Second Harmonic Absorption in Thick Films

An important consideration of SHG measurements is the effect of absorption at the second
harmonic wavelength upon the measured SHG and reported second-order susceptibility. It has
been shown that the absorbance of the Procion Red films in these studies (up to 30 bilayers) is
not sufficient to cause a significant effect on SHG measurements taken at 532 nm.165 This
conclusion is valid for films with thickness less than half of the coherence length, which is on the
order of microns, and absorbances less than that of the Procion Red film shown in Figure 4.1.2.
Effect of absorption at 532 nm is obviously not a concern for films fabricated with PCBS, but
may be important to films fabricated with Poly S-119. This is why previous SHG measurements
of films fabricated from Poly S-119 have been carried out using the 1200 nm output of an optical
parametric oscillator. However, as discussed in Section 3.4, it is sometimes disadvantageous to
use the OPO. Further, a specially designed photomultiplier tube (PMT) is necessary to measure
pulses of wavelengths greater than 600 nm, with 700 nm being an upper practical limit.
4.2.1

Mathematical Modeling of Absorbance Effects

The spectrophotometer measures absorbance as Abs = − log{I I 0 } , where I/I0 is the ratio of
transmitted intensity to incident intensity, so that conversion to absorption coefficient is
determined from166

α l = − ln {10− Abs } ,

(4.2.1)

where α is the absorption coefficient ( I I 0 = e −α l ), and l is the sample thickness. The SHG
intensity for a medium which is absorbing at the second-harmonic wavelength, but not the
fundamental wavelength, is given by167
I 2ω , abs ∝ e

−α l / 2

( 2 ) + sinh ( −α l 4 ) l
( ∆kl 2 ) + ( −α l 4 )

sin 2 ∆kl

2

2

2

2

,

(4.2.2)
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where ∆k is the wave-vector mismatch from eq. 3.3.4. For a medium that does not absorb either
wavelength, eq. 4.2.3 becomes
I 2ω ,0 ∝

(

sin 2 ∆kl

(

∆kl

2

)

)

2 l 2 = l 2 sin 2 ⎛ π l ⎞
⎜
⎟
2
⎝ 2lc ⎠

⎛ πl ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎝ 2lc ⎠

2

,

(4.2.3)

which is simply
I 2ω ,0 ∝ l 2

(4.2.4)

when l is small compared to lc, in agreement with eq. 3.3.21.

Using l<<lc but including

absorption, eq. 4.2.2 may be alternately expressed as
I 2ω , abs

2
1 + e −α l − 2e −α l / 2 ⎡1 − 12 ( ∆k ) l 2 ⎤
⎣
⎦
∝

( 2)
α

2

+ ( ∆k )

2

(4.2.5)

Substituting eq. 4.2.4 into eq. 4.2.5 and making use of eq. 4.2.1 and the fact that eqs. 4.2.2 and
4.2.3 contain identical proportionality constants, the SHG intensity for a thin (l<<lc) medium that
absorbs the second harmonic wavelength may be expressed as

I 2ω , abs

2
⎡ 1
⎤
1 + 10− A − 2 × 10− A / 2 ⎢1 − ⎛⎜ π ⎞⎟ I 2ω ,0 ⎥
l
⎣ 2⎝ c⎠
⎦I
∝
2ω ,0 ,
2
2
⎛
⎞
π
⎡⎣ A ln (10 ) ⎤⎦ + ⎜
⎟ I 2ω ,0
⎝ lc ⎠

(4.2.6)

which may be rearranged to obtain
I 2ω ,0 ∝

10 A 2 ⎧ 2
π I 2ω ,abs − lc2 Ω +
2 ⎨
2π ⎩

(π

2

2
2
⎫
I 2ω ,abs − lc2Ω ) + π 2lc210− A 2 ⎡⎣ A ln (10 ) ⎤⎦ I 2ω ,abs ⎬ ,
⎭

(4.2.7)

where Ω = (1 + 10− A − 2 ×10− A 2 ) .
Equation 4.2.7 presents a method of adjusting data for an ISAM film series that was measured in
the absorbing region to reflect the response of a hypothetical sample that is identical except that
it does not absorb the second harmonic. This can be performed with a spreadsheet program
using only the measured absorbance for each sample.
Figure 4.2.1.a, generated by Mathematica 4.0, demonstrates equations 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, where
the thickness is plotted in microns for a sample with a coherence length of 10 µm and a second
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harmonic absorption of 0.1 µm-1. The response of a film that absorbs the second harmonic
approaches an asymptotic value of
−1

−1

2
2
I 2ω , abs ,eqbm = ⎡ 4 + (α ∆k ) ⎤ I 2ω ,0 = ⎡ 4 + (α lc π ) ⎤ I 2ω ,0
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦

(4.2.8)

compared with a non-absorbing film with the same χ(2). But our films are generally thinner than
the typical coherence length of organic films, and the Poly S-119 films can exhibit stronger
values of absorption at the second harmonic than modeled in Figure 4.2.1. With increased
absorption, the oscillation of the SHG-absorbing medium in Figure 4.2.1 diminishes such that a
film with significant absorption at the SHG wavelength will reach the asymptotic value of eq.
4.2.8 at one coherence length.
As an example, the Procion Red / PAH film reported in my Master’s thesis was a 30-bilayer
(30-bl) film with 17-nm thickness and 0.0845 absorbance.165 The absorption of that film is
calculated to be 5.0 µm-1, and it is likely that the coherence length at 1064 nm for that film is less
than typical for an organic film since 532 nm is between the absorbance peaks. Figure 4.2.2.a
shows an expected response for an ISAM film with 5.0-µm-1 absorption and 1.0-µm coherence
length. The square root of the approximations given in eqs. 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 are plotted along
with the preceding curves in Figure 4.2.2.b, illustrating that the approximations are accurate for
thicknesses less than two-fifths of a coherence length. This complements the findings in my
Master’s thesis. As long as the coherence length is no less than one micron, the SHG data taken
at 1064 nm fundamental wavelength for typical Procion Red films may be analyzed without
absorption correction up 100-nm film thickness, and the approximations may be accurately used
to correct for absorption for up to 300-nm film thickness.
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Figure 4.2.1: Model of Second harmonic intensity, using Mathematica 4.0, for a film that is

non-absorbing at the fundamental and second-harmonic wavelengths (solid, red
line), and a film that is absorbing at the second harmonic wavelength, but not the
fundamental (dashed, blue line), using eqs. 4.2.3 and 4.2.2 respectively, with
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Figure 4.2.2: Square root of the SHG at 1064 nm fundamental wavelength for a typical Procion

Red / PAH film, generated by Mathematica 4.0 using values lc = 1 µm and α2ω =
5.0 µm-1. (a) Response of a film that is not absorbing at the fundamental and
second-harmonic wavelengths (solid, red line), and a film that is absorbing at the
second harmonic wavelength but not the fundamental (short-dashed, blue line).
(b) Plots of the approximations in eqs. 4.2.5 (medium-dashed, purple line) and

4.2.4 (long-dashed, green line) for the same parameters.
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Thickness Measurements via Interference Fringes

For films that are thicker than ~200 nm, film thickness may be determined by reflection
measurements taken at normal incidence. Such measurements were performed with a Filmetrics
F20-UV Thin-Film Measurement System using an Ocean Optics DH-2000 Deuterium-Halogen
Light Source that affords reflection measurements up to 860-nm wavelength. The reflected light
is acquired via an optical fiber that is in a bundle with the fiber that delivers the incident light,
resulting in normal-incidence reflection measurements. The sample is mounted so that the film
is between the optical fibers and the glass substrate. Figure 4.2.3 shows the results of reflection
measurements for the 200-bilayer Poly S-119 and the 250-bilayer PCBS films that will be
discussed in detail in Section 4.2.3.
Since the refractive index of air is less than that of the film, and that of the film is larger than
the glass substrate, the light reflected at the air-film interface will be out of phase from the light
reflected at the film-glass interface by 180º.168 Therefore, the maxima outside the absorbing
region will be located at
t=

2m + 1 λmax
,
nλ
4

(4.2.9.a)

where t is the film thickness, m is the order of reflection, λ is the wavelength of the incident light
and nλ is the refractive index of the film at that wavelength. Likewise, the minima will be
located at
t=

m λmin
.
2 nλ

(4.2.9.b)

Therefore, the maxima and minima occur respectively when
t 2nλ N bl
N bl λmax

(4.2.10.a)

t 2nλ N bl
,
N bl λmin

(4.2.10.b)

ξ = m + 12 =
and

ξ =m=
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where ξ is an effective order used for plotting and Nbl is the number of bilayers of the film. A
plot of ξ versus 2nλ N bl λextremum for all the extrema will result in a slope that is equal to the
thickness per bilayer for the film. The slope will be independent of the choice of ξ, but the
correct integer ξ will result in a zero-intercept.
When plotted versus wave number, as in Figure 4.2.3, the extrema should be approximately
equally spaced. Dispersion causes contraction of the peaks, especially in the absorbing region.
This is evident in Figure 4.2.3 for Poly S-119, whose absorbing region includes wave numbers
down to nearly 1.5 µm-1 (λ = 667 nm). The distance between extrema remains relatively
constant for the PCBS film in the spectral region shown.
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Figure 4.2.3: Reflectance from the 200-bl Poly S-119 and the 250-bl PCBS films as measured

by the Filmetrics F20-UV Thin-Film Measurements System.

The distance

between the peaks are not constant for the Poly S-119 at wave numbers greater
than about 1.5 µm-1 due to dispersion. Dispersion also significantly affects the
PCBS films at wave numbers greater than about 2 µm-1.
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Figure 4.2.4 shows the result of applying the analysis to the 200-bilayer Poly S-119 film and
the 250-bilayer PCBS film, using n = 1.7 for all wavelengths. The uncertainty of the value of
2nλ N bl λextremum is a function of the determination of the wavelength (relative uncertainty) and
estimation of the refractive index (absolute uncertainty).

Since the uncertainty in the

determination of the wavelength of the extrema for the thicker (>300 nm) films is less than 2%,
the relative uncertainty of 2nλ N bl λextremum is less than 2%. Ellipsometry studies carried out by
the Heflin and Davis groups indicate that the refractive index may vary from approximately 1.65
to 1.75, adding an absolute uncertainty of 3%. The total uncertainty of any point for films with
thickness greater than 300 nm is therefore less than 4%. The uncertainty of the wavelength of
the extrema increases significantly as a function of wavelength for the thinner films. The error
bars along the horizontal axis on the following plots reflect the calculated relative uncertainty for
each measurement. Neither curve intercepts the origin as required by the conditions of the
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Figure 4.2.4: Film thickness analysis applied to the (a) 250-bl PCBS and (b) 200-bl Poly S-119

film without correction for dispersion, and including data in the more highly
absorbing regions of each film. The relative and absolute uncertainties of ξ are
<2% and 3%, respectively. The error bars (mostly not visible) represent the
relative uncertainty.
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analysis. This is partly due to the effect of dispersion resultant from a slowly decreasing index of
refraction with decreased wave number. The index of refraction changes significantly in the
absorbing region, causing a significant contraction of the distance between extrema. These
effects are not considered in the analysis that leads to Figures 4.2.4 and 4.2.5.
Figure 4.2.5 shows the result of removing the datapoints that are well into the absorbing
region for each of the films in Figure 4.2.4. The datapoint that was removed from the Poly S119 analysis was at 573 nm, while that of PCBS was at 435 nm. It is clear from Figure 4.1.2 that
removing the Poly S-119 datapoint should have an effect similar to removing the PCBS
datapoint. The absorbance spectra in Figure 4.1.2 indicate that the respective points are on
similar regions of the absorbance peaks.

The similarity of the response of removing the

datapoints suggests that dispersion behaves similarly for the two films in the respective
absorbance regions.
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Figure 4.2.5: Film thickness analysis applied to the (a) 250-bl PCBS and (b) 200-bl Poly S-119

film without correction for dispersion, and excluding data in the more highly
absorbing regions of each film. The relative and absolute uncertainties of ξ are
<2% and 3%, respectively. The error bars (mostly not visible) represent the
relative uncertainty.
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The analysis of SHG-absorbing films in Section 4.2.3, based partly on the thickness data
obtained in this section, suggests that the ∆n between 532 nm and 1064 nm for Poly S-119 is
approximately 0.3. The data to be adjusted in the following analysis does not span as large a
wavelength range, so the value of ∆n is expected to be lower. The n and k models developed
from ellipsometry studies of PCBS performed by the Heflin group indicate a value of ∆n for the
region of interest to be approximately 0.08. By applying this dispersion relation, which was
approximated as a decrease of refractive index of 0.027 between extrema, to the PCBS and Poly
S-119 data, Figure 4.2.6 for PCBS and Figures 4.2.7 and 4.2.8 were obtained for Poly S-119.
The slope of each fit is the thickness per bilayer, expressed in nanometers.
The correction for dispersion yields a marked improvement in the intercept for the PCBS and
Poly S-119 data. Ideally, the intercept would be zero if the refractive index were precisely
known at all wavelengths. The dispersion treatment is reasonably accurate and is used to
estimate the uncertainty in the thickness measurements. The uncertainty is determined by the
average difference in the slope for each film and the slope of the data when a dispersion
correction is applied that results in zero intercept.
The film thickness versus absorbance for the Poly S-119 and PCBS films is plotted in Figure
4.2.9. The linear fits to the data should intercept near zero, depending on how the adsorption of
the first few layers differs from that of the subsequent layers. Two linear fits are shown for each
series with one forced to zero. The difference in the slope of the fits is used to estimate the
uncertainty in the value of film thickness per absorbance. The film thickness per unit of peak
absorbance was determined to be 295 ± 10 nm for the 200-bl Poly S-119 series, and 452 ± 20 nm
for the 250-bl PCBS series. Also from this analysis, the film thickness for the 200-bl Poly S-119
film was determined to be 745 ± 30 nm, and the film thickness for the 250-bl PCBS film was
determined to be 583 ± 20 nm.
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Figure 4.2.6: Film thickness analysis applied to the PCBS films excluding data in the more

highly absorbing region and corrected for dispersion. The 250-bilayer repeat was
fabricated separately from the PCBS series in Section 4.2.3, but under identical
conditions. The error bars represent the relative uncertainty; absolute uncertainty
is 3%.
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Figure 4.2.7: Film thickness analysis applied to four 200-bl Poly S-119 films excluding data in

the more highly absorbing region and corrected for dispersion.

The 200-bl

repeats were made separately from the series in Section 4.2.3 and showed similar
results for second harmonic generation. The error bars represent the relative
uncertainty; absolute uncertainty is 3%.
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Figure 4.2.8: Film thickness analysis applied to the Poly S-119 films excluding data in the more

highly absorbing region and corrected for dispersion. The error bars represent the
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Figure 4.2.9: Film thickness plotted versus peak absorbance for (a) Poly S-119 and (b) PCBS.
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Thick Film Measurements and Absorption Corrections

We have recently incorporated a Richard-Allen Scientific DS-50 programmable slide
staining system that enables automated fabrication of ISAM films. This has brought about
studies into the ability of the ISAM technique to produce thick films (on the order of a micron)
that do not suffer from a loss of net chromophore orientation. The development of thick films
also brings about the ability to determine the film thickness per bilayer with a simple, rapid
process by reflection, as discussed in the previous section. From these measurements, the
coherence length of ISAM films may be determined using the modeling discussed in Section
4.2.1 while separating the absorption effects from the inherent χ(2) response. Prior to the studies
presented in this section, the thickest characterized film was a 420-nm, 100-bl Poly S-119 / PAH.
200-Bilayer Poly S-119 Films

The programmable slide staining system was used by Luna Innovations to produce a series of
ISAM films fabricated with Poly S-119 and PAH that ranged from 25 bilayers to 200 bilayers.
Unfortunately the dipping solution parameters were not reported. The peak absorbance versus
the number of bilayers is shown in Figure 4.2.10.a. From this plot it is obvious that the film
growth did not remain constant as a function of bilayers. This was likely due to not replacing the
dipping solutions during the multi-day deposition. The extended usage is expected to have
resulted in an appreciable reduction of the polymer concentration of the dipping solutions.
The SHG of the film series was measured at both 1064 nm and 1200 nm, and the results are
shown in Figure 4.2.10.b. The data for the 1200-nm study were adjusted for the difference in
quartz measurements of the two experiments, using the procedure outlined in Section 3.4.3. The
absorbance spectrum of Poly S-119 in Figure 4.1.2 shows that these films are strongly absorbing
at 532 nm and much less absorbing at 600 nm, providing explanation for the qualitative
difference in the data for the two experiments.

Furthermore, since peak absorbance is

proportional to film thickness, a more appropriate method of plotting the SHG response is versus
the peak absorbance. It is evident in Figure 4.2.11 that the SHG grew quadratically with film
thickness for the 1200-nm response, but failed to do so for the 1064-nm response.
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Figure 4.2.10: Poly S-119 / PAH films fabricated with the DS-50 programmable slide staining

system. All error bars that extend beyond the data point dimensions are shown.
(a) Absorbance at the peak wavelength versus number of bilayers indicates that

film growth was reduced due to reduced molarity of the dipping solutions. (b)
Square root of the SHG versus number of bilayers for 1200 nm and 1064 nm
fundamental wavelengths.
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The absorbance at the second harmonic wavelength versus number of bilayers is shown in
Figure 4.2.12. Application of eq. 4.2.7 to films, using the absorbance at their respective second
harmonic wavelengths and assuming infinite coherence length is shown in Figure 4.2.13. The
absorption correction has negligible effect on the 1200 nm response. The improvement of the
1064 nm data indicates that the absorption of the second harmonic wavelength has a significant
effect, although the data still do not strictly follow a linear fit.
For a given film type the quality of the estimation used to generate Figure 4.2.13 may be
determined by modeling the data with eq. 4.2.2 using known value of the film thickness. This
would afford determination of the second harmonic absorption coefficient and allow eq. 4.2.2 to
be used to fit the non-adjusted data. Equation 4.2.3 may be simultaneously plotted with identical
values, revealing the response of an equivalent film that is not resonant at the SHG wavelength.
The film thickness for the 200-bl film was measured as 745 ± 30 nm, and the film thickness per
absorbance unit at the peak wavelength was determined to be 295 ± 10 nm. The result of
applying that value to the data in Figure 4.2.12 using eq. 4.2.1 is α2ω = 4.0 ± 0.2 µm-1. Using
these values in the plot generated by Mathematica 4.0, and superimposing that on Figure
4.2.10.b, Figure 4.2.14 is obtained. From the best fit to the data, the coherence length was
determined to be 0.85 ± 0.20 µm. This coherence length corresponds to a difference in refractive
index at1064 nm and 532 nm of ∆n = 0.33 ± 0.08, which is not unreasonable given that 532 nm
is will within the absorption peak.
The data that was adjusted using eq. 4.2.7 is shown along with the non-adjusted data in
Figure 4.2.14. The long-dashed, green line in Figure 4.2.14 is eq. 4.2.7 modeled by Mathematica
4.0 using the parameters determined by the fit of eq. 4.2.2 to the non-adjusted data. This

illustrates that the approximation given by eq. 4.2.7 results in an over-adjustment of the data for
the Poly S-119 films with thickness greater than one-half the coherence length. This further
indicates that the slope of the data adjusted using eq. 4.2.7 for films less than one-half the
coherence length may be used to accurately calculate χ eff(2) (1064nm) = 5.8×10-10 esu. The
susceptibility at 1200 nm was calculated as χ eff(2) (1200nm) = 3.3×10-10 esu
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Figure 4.2.11: Square root of the SHG of the Poly S-119 films plotted versus peak absorbance.

A plot of the square root of the SHG versus absorbance is a more accurate
representation of the response of SHG versus thickness. All error bars that
extend beyond the data point dimensions are shown.
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Figure 4.2.12: Absorbance at the second harmonic for the Poly S-119 films. All error bars that

extend beyond the data point dimensions are shown.
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Figure 4.2.13: Result of adjusting the 1064 nm data of the Poly S-119 films using eq. 4.2.6 with
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Figure 4.2.14: Poly S-119 data taken at 1064 nm fundamental wavelength shown adjusted and

non-adjusted for absorption along with Mathematica 4.0 plots.

The short-

dashed, blue line is eq. 4.2.2 for SHG-absorbing films, and the solid, red line is
eq. 4.2.3 for non-SHG-absorbing films. The long-dashed, green line is the model
of the SHG correction approximation given by eq. 4.2.7. Error bars not shown.
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250-Bilayer PCBS Films

A series of PCBS / PAH films was also fabricated by Luna Innovations using the
programmable slide staining system. The films ranged from 25 to 250 bilayers and the results
for absorbance and the square root of the SHG versus number of bilayers are shown in Figure
4.2.15. The film thickness of the 250-bilayer film was determined to be 580 ± 20 nm using the
process in Section 4.2.2. As with the Poly S-119 / PAH films fabricated by Luna Innovations,
the film growth did not remain constant as a function of bilayers after 125 bilayers. Figure
4.2.16 shows the square root of the SHG versus absorbance, illustrating that the SHG grew
quadratically with film thickness. From the film thickness measurement of the 250-bilayer film,
it is determined that the film thickness is 445 nm per absorbance unit at 362 nm. PCBS absorbs
very little at 532 nm, and has an absorption coefficient of 0.32 µm-1. There is no need to account
for the absorption in the analysis of the SHG data.
The SHG wavelength is sufficiently far from the absorptive region, as shown in Figure 4.1.2,
that the coherence length is expected to be typical of organic materials, which is on the order of
tens of microns when measured away from resonance. The plot of the square root of the SHG
versus peak absorbance in Figure 4.2.16 illustrates that absorption correction is not necessary.
Therefore, as with the Poly S-119 data, the slope of the square root of the SHG versus peak
absorbance may be used to determine χ(2), applying the relationship of film thickness per
absorbance unit. The value of χ eff(2) was calculated to be 1.1×10-10 esu
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Figure 4.2.15: PCBS / PAH films fabricated with the DS-50 programmable slide staining

system. All error bars that extend beyond the data point dimensions are shown.
(a) Absorbance at the peak wavelength versus number of bilayers indicates that

film growth was reduced due to reduced molarity of the dipping solutions. (b)
Square root of the SHG versus number of bilayers for 1064 nm fundamental
wavelengths.
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Figure 4.2.16: Square root of the SHG of the PCBS films versus peak absorbance. A plot of the

square root of the SHG versus absorbance is a more accurate representation of
the response of SHG versus thickness.
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Incorporation of Monomer Chromophores

Incorporation of monomer chromophores into NLO ISAM films was introduced in 2001 and
was a topic of my M. S. research.169 A primary topic of this thesis is continuation of that work.
Figure 4.3.1.a illustrates the disadvantages of ISAM films fabricated exclusively from polymers.
It is considered that the preferred direction for the nonlinear optical dipoles is toward the
substrate, which is toward the bottom of the page in Figure 4.3.1. Due to random orientation of
chromophores resultant from polymer loops and tails in addition to competitive orientation from
chromophores that bond with the subsequent NLO-inactive layer, an appreciable amount of the
film thickness does not contribute to SHG. Since χ(2) is proportional to SHG and inversely
proportional to film thickness, improvements to the ISAM process can be made by improving net
chromophore orientation and decreasing the amount of material that does not contribute to SHG.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3.1: Schematic representation of (a) a polymer chromophore layer between two

polycation layers, and (b) a monomer chromophore layer between two polycation
layers.
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Hybrid Covalent / Ionic Self Assembly

In continuing efforts to develop a self-assembled organic structure for use in electro-optic
devices, we have recently introduced a novel technique involving monomer chromophores that
improves polar ordering and χ(2).170

This technique involves covalently attaching the

chromophore at only one of its ends, providing a preferential polar orientation, then ionically
attaching the subsequent cationic layer. This process will be called the covalent-hybrid-ionic
self-assembled multilayer (CHISAM) technique for the following discussions. For initial studies
of this procedure, we chose a chromophore that met the requirements for hybrid covalent / ionic
assembly and that was commercially available at a low cost. The molecule is Procion Red MX5B, shown in Figure 4.3.2.a, and also shown incorporated into an ISAM layer in Figure 4.3.2.b.
This molecule has a very low molecular first-order molecular hyperpolarizability (β in eq.
1.4.4), yet has exhibited a second-order susceptibility that rivals any reported polymer-polymer
ISAM film.165,170
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Figure 4.3.2: Schematic illustration of (a) Procion Red MX-5B molecule, and (b) Procion Red

MX-5B between two PAH layers illustrating the tendency to form thin
(sub-nanometer), highly oriented bilayers.
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When a film with a PAH outer layer is immersed in a Procion Red (PR) solution, the triazine
ring on Procion Red (PR) can covalently react with the PAH amines. This occurs preferentially
at pH values greater than the pKa (9) of PAH. When a film with an upper layer of PR is
immersed in PAH, protonated amines of PAH can electrostatically attach to the PR sulfonates,
preferentially occurring at pH<9.
4.3.2

Variation of the pH of Procion Red Solutions

Procion Red / PAH films were fabricated using 25 mM Procion Red and 10 mM PAH, each
at various pH values as an initial study of the CHISAM process. These layers were allowed to
adsorb for 10 minutes each and SHG measurements were carried out using the 1064 nm
fundamental beam. Figure 4.3.3.a shows the absorbance as a function of the number of bilayers.
The overall linear growth of absorbance per bilayer demonstrates that uniform deposition is
obtained in each adsorption step, but the growth does not appear to be as linear for some of the
films as is typically observed for ISAM films. This is due perhaps to the pH conditions being
identical for the solutions for the Procion Red / PAH pH 7 / 7 and 10.5 /10 cases. It was
observed that films with the least number of bilayers for these variations were not homogeneous
in either absorbance or in SHG response. Also, the scale of the plot in Figure 4.3.3.a partly
disguises the nonlinear trend of the pH 7 / 7 case, which on a relative scale is analogous to the
trend for the pH 10.5 / 10 films. Plotting the square root of the SHG versus absorbance does not
significantly improve the linearity.
The square root of the SHG as a function of the number of bilayers is shown in Figure
4.3.3.b. Two important trends in the data are obvious. The first is that the SHG does not grow
with increased film thickness for the first several bilayers. The second is that the films fabricated
with PR at pH 7 did not exhibit growth of the SHG at all. If the films less than 10 bilayers are
ignored, then the growth of the square root of the SHG is linear with the number of absorbed
bilayers for the cases of Procion Red at pH 10.5 and PAH at pH 4.5 and 7.0. This trend is
similar to that which is typically observed with ISAM films at smaller number of bilayers.171 In
many cases, it is found for ISAM films that the absorbance and square root of the SHG for films
with less than about 10 bilayers are greater per bilayer than for the remaining bilayers. The trend
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Figure 4.3.3: Absorbance and SHG response for Procion Red / PAH pH variations. All error

bars that extend beyond the data point dimensions are shown.
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for the pH 10.5 / 10 variation does not appear to be reproducible and may be related to purity of
the Procion Red solution. Following these initial studies, it was discovered that the Procion Red
must be purified prior to adding to solution, and that the solution remains stable only for several
hours.172 In any case, the pH 10.5 / 10 films consist of thick bilayers in which PAH is adsorbed
with many loops and tails.
The SHG clearly required several bilayers to exhibit response that is greater than that
inherent for the glass-air interface. The polar order of the CHISAM films may be opposite that
of the glass-air interface so that an effect similar to competitive chromophore orientation occurs
for the first several bilayers. The inhomogeneity observed for films with less than 10 bilayers
may also indicate that the films require several adsorption sequences to result in sufficient
surface charge density. Additional studies by our lab have indicated that the square root of the
SHG versus the number of bilayers is linear at small number of bilayers for ISAM and CHISAM
films when buffer layers of NLO-inactive materials precede the initial chromophore layer.173
This indicates that either the buffer layers provide sufficient charge density at the surface or that
interpenetration is a necessary part of a complete adsorption sequence.
The failure to exhibit quadratic growth of SHG for the films fabricated with Procion Red /
PAH at pH 7 / 7 and 7 / 4.5 is in accordance with the theory of the CHISAM adsorption process.
With the solution pH of both constituents below the pKa of PAH, the PAH amines are protonated
and covalent bonding does not occur to an appreciable extent. Thus, there is not an alternating
covalent / ionic adsorption mechanism to produce polar ordering. A separate study was carried
out with Procion Red / PAH at pH 7 / 10.5. In this case, it may be expected that Procion Red
adsorbs ionically onto PAH and PAH then covalently bonds to exposed Procion Red triazines.
The absorbance and square root of the SHG for this series of films is shown in Figure 4.3.4. The
absorbance and square root of the SHG exhibited similar trends to those for pH 10.5 / 7 and 10.5
/ 4.5 in Figure 4.3.3. The square root of the SHG grew linearly with increased number of
bilayers since the pH conditions afforded alternating covalent and ionic bonding.

The

absorbance per bilayer far exceeds that of the pH 10.5 / 7 variation due to the inverted pH
conditions. When PAH is adsorbed at pH 10.5, it is likely that an effect similar to that observed
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with dianionic chromophores occurs.165 Since ionic bonding is permitted at pH 10.5, some of the
Procion Red chromophores are dissociated and re-bonded in competition with the initial polar
order. This explanation is supported by the observation that Procion Red dye leaches into the
PAH dipping solution for pH 7 / 10.5 conditions. It is also supported by the fact that the
absorbance per bilayer for the pH 7 / 10.5 variation is equivalent to that of the pH 10.5 / 10
variations, but the SHG response is less than all of the variations with Procion Red at pH 10.5.
Furthermore, the similarity of the trends of the square root of the SHG per bilayer for the pH 7 /
10 and the pH 10.5 / 7 variations suggests that the theory of effective chromophore orientation
with the glass surface does not account for the failure of the films to exhibit quadratic growth of
the SHG for the first several bilayers.

It is likely that either charge accumulation or an

interpenetrable surface is necessary for a complete adsorption process.
The summary of the results of the Procion Red pH variation is presented in Table 4.3.1. The
pH conditions that produced films with equivalent polar order for each successive bilayer were
Procion Red / PAH at pH 10.5 / 7 and 10.5 / 4.5, as shown in Figure 4.3.5. The thickness per
bilayer for these films was measured via variable angle ellipsometry by the Davis group, and are
listed in Table 4.3.1. From these values, the effective χ(2) was determined to be 8×10-9 esu for
each of the films, four times greater than that of quartz. The tilt angles measured for these two
films (measurements detailed in Appendix A) are identical within the range of uncertainty,
(2)
resulting in a value of χ zzz
roughly equal to that of quartz. The data indicate that increasing the

pH of PAH from 4.5 to 7.0 increases the incorporation of Procion Red without a loss of net polar
order. This is advantageous to the speed of the fabrication process since it was determined, via
in situ measurements, that the Procion Red layer is fully adsorbed in approximately 2 minutes.174

Including the estimated 40-second adsorption time of PAH175 and the time required for rinsing,
the growth rate of the Procion Red / PAH film at pH 10.5 / 7 is approximately 7.8 nm/hour. For
these reasons the pH conditions for Procion Red and PAH were chosen to be pH 10.5 and 7,
respectively, for further optimization.
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Figure 4.3.4: Absorbance and SHG response for Procion Red / PAH at pH 7 / 10. All error bars

that extend beyond the data point dimensions are shown.
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Result summary for the Procion Red pH variations.

Table 4.3.1

Procion
Red
pH
10.5
10.5
10.5
7
7
7

172

PAH
pH

peak
Abs per
bilayer
± 0.0003

10
7
4.5
10
7
4.5

0.0066
0.0030
0.0025
0.0050
0.0019
0.0009

Bilayer
I 2ω / bl
thickness
(nm)
± 5%
4.3 ± 0.3
2.27
0.52 ± 0.05 0.82
0.34 ± 0.02 0.53
0.30
0.55 ± 0.05
< 0.5

Tilt Angle
67º ± 4º
70º ± 4º
72º ± 4º
43º ± 1.5º

χ eff(2)
(10-9 esu)

(10-9 esu)

± 10%

± 12%

1.5
4.9
4.9

(2)
χ zzz
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Figure 4.3.5: SHG response for Procion Red / PAH at pH 10.5 / 7 and 10.5 / 4.5. Error bars do

not extend beyond data point dimensions.
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Variation of the NaCl Concentration of Procion Red Solutions

For further attempts at optimization and understanding of the CHISAM process, the SHG
properties were studied as a function of NaCl concentration of the Procion Red dipping solution
similar to the studies previously performed on Poly S-119 and PCBS. The result of absorbance
and SHG studies are shown in Figure 4.3.6 for the initial study and Figure 4.3.7 for the repeat
study. The studies were carried out with the same concentrations and immersion times as the pH
variations, with the pH of Procion Red and PAH chosen to be 10.5 and 7. NaCl content of the
Procion Red solution was varied as {0, 0.010, 0.025, 0.200, 0.510} molar concentration. With
the exception of the highest NaCl concentration, the films in the initial study exhibited excellent
growth of absorbance per bilayer, and the square root of the SHG exhibited similar excellence
for all but the two highest NaCl concentrations. Furthermore, the SHG begins quadratic growth
at a lower number of bilayers than the pH variations, suggesting that the effect is related to
thickness in support of the reasoning presented at the end of the preceding section.
A repeat study of the NaCl concentration was performed and is shown in Figure 4.3.7. This
study was performed with no reported difference in the solution conditions except that the NaCl
content was varied as {0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 1.0} molar concentration. The growth of
absorbance per bilayer followed the expected increase with NaCl concentration with an upper
limit apparently reached at NaCl concentration around 1.0 M. The growth of the square root of
the SHG, however, was far less ideal than for the original NaCl study.
Figure 4.3.8 compares the two studies by showing the trends of absorbance and square root
of SHG versus NaCl concentration. It is clear that the absorbance per bilayer grew in a more
smooth fashion for the repeat study, which indicates that the mechanism of film growth was
improved in the repeat study. While the trend of square root of SHG per bilayer followed that of
the absorbance per bilayer for the initial study, the repeat study exhibited a chaotic trend and the
square root of the SHG per bilayer was roughly twice as much as for the initial study. Procion
Red served to provide a proof-of-principle of the CHISAM process but also presents some
challenges regarding reproducible fabrication of homogeneous films.

Much improved film

fabrication has been achieved with the Procion Brown chromophore discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.3.6: Absorbance and SHG response of Procion Red / PAH NaCl variations at

pH 10.5 / 7. All error bars that extend beyond the data point dimensions are
shown.
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Figure 4.3.7: Absorbance and SHG response of the repeat study of Procion Red / PAH NaCl

variation at pH 10.5 / 7. The error bars for absorbance fall within the dimensions
of the data points. For readability, the error bars for the square root of the SHG
are not shown; the error bars (±3%) fall within the dimensions of the data points
for values less than 40.
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Figure 4.3.8: Square root of the SHG and absorbance trends per bilayer versus NaCl

concentration for (a) the initial NaCl study and (b) the repeat study. All error bars
that extend beyond the data point dimensions are shown.
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Wavelength-Dependence of χ(2) of Procion Red

Similar to the refractive index, χ(2) increases due to resonant enhancement within the
absorptive region.176,177 Since Procion Red has two absorption peaks near 532 nm, it is expected
that SHG measurements with a 1064-nm fundamental beam would yield a significantly larger

χ(2) than would be obtained with a fundamental at 1300 nm or greater. In order to determine the
extent of resonant enhancement as well as to map the χ(2) dispersion, the SHG of the 20-bilayer
pH 10.5 / 10 film presented in Section 4.3.2 was measured at a variety of wavelengths. The
choice of wavelengths was dictated by the availability of spike filters and the limitation of the
PMT. The SHG data was corrected for the effect of absorption of the second harmonic using eq.
4.2.7 so that the data reflect the variation of χ(2) due to dispersion. Due to the relatively low
absorbance of the film, the correction from eq. 4.2.7 is minimal. The data were also normalized
to the quartz response in accordance with the correction factor described in Section 3.4. The
normalized square root of the SHG is shown in Figure 4.3.9, along with the normalized
absorbance spectrum for that film.

The data roughly follow the absorbance spectrum as

expected, illustrating the effect of dispersion on χ(2), which is proportional to the square root of
the SHG. Since the PMT cannot adequately detect light greater than 600 nm, data were not able
to be acquired for the entire resonant region and into the non-resonant region. The normalized
absorbance spectrum gives a rough idea of the correction that would need to be applied.
Extrapolating from the SHG data, it is expected that the non-resonant χ(2) (the χ(2) that would be
measured were the film not resonant at the SHG wavelength) is 5 to 10 times smaller than the
value for 1064-nm fundamental.

Normalized Square Root SHG (a.u.)
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Figure 4.3.9: Wavelength-Dependence of χ(2) of Procion Red and normalized absorption

spectrum (solid line).
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Temporal Stability of ISAM Films

The temporal stability of the SHG from a number of films was monitored over the course of
several years. The results are shown in Figure 4.4.1 for measurements taken using the 1064-nm
fundamental beam. It was already established that the Poly S-119 reference standard was stable
for the preceding four years through less periodic measurements. The reference standard was
also monitored via comparison with quartz, and the square root of the SHG versus number of
days since fabrication is shown in Figure 4.4.1.a. The red circles indicate the occasions that the
standard was measured directly against quartz, and the datapoints that are not circled indicate
that the response was adjusted for variation in beam energy as measured by the reference
photodiode in Figure 3.1.1. All of the films measured for temporal stability were adjusted to the
response of the reference standard measured at the same time.

The small time-dependent

deviation of the square root of the SHG of the reference standard was used to determine the
uncertainty in the measurements for the remaining films. Further considerations for uncertainty
of the measurements of a given film were the repeatability of measurements along the length of
the film and the strength of the signal from the PMT. Films that generate relatively low number
of CAMAC ADC counts suffer larger uncertainty due to inherent background fluctuations of the
CAMAC system. The data are normalized to the initial value of the square root of the SHG for
each film. The constancy of the SHG from the Poly S-119 reference standard confirms its
stability over the period of 1000 days and affirms the validity of using it as a reference for the
other films.
It is evident from the Poly S-119 reference standard data and those of the PCBS / PAH film
in Figure 4.4.1.c that ISAM films fabricated exclusively of polymers exhibit excellent temporal
stability. The PCBS film in Figure 4.4.1.b was deposited on “super-frosted” microscope slides
purchased from Fisher Scientific. These slides have a coating of paint in place of the sandblasted
region of typical microscope slides.

Experimental evidence (comparison with non-painted

slides) suggested that the paint was distributed along the slide during the RCA cleaning process
described in Section 2.1. The data for identical films deposited onto typical microscope slides
shown in Figure 4.4.1.c suggest no loss in χ(2) over a period of nearly two years, whereas the
PCBS deposited onto painted slides exhibited 20 – 40% loss in χ(2) over the same time period,
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and appear to have reached an equilibrium value of about 65% of the original χ(2). The Procion
Red films shown in Figures 4.4.1.d and 4.4.1.e suggest that Procion Red suffers from temporal
instability regardless of the substrate. No ISAM film has been found to suffer from timedependent loss of absorbance, indicating that any decreases observed are due to partial
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Thermal Stability of ISAM Films

Thermal stability of χ(2) was previously examined for a Poly S-119 / PAH film.178,179 The
film exhibited a temperature-dependent decrease in the SHG intensity upon heating at 150 ºC for
19 hours, which was completely regained upon cooling to room temperature. In this manner,
Poly S-119 was determined to be stable up to 150 ºC. The film was subjected to an additional
test at 250 ºC for 1 hour and 200 ºC for 15 hours, where it was determined that the film suffered
a permanent loss in χ(2) equal to the percentage loss in peak absorbance. This indicated that the
Poly S-119 film structure was thermally stable up to 250 ºC, but the chromophores experienced
thermal decomposition between 150 ºC and 250 ºC. Finally, the initial experiment was repeated
in a continuously purged nitrogen environment, and it was determined that the temperaturedependent reduction in χ(2) was not due to change in moisture content of the film. The purpose
of the experiments in this section are to repeat the initial experiment on Poly S-119 in partial
verification of the experimental apparatus described in the following section, and to perform
similar measurements on the 20-bilayer pH 10.5 / 10 Procion Red / PAH film. Furthermore,
temperature-dependent absorption measurements on Poly S-119 / PAH films are presented to
examine the origin of the change in χ(2) with temperature.
4.5.1

Heating Apparatus

The heating apparatus for thermal stability measurements is shown in Figure 4.5.1. The
microscope slide is place in the grooved section of the heating plate in Figure 4.5.1.a, which has
a hole for beam propagation. An identical plate is placed on top so that the slide is sandwiched
between two plates, and the assembly is placed on ceramic spacers in the aluminum housing
shown in Figure 4.5.1.a. The housing is shown mounted to an experimental absorption setup that
will be described in the following section, and is mounted to a similar sample stage shown in
Figure 3.1.1 for SHG measurements.

The temperature is monitored by two 4-inch long,

cylindrical RTD (thermal resistive device) probes, with one inserted into each heater so that the
probes monitor the temperature of the heating plates within 5 mm and on either side of the beam
propagation hole. The temperature is controlled via an Omega i-Series temperature controller
and the output is sent to a PC via RS-232 communications.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.5.1: Heating apparatus for thermal stability measurements. (a) One of the two heating

plates, with a notch for the sample and a hole for light propagation, mounted on
ceramic posts in an aluminum half-shell. (b) The complete heating apparatus
mounted in the absorption setup. The white large leads are attached to the RTD
probes, and the black / white pair of leads is attached to the heating plates.
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A 100-bl Poly S-119 / PAH sample of unknown fabrication parameters was monitored for
thermal stability to verify the earlier published results and the experimental apparatus, and the
results are shown in Figure 4.5.2. It was verified that the Poly S-119 is thermally stable up to
150 ºC and exhibited a similar temperature-dependent decrease in χ(2) as earlier reported.
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Figure 4.5.2: Verification of Poly S-119 thermal stability, and thermal apparatus check. The

square root of a Poly S-119 film was monitored as a function of temperature to
verify that previous results were repeatable in this experimental setup. All error
bars that extend beyond the data point dimensions are shown.
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Measurement Apparatus for Temperature-Dependent Absorbance

The origin of the decrease in the SHG intensity that is observed in Poly S-119 films at
elevated temperature is still not known. An earlier speculation that it is related to a decrease in
the moisture content of the film, resulting in film compaction, was disproved by the earlier
nitrogen-purge measurements. Even within a nitrogen environment, complete recovery of the
SHG was observed upon cooling. Another possibility is that the decrease in SHG results from
thermally-promoted trans-to-cis isomerization of the azo linkage in the chromophore, leading to
a decreased conjugation length and, therefore, molecular hyperpolarizability β. Since trans-tocis isomerization is generally accompanied by a blue-shift and a decrease in the peak

absorbance,180 the Poly S-119 / PAH film absorption spectrum was studied as a function of
temperature.
The apparatus for performing these measurements is shown in Figure 4.5.3.

The data

collection system is identical to the system described in Section 3.1. In this experiment, an Oriel
77250 monochromator is used to vary the wavelength of the light illuminating the sample from
the Oriel 66002 light source controlled by an Oriel 68805 power supply from near UV to 900
nm. A Glan-Taylor polarizer is used to adjust the polarization, if desired, for which a thin-film
half-wave plate is used to rotate the polarization of the light incident from the monochromator.
A focusing lens is placed in front of the sample to increase the light intensity, and a second
focusing lens is used to collect the light for the small-area photodiode. The heating stage is
shown mounted in this apparatus in Figure 4.5.1. The sample is mounted on a rotating stage so
that, in addition to polarization, the incident angle can also be varied by 25 increments per
degree.

The ADC of the CAMAC (computer automated measurement and control) system measures
negative pulsed input. An SR540 optical chopper from Stanford Research Systems is used to
simulate pulsed output from the photodiode for collection by the CAMAC system and the
response is shown in Figure 4.5.4 for a chopper frequency of approximately 4 kHz. The
CAMAC gate is represented by the vertical bars in Figure 4.5.4 so that the decay of the
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photodiode in that region appears as a negative pulse to the CAMAC. Figure 4.5.5 is the
calibration curve for this home-built spectrophotometer. The transmittance was measured for
several neutral density filters and plotted versus the transmittance measured with the PerkinElmer spectrophotometer. Calibrations were carried out at wavelengths that provided the lowest
and highest intensity as measured by the photodiode. This afforded verification of the linearity
of the diode. The inset contains a fit that is forced to zero to illustrate the uncertainty of
measurements of small transmittances due to the linearity. The plot shown is for the calibration
taken with the wavelength that provided the highest intensity. The low-intensity calibration
showed that the uncertainty in low transmittances may be a factor of two greater than illustrated
in Figure 4.5.5. For any wavelength measured in this thesis, the calculated absorbances less than
0.6 should have an uncertainty less than three percent due to diode linearity. Another source of
error is the variation in background, which is less than ±3 CAMAC ADC counts. For the
wavelength that provides the lowest diode signal, the uncertainty at 100% transmittance is 2%.
Therefore, after considering propagation of error, the uncertainty--to one standard deviation--in
any transmittance measurement above 20 %T taken between 390 and 800 nm is at most 5% for
the factors considered so far. An indeterminate factor is the high bandwidth of the Pat-Spectro
spectrophotometer. The bandwidth has not been measured, but will be shown to be insignificant
in the data that follows.
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Figure 4.5.3: Experimental setup for measuring temperature-dependent absorbance.

heating stage is shown mounted in the apparatus in Figure 4.5.1.
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Figure 4.5.4: Response of spectrophotometer as measured by the Tektronix oscilloscope
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Effect of Temperature on Absorbance

The temperature-dependent absorbance was measured for the 50-bilayer Poly S-119 / PAH
sample discussed in Section 4.2.3. The peak absorbance was monitored in situ for the duration
of the experiment and is shown in Figure 4.5.6. Due to the CAMAC acquisition program, in situ
data is not averaged, so the running average of the spread of the data is taken as the value of
absorbance. The absorbance spectra were measured at various temperatures during heating to
200 ºC and cooling to room temperature, and are shown in Figure 4.5.7. The data for the
absorbance spectra were averaged over 300 counts for each measurement.
Figure 4.5.6 shows that Poly S-119 suffers a temperature-dependent decrease in absorbance
that is comparable to the temperature-dependent decrease in SHG in Figure 4.5.2. This indicates
a reduction of resonance that may also affect the conjugation-length dependent χ(2). There may
appear to be a greater offset between the first and last measurements than is the case. This is due
to starting the measurement at the onset of heating. The spectra in Figure 4.5.7 present a more
accurate accounting of the temperature-dependent absorbance.
It appears that there may be an immediate broadening upon heating to 55 ºC, followed by a
decrease in absorbance as a function of temperature. The reduction of the peak absorbance
without reduction of the portion near the UV suggests broadening of the peak. Upon cooling,
there is a complete recovery of the absorbance, which apparently lags the temperature,
corresponding to Figure 4.5.6. This could be due to the recover time required for cis-to-trans
isomerization.180

Polarization-dependent absorbance studies indicated that the chromophore

orientation remained unchanged as a function of temperature. The spectra in Figure 4.5.8.a,
taken before and after the heating cycle, support that there may be a small decrease in
absorbance, which would not be surprising given that the film was heated to more than 200 ºC
and it has been established that thermal decomposition of the chromophores occurs between 150
ºC and 260 ºC.178
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Figure 4.5.8.b supports the earlier assertion that the bandwidth of the spectrophotometer is
not a significant issue.

The largest deviation of absorbance as measured by the in-house

spectrophotometer, compared to the Perkin-Elmer, is 9.7%.

Most importantly, since the

percentage decrease in the peak absorbance and in the square root of the SHG intensity are
comparable and both recover upon cooling, the results of this section are consistent with the
hypothesis that the decrease in SHG is due to trans-to-cis isomerization. Clearly, additional
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Figure 4.5.6: In situ plot of the temperature-dependent peak absorbance of the 50-bilayer Poly

S-119 film.
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Figure 4.5.7: Temperature-dependent absorbance spectra for the 50-bl Poly S-119 film during
(a) the heating cycle and (b) the cooling cycle.
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Figure 4.5.8: Absorbance loss due to heating up to 200 ºC. (a) Pre-heating and post-heating

absorbance spectra as measured by the Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer.
(b) Comparison of the pre-heating and post-heating spectra acquired with the

Perkin-Elmer and the in-house spectrophotometer.
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Thermal Stability of Procion Red

The thermal stability of the SHG of Procion Red films was examined using the apparatus
described in Section 4.5.1 mounted in the SHG experimental setup shown in Figure 3.4.1.
Temperature-dependent absorbance was not measured in this case due to the low values of
absorbance for the Procion Red films and the lack of precision of the in-house spectrophotometer
at such small values of absorbance. The temperature was varied from room temperature to 150
ºC and the second harmonic response was periodically measured.
Figure 4.5.9 shows the result of the temperature-dependent SHG measurements, expressed as
the square root of the SHG versus time. It is evident that Procion Red suffers a decrease in χ(2) at
100 ºC, and an even greater time-dependent loss at 150 ºC. The decrease in χ(2) was partially
recovered upon cooling, resulting in an over 40% decrease in χ(2) due to the increased
temperature. The film absorbance was also reduced, but by only 7%, suggesting a partial
decomposition of the chromophore and a large reduction in net polar order. While it appears that
Procion Red CHISAM films are less thermally stable for χ(2) than are Poly S-119 ISAM films, it
will be shown in the following chapter that highly stable CHISAM films can be fabricated with
the Procion Brown dye.
As a further verification of the experimental apparatus for measuring the temperature
dependence of absorbance and second harmonic generation, the following analysis was applied.
Figure 4.5.10.a is a plot of the angle at which the interference fringe maxima of the double-sided
Procion Red film occur throughout the experiment. By plotting these values versus temperature,
the linear coefficient of thermal expansion for the glass microscope slide may be determined.
For this calculation, the glass was assumed to expand equally in all directions, so the
expression for linear expansion was used, and is given by
∆t = α t0 ∆T ,

(4.5.1)

where ∆t is the change in thickness, t0 is the initial thickness, ∆T is the change in temperature and

α is the linear thermal expansion coefficient. It was established in Section 3.3.2 that the fringe
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Figure 4.5.9: Temperature-dependent second harmonic generation of the 20-bilayer pH 10.5 /

10 Procion Red / PAH film. After heating to 150ºC, the χ(2) of the film was
reduced by 40% while the film absorbance (b) was reduced by only 7%. All error
bars that extend beyond the data point dimensions are shown.
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maxima occur when the difference in pathlength (eq. 3.3.2) is twice the coherence length of
glass, which was determined to be lc = 21 µm. Therefore, the shift in location of fringe maxima
must consider the change in pathlength calculated by combining eqs. 3.3.2 and 4.5.1, resulting in
⎛ t
∆pathlength = ∆ ⎜
⎝ cos β

⎞ α t0 (T − T0 )
t
− 0
,
⎟=
cos βT
cos β 0
⎠

(4.5.2)

where (0) denotes values at the reference temperature, (T) denotes values at the temperature of
interest and β is the refracted angle in glass. Figure 3.3.3 shows that the nearest interference
fringe maximum greater than and less than 28º differ from that maximum by 10.3º and 13.6º,
respectively. The fit for the data in Figure 4.5.10.b was used to determine the values of βT used
in eq. 4.5.2, and the ratio 12º / 2lc was multiplied by the results of eq. 4.5.2 to arrive at the
“thermal model” curve in Figure 4.5.10.b. The coherence length was assumed to be independent
of temperature, and the thickness of the glass was 1.0 mm. By adjusting α to cause the thermal
model to be identical to the linear fit in Figure 4.5.10.b, the linear expansion coefficient of the
glass microscope slide was determined to be α = 2.7×10-6 ºC-1, which is in rough agreement with
typical values of laboratory glass (3.2×10-6 ºC-1).181 This is certainly not a definitive method of
measuring the thermal expansion coefficient of a material, but it demonstrates that the
temperature of the sample is in agreement with the temperature measured by the Omega
temperature controller.
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Figure 4.5.10: Determination of the coefficient of thermal expansion.

extend beyond the data point dimensions are shown.

All error bars that
(a) Angle at which

interference fringe maxima occur as a function of time, plotted along with
temperature.

(b) Angle at interference fringe maxima versus temperature,

resulting in determination of the linear thermal expansion coefficient of glass.
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Chapter 5
PROCION BROWN

This chapter presents a thorough characterization of ISAM films fabricated with the hybrid
covalent / ionic self-assembly method using the monomer chromophore Procion Brown along
with PAH. Procion Brown has proven to possess the second order nonlinear optical properties
required for electro-optic devices, and has been demonstrated to be temporally and thermally
stable. These characterizations are presented in this chapter along with studies that address the
resonance issues discussed in Chapter 4. The affects of adding NaCl to the Procion Brown
dipping solution on the NLO properties and electro-optic properties are presented in this Chapter
along with temporal and thermal stability measurements.
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Structural Properties of Procion Brown MX-GRN

In further attempts at optimization of the CHISAM process, several reactive dye candidates
were tested, from which Procion Brown MX-GRN, illustrated in Figure 5.1.1, was selected in
part for its excellent expected hyperpolarizability β due to its long conjugation and molecular
planarity. Unlike the bulky Procion Red molecule, the conjugation of Procion Brown is along
one axis, and the molecule possesses a rod-like shape that may be conducive to tight packing.
Figure 5.1.2 is a 3-D representation of Procion Brown in vacuo as calculated by Chem Draw 3D.
The structure, drawn with ChemDraw, was copied into Chem3D Pro.

The energy was

minimized using the “MM2” “minimize energy” function after simulating a temperature of 600
ºC by using the “MM2” “molecular dynamics” function. This cycle was repeated until the
resultant structure was identical (within small variation) at the end of three consecutive cycles.
The dichloro-triazine is forced out of the conjugation plane by the neighboring sulfonic acid.
This arrangement results in a lower amount of conjugation than if the molecule were completely
planar, but likely contributes to the asymmetry of the molecule thus increasing the β value. Also
evident in Figures 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 is the tendency that a significant fraction of the Procion Brown
molecules may lie flat on the surface of the underlying film. However, since the underlying
PAH likely dangles into the solution during adsorption and the Procion Brown molecules likely
interpenetrate into the adsorption subphase, orientation parallel to the surface may be restricted.
HO3S
SO3H

HN
CH3
H3C
N

HO3S

N

HN

N
N

Cl
N

Cl
3Na

Figure 5.1.1: ChemDraw illustration of Procion Brown MX-GRN
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Figure 5.1.2: ChemDraw 3-D illustration of Procion Brown.

The structure, drawn with

ChemDraw, was copied into Chem3D Pro. The energy was minimized using the
“MM2” “minimize energy” function after simulating a temperature of 600 ºC by
using the “MM2” “Molecular Dynamics” function. This cycle was repeated until
the resultant structure was identical (within small variation) at the end of three
consecutive cycles.
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Variation of NaCl Concentration

As with the Procion Red / PAH films, pH 10.5 / 7 was found to be best choice for CHISAM
film fabrication. Variation of the NaCl concentration of the Procion Brown solution was studied,
and the results for absorbance and the SHG response are shown in Figure 5.2.1. The behavior
for the first several bilayers is similar to that of the Procion Red films reported in Section 4.3.
However, the Procion Brown films display excellent, linear growth of film absorbance as a
function of bilayers beyond the initial adsorption effect. There is also a greatly improved
linearity in the square root of the SHG versus number of bilayers for Procion Brown compare to
Procion Red.
It is evident from Figure 5.2.1, that polar order lags the film growth in the same manner as
observed with the Procion Red films. The absorbance at 5 bilayers is greater than the absorbance
at one bilayer, but the SHG is identical for both. This suggests that the mechanism that causes
film growth per bilayer to reach equilibrium is separate from the mechanism that causes bulk
polar order in the films.

Perhaps interpenetration of the monomer chromophore into the

adsorption subphase is a necessary element of polar order in that it restricts the ability of the
monomer chromophores to lay flat, as perhaps occurs on a flat substrate layer.
Figure 5.2.2 shows the square root of the SHG and the absorbance versus the NaCl
concentration. The 0.5 M NaCl film was chosen for further characterization since increasing the
NaCl concentration to 1.0 M resulted in a significant increase in film thickness with a small
increase in SHG response, and preliminary analysis indicated the 0.5 M film possessed the
largest value of χ(2). The 0.0 M NaCl film was chosen to contrast the influence of NaCl. The
SHG data in the Figure 5.2.1.b was the average of the values of two identically fabricated films.
There was a small variation (~10%) in the thicker films. The 0.0 M NaCl and 0.5 M NaCl films
were used for tilt angle and thermal stability measurements, which required destruction of these
films. Therefore, the values noticed for the 30-bilayer film differ slightly for tilt angle and
thermal stability measurements.
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Figure 5.2.1: Absorbance and square root of the SHG intensity of Procion Brown / PAH NaCl

variations at pH 10.5 / 7. All error bars that extend beyond the data point
dimensions are shown.
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Tilt angle measurements of the 30-bilayer films for each NaCl variation are presented in
Figure 5.2.3. The error bars represent the uncertainty of the absolute determination of tilt angle.
The uncertainty in relative tilt angle is 1º. As the salt concentration of the Procion Brown
solution is increased to 0.50 M, the polar ordering of the chromophores is improved. This
supports the theory that the addition of NaCl ions results in improved packing of the
chromophores, and suggests that a limit is reached between 0.50 and 1.0 M NaCl concentration.
More precise measurements of the tilt angle were performed later on the 0.0 M NaCl and 0.5 M
NaCl 30-bilayer films. The values of tilt angle agreed within uncertainty with the original
values, and are 39.6º ± 1.5º for the 0.0 M NaCl film, and 35.2º ± 1.5º for the 0.5 M NaCl film.
Film homogeneity was measured in accordance with the procedure outlined in Section 3.5,
and the results for the 0.0 M NaCl and 0.5 M NaCl are given in Figure 5.2.4. The 3D scatter
plots (a, c) and corresponding surfaces (b, d) were generated by Mathematica 4.0. It is evident
that the films are highly homogeneous across the surface. The drop-off of the surfaces near x =
18 mm is due to the evaporation region described in Figure 3.3.5. Also evidenced by the dips in
the surface plots are minor damage to the film due to handling. It is evident, when polishing the
films, that the Procion Brown films are less physically robust than Procion Red films and
polymer-polymer ISAM films. This is not a significant drawback since an electro-optic device
may be encapsulated with a more physically robust material.

Important to successful

demonstration of the feasibility of the incorporation of Procion Brown in a commercial electrooptic device is thermal and temporal stability.
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Figure 5.2.2: Absorbance per bilayer and Square root of the SHG per bilayer versus NaCl

concentration for Procion Brown / PAH films at pH 10.5 / 7. All error bars that
extend beyond the data point dimensions are shown.
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Figure 5.2.3: Tilt angle versus NaCl concentration for the 30-bilayer Procion Brown / PAH
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between measurements is 1º.
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Figure 5.2.4: Homogeneity measurements for 0.0 M NaCl (a,b) and 0.5 M NaCl (c,d) via

second harmonic generation experiments as outlined in Section 3.5. SHG scatter
plots (a,c) and surfaces (b,d) were generated by Mathematica 4.0.
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Table 5.2.1 is a summary of the results for the Procion Brown NaCl variations.

For

calculation of the χ(2) values, the bilayer thickness must be adjusted for the angle of incidence in
accordance with eq. 3.3.2. The two values of uncertainty listed for tilt angle are absolute
uncertainty of the value of tilt angle due to the nature of the early experimental method for
acquiring tilt angle data, and relative uncertainty for intra-series comparison. The later, more
precise values of tilt angle for the 0.0 M NaCl and 0.5 M NaCl films were not used for the
calculations in Table 5.2.1 so that the relative trend among the NaCl variations would not be
(2)
affected. This is also the case for the values of χ zzz
since they are calculated using the tilt angle.

The values of refractive index were taken from a model developed from ellipsometry
(2)
measurements performed by the Heflin group. It is evident that the optimum conditions for χ zzz
,

and thus the electro-optic coefficient r33, is at NaCl concentration in the vicinity of 0.25 M and
0.5 M.

Table 5.2.1

NaCl
(M)
0
0.10
0.25
0.50
1.00

Result summary for Procion Brown films
peak Abs
per bilayer

Bilayer
thickness
(nm)

± 0.0003

±0.05 nm

0.0010
0.0014
0.0022
0.0029
0.0040

0.26
0.38
0.74
0.95
1.32

I 2ω / bl refractive
index @
(a.u.)
532 nm
± 5%
1.2
1.56
1.9
1.71
4.3
1.85
5.5
1.77
6.2
1.81

Tilt
Angle

χ eff(2)
(10-9 esu)

(10-9 esu)

± 4º, 1º

± 10%

± 12%, 10%

42.8º
40.8º
39.1º
38.3º
39.2º

17
19
22
22
18

(2)
χ zzz

30
41
56
56
45
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SHG Measurements at 1200 nm

As seen in Figure 4.1.2, the absorption spectrum of Procion Brown is significantly blueshifted relative to Procion Red so that SHG measurements with 1064-nm fundamental should not
exhibit much resonance enhancement. Procion Brown films do not possess sufficient absorbance
at 532 nm to require correction for absorption of the second harmonic in measurements taken
using the 1064-nm fundamental output of the laser.

To examine the extent of resonant

enhancement, SHG measurements were also made with 1200-nm fundamental. The data in
Figure 5.2.4 is the square root of the SHG of the 0.0 M NaCl and the 0.5 M NaCl Procion Brown
films measured using the 1200-nm output of the OPO. The data are adjusted for the difference in
quartz response and for the non-zero quartz fringe adjustment detailed in Section 3.4.2 and
plotted along with data taken using the 1064-nm output of the laser. The data for the 0.5 M NaCl
film are in agreement for the two experimental setups, but those of the 0.0 M NaCl film differ by
about 15%. Agreement between the experiments would not necessarily indicate identical values
of χ(2) for those wavelengths due to the uncertainty in the adjustments detailed in Section 3.4.2.
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Figure 5.3.1: SHG response of the 0.0 M NaCl 0.5M NaCl variations of Procion Brown / PAH

at pH 10.5 / 7 measured with the 1200-nm OPO output. All error bars that extend
beyond the data point dimensions are shown.
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However, it is expected that the trends should be reasonably identical for the two films. As will
be discussed in Section 5.4, the difference in the trend may be due to an increase in polar order
of the 0.0 M NaCl film between the times of the measurements. In any case, the χ(2) at 1200 nm
is clearly not substantially reduced compared to that at 1064 nm, confirming that both
wavelengths can be considered in the non-resonant regime.

5.4

Temporal Stability

The SHG response of the 0.0 M NaCl and 0.5 M NaCl films was monitored over a period of
over one year and the results are shown in Figure 5.4.1. It is evident that the 0.5 M NaCl has
remained stable for more than 410 days while, surprisingly, the 0.0 M NaCl film appears to have
incurred an increase in polar order. The data for these films was taken along with the data in
Figure 4.4.1 and calibrated to the same standard. It is perhaps due to increased ability for
interpenetration afforded by the increased salt concentration, as discussed in Section 2.2, that
affords thermal stability. The increased salt concentration may result in the Procion Brown

Square Root SHG (a.u.)

molecules being embedded in a PAH matrix.
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Figure 5.4.1: Temporal stability data for the 0.0 M NaCl and 0.5 M NaCl Procion Brown films.
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Thermal Stability

The thermal stability of the 0.0 M NaCl and 0.5 M NaCl Procion Brown films was
determined using the apparatus described in Section 4.5.1 mounted in the SHG experimental
setup shown in Figure 3.4.1. The temperature was varied from room temperature to 150 ºC and
the second harmonic response was periodically measured. The temperature was held at 85 ºC for
36 hours and at 150 ºC for 24 hours.
The results of the thermal study for the 0.5 M NaCl film are shown in Figure 5.5.1 along with
absorbance measurements taken before and after heating. The results for the 0.0 M NaCl film
are shown in Figure 5.5.1. It is evident that Procion Brown exhibits thermal stability at 85 ºC for
both films, but exhibits thermal stability at 150 ºC for only the 0.5 M film. Both results are an
excellent improvement over Procion Red, which suggests that the Procion Brown chromophores
are either more tightly packed at the surface, resulting in restricted motion, or that increased
interpenetration due to the chromophore shape and additionally due to increased NaCl
concentration serves to lock the chromophores in place as previously discussed.
An interesting, although not definitive, trend is shown by the pre-heating and post-heating
absorbance spectra of each of the films. The 0.5 M NaCl film was examined for thermally
dependent absorption after the SHG thermal study, but the absorbance of the film was too low
for the resolution of the in-house spectrophotometer. The trend for the 0.5 M film is that the
portion of the curve near the UV has shifted to greater absorbance due to the first heating, and
lost peak absorbance for both heatings. With the exception of the curve taken between the two
heating cycles, the absorbance trends have been verified for several days in several film
locations, and remain constant. The absorbance spectra acquired on separate days agree within
0.0005 absorbance units. The absorbance spectra shifted to greater absorbance along the entire
spectrum for the 0.0 M NaCl film, but the absorbance in the region of the peak absorbance could
be strongly affected by the molecules that cause absorbance in the near-UV. The general trend
of increasing absorbance in the UV and a decrease in the visible absorbance peak is consistent
with trans-to-cis isomerization.
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Figure 5.5.1: SHG thermal stability measurements (a) for the 0.5 M NaCl Procion Brown film,

along with absorbance spectra (b) before and after heating. All error bars that
extend beyond the data point dimensions are shown.
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Figure 5.5.2: SHG thermal stability measurements (a) for the 0.0 M NaCl Procion Brown film,

along with absorbance spectra (b) before and after heating. All error bars that
extend beyond the data point dimensions are shown.
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Electro-Optic Devices Incorporating Procion Brown

As discussed in Chapter 1, one of the most significant potential applications of NLO ISAM
films is the fabrication of inexpensive, high frequency, low modulation voltage electro-optic
modulators for optical communications systems.

In such an application, the light would

propagate in the plane of a >1 µm thick waveguide of the film, allowing propagation lengths of
several centimeters under the applied voltage in order to accumulate a full π phase-shift.
Fabrication of micron-thick films and waveguides is a non-trivial task. In order to obtain a
comparison of the electro-optic response of ISAM films with materials such as lithium niobate
and poled polymers, the r33 electro-optic coefficient can be more simply measured in a reflective
geometry through the film.
Electro-optic characterization of Procion Brown films was carried out using the Teng and
Man method,182 with the modified analysis developed by Han and Wu.183 The Teng and Man
electro-optic apparatus is illustrated in Figure 5.6.1. A Babinet-Soleil compensator, which is a
zero-order, crystal quartz wave plate with a variable phase retardation, is typically used to induce
a phase difference between s- and p-polarized light. The initial Glan-Taylor polarizer is in place
to ensure the light entering the Babinet-Soleil is linearly polarized. The light passes through the
glass substrate and a semi-transparent indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode layer and into the
material to be analyzed. An aluminum contact is used as a mirror to reflect the light that is
incident at 45º with respect to the substrate normal. The birefringence of the material causes a
phase shift in the light that alters the light transmitted by the analyzer and detected by a
photomultiplier tube. Due to the electro-optic response of the film, a voltage applied between
the ITO and aluminum electrodes changes the film’s birefringence, and thus the intensity
transmitted through the analyzer is altered. As the retardation of the Babinet-Soleil is varied, the
sum of the phase difference from it and the sample varies from zero through 2π, resulting in a
sine-squared transmitted intensity through the analyzer. In order to operate in the most linear
region, the Babinet-Soleil is adjusted to the mid-point of the sine-squared function,
corresponding to one-half of the maximum transmission through the analyzer as illustrated in
Figure 5.6.2. A voltage with time-varying amplitude in the form of a sine wave is applied across
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Figure 5.6.1: Teng and Man experimental setup as modified by Han and Wu
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Figure 5.6.2: Output intensity as a function of phase retardation.
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the electrodes using a function generator and the input voltage amplitude is measured with an
oscilloscope. The input signal induces a small oscillating phase shift from the film, which results
in a small modulation (~10-6) in the detected intensity. A lock-in amplifier is used to measure
the amplitude of the intensity modulation as a function of the amplitude of the modulation
voltage.
As discussed in Section 1.2, the electro-optic coefficients r33 and r13 are analogous to the zzz
and zxx χ(2) tensor components, respectively. As with the χ(2) tensor components, the electrooptic properties of a film with C∞ν symmetry may be expressed by these two electro-optic
coefficients. Further, the ratio of r33 to r13 is equal to that of χ zzz to χ zxx . When the experiment
is setup as described above, the difference in the electro-optic coefficients may be expressed
as183
r33 − r13 =

λ Im
2π Vm I c

(n

2

− sin 2 θ )

n 2 sin 2 θ

1

2

,

(5.6.1)

where Im is the modulation intensity as measured by the lock-in amplifier, Vm is the voltage
amplitude of the input as measured by the oscilloscope, Ic is half-maximum intensity and θ is the
incident angle. Equation 5.6.1 is a correction by Han and Wu to the original analysis by Teng
and Man, which neglected the change in refraction induced by the applied voltage. Furthermore,
Han and Wu used the relation r33 = 3r31, which is appropriate for poled polymers but not for
ISAM films. Equation 5.6.1 does not make that assumption. Instead, we determine the ratio r33 /
r31 using tilt angle measurements. For our experiment, θ is held constant at 45º, and the

wavelength of the helium-neon laser is 633 nm, so that eq. 5.6.1 becomes
r33 − r13 = 2.014 × 105 pm

Im
Vm I c

n 2 − 12
n2

(5.6.2)

The tilt angle measurements are then used to determine the value of r33, using eq. 3.3.32 to
determine the ratio of r33 to r13. In this manner, r33 may be obtained by the following equation.
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r33 =

r33 − r13
r33 − r13
=
1 − r13 r33 1 − 1 2 tan 2 ψ

n2 − 12
Im
= 2.014 ×10 pm
Vm I c n 2 (1 − 1 2 tan 2 ψ )
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(5.6.3)

5

A series of electro-optic phase modulators were fabricated using Procion Brown / PAH films
identical to the films characterized in the temporal and thermal stability sections. An example
device is pictured in Figure 5.6.3. The Procion Brown films were deposited on indium tin oxide
(ITO) coated microscope slides. Prior to deposition, ITO was removed from portions of the slide
so that an approximately 1-cm strip of ITO spanned along the length of the slide as illustrated in
Figure 5.6.1. Aluminum strips were evaporated onto the Procion Brown film, resulting in eight
devices that may be measured via the Teng and Man experiment, and conductive copper tape
was used to provide contact between the electrodes and alligator clips attached to leads from the
function generator. A modulation frequency of 1 kHz was used to measure several devices for
with 0.0 M NaCl and 0.5 M NaCl. A variation of the 0.5M fabrication was also tested, where the
films were soaked in deionized (DI) water after fabrication.
The results of the Teng and Man experiments with a modulation frequency of 1 kHz are
shown in Table 5.6.1 and Figure 5.6.4. It is evident that the Procion Brown films fabricated with
0.5 M NaCl content in the Procion Brown solution produce better electro-optic devices than
Procion Brown fabricated without NaCl.

The data from the 0.5 M NaCl films exhibited

excellent linearity of the intensity modulation with input voltage modulation, as expected. The
smaller signal from the 0.0 M NaCl films is not linear, perhaps because it is near the limits of the
lock-in amplifier sensitivity. The electro-optic response was found to vary <20% over the range
of 10 – 100 kHz driving frequency. The r33 values of the 0.5M NaCl Procion Brown films (~15
pm/V) are competitive with that of lithium niobate (30 pm/V). Values of r33 in the range of 50 –
100 pm/V are routinely achieved with poled polymers. But as discussed previously, such films
still have not achieved sufficient temporal and thermal stability for device application.
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Figure 5.6.3: Procion Brown film used in a series of electro-optic phase modulators.

Table 5.6.1: Results of electro-optic and tilt angle measurements of Procion Brown films.
Film

Device

r33 – r13 (pm/V)

r33 (pm/V)

0.5 M NaCl
(not soaked)

1
2
1
2
1
2

8.6
7.0
8.2
8.2
1.9
2.0

14.3
11.8
14.2
14.2
3.9
4.3

0.5 M NaCl
(soaked)
0.0 M NaCl
(not soaked)

Tilt Angle

41.9º
42.5º
45.6º

Procion Brown

Modulation Voltage (micro Volts)
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Figure 5.6.4: Intensity modulation amplitude versus input voltage for Procion Brown electro-

optic devices. (a) 0.5 M NaCl (No DI soak), (b) 0.5 M NaCl (DI soaked),
(c) 0.0 M NaCl (No DI soak).
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has presented an investigation into a novel technique for the fabrication of
nanometer scale organic multilayer films for use in nonlinear optical (NLO) applications, and
further studies into the ionically self-assembled monolayer (ISAM) method.

Thorough

characterization of the effect of deposition parameters upon the NLO properties of the new
covalent / ionic deposition technique led to demonstration of the feasibility of the ISAM
technique to produce films suitable for use in electro-optic devices. Films produced via the
hybrid technique also exhibited excellent temporal and thermal stability. Mathematical modeling
of the effect of absorption on second harmonic generation resulted in a method for accurately
determining the NLO properties of films that strongly absorb the second harmonic. The ISAM
technique was proven capable of fabricating films with thickness exceeding 700 nm without any
loss of net polar order.
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This thesis presented an investigation into a novel technique for the fabrication of nanometerscale organic multilayer films for use in nonlinear optical (NLO) applications. The fabrication
technique that was addressed is known as the ionically self-assembled monolayer (ISAM)
method and results in an assemblage of oppositely charged polymers built layer by layer through
Coulombic attraction utilizing an environmentally friendly process to form ordered structures
that are uniform, molecularly smooth and physically robust. The deposition process involves the
immersion of a charged substrate into an oppositely charged aqueous polyelectrolyte solution.
As the polyelectrolyte forms ionic bonds with the substrate surface, some fraction of the ionic
groups extends away from the substrate. These groups cause an effective reversal of the surface
charge, which limits further polyelectrolyte adsorption. The substrate is then removed from
solution, rinsed with deionized water to remove unbonded polymer and immersed in a second
aqueous polyelectrolyte solution of opposite charge species. The process is repeated, with
polyelectrolyte adsorption again reversing the surface charge. This process can be repeated in
the (AB)n fashion until the desired film thickness is obtained. Since deposition requires only that
successive layers have opposite ion charge (anion/cation), it is possible to construct films whose
structure is more complicated than the (AB)n bilayer repeat unit. The initial portion of this thesis
provided an in-depth study of the mechanisms of ISAM film deposition and illustrated the many
potential applications of this method, and the value of performing SHG measurements to aid in
the determination of the structure of ISAM films.
Recent studies ultimately led to the development of a novel technique involving monomer
chromophores than can selectively form covalent or ionic bonds, herein referred to as the
covalent-hybrid ionically self-assembled multilayer (CHISAM) technique.

Preliminary

investigation into this technique illustrated the potential application of CHISAM films for use in
electro-optic devices. In addition to further characterization of ISAM films made exclusively of
polymers, a primary objective of the studies in this thesis was to demonstrate a successful
electro-optic device.
The ISAM fabrication method may be used to fabricate films that are hundreds of
nanometers thick. A series of Poly S-119 / PAH films was fabricated to include a film with
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thickness of 745 nm, and a series of PCBS / PAH films was fabricated up to 580 nm. The PCBS
films were shown to not absorb the second harmonic significantly enough to affect the SHG
intensity, which grew quadratically with film thickness for the entire series. The Poly S-119
films exhibited quadratic growth for SHG measurements taken at 1200-nm fundamental, but not
for measurements taken at 1064-nm fundamental. It was shown that the failure of the Poly S119 films to exhibit quadratic growth of the SHG with film thickness at 1064-nm was due to
absorption of the SHG by the film. The absorption of the Poly S-119 films was determined via
standard absorbance measurements along with thickness measurements performed by accounting
for interference fringes due to normal-incidence reflection. The growth of film thickness with
increased number of bilayers, as measured by this method, agreed with the growth of
absorbance, therefore demonstrating the validity of the analytical method used to determine film
thickness. Combined with the absorbance measurements, the thickness measurements afforded
determination of the coherence length of the film via modeling with Mathematica 4.0.
Mathematical modeling also demonstrated that the 1064-nm response properly fit the expected
response of a film that absorbs the second harmonic, and an approximation that can be used in a
spreadsheet to adjust for the effect of SHG absorption was demonstrated accurate up to one-half
of the film’s coherence length. Importantly, it was demonstrated that the ISAM technique may
be used to fabricate films at least 745 nm in thickness, and that the value of χ(2) may be
accurately determined for films whose thickness is beyond the limits of the thin-film
approximation (l<<lc) that models the growth of SHG to be quadratic with respect to the film
thickness.
Further characterization of ISAM films made exclusively of polymers demonstrated that the
temperature-dependent decrease of χ(2) corresponds with proportional decrease in absorbance.
As with the χ(2), the absorbance recovers upon cooling to room temperature. These results are
consistent with thermally induced trans-to-cis isomerism, which may be the cause of the
temperature-dependent decrease in χ(2). It was observed, upon cooling from 200 ºC, that a minor
loss in absorbance occurred, which agreed with previous findings that the permanent loss of
absorbance due to heating up to a temperature between 150 ºC and 250 ºC corresponds with a
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proportional permanent loss in χ(2). Importantly, a potential explanation for the temperaturedependent decrease in χ(2) has been discovered, warranting further studies.
Additional studies of the consequences of performing SHG measurements for films that
absorb the second harmonic were performed using a Procion Red / PAH film fabricated by the
hybrid covalent / ionic self-assembly technique. It was demonstrated that the χ(2) is resonantly
enhanced in the vicinity of absorption peaks, and that SHG measured in that vicinity result in an
inflated value of χ(2). Although the value of χ(2) measured at that wavelength is valid, adjustment
for the resonance enhancement is necessary to accurately determine the value of χ(2) for
wavelengths outside of the absorbing region, such as telecommunication wavelengths. The data
for Procion Red was not adjusted for resonant enhancements since the limitations of the
experimental setup did not allow such measurements.

Therefore, the improvement in χ(2)

resultant from incorporation of Procion Brown into CHISAM film over Procion Red is even
greater than apparent improvement that may be calculated from the tabulated data by a factor
between 5 and 10.
By replacing polymer chromophores with monomer chromophores, we have significantly
reduced competitive dipole orientation and eliminated randomly oriented chromophores in the
bulk of the anion layer inherent in films produced exclusively with polyelectrolytes. We found
that films fabricated with this hybrid covalent / ionic technique exhibit an effective χ(2) that rivals
the best polymer-polymer ISAM film, despite the adjustment for resonant enhancement of χ(2).
The first-order molecular hyperpolarizability β is very low for Procion Red, suggesting that
incorporation of high β molecules may result in significant improvement of χ(2). The Procion
Red films failed to exhibit temporal stability and were not thermally stable, demonstrating an
irrecoverable loss of χ(2) at 100 ºC. Additionally, it was discovered that the NLO effect of
incorporation NaCl in the dipping solutions was not repeatable, disallowing further optimization
of CHISAM films fabricated with Procion Red. An important conclusion to draw from the
preliminary investigations into the hybrid covalent / ionic self-assembly technique is that it
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possesses significant potential for the fabrication of films suitable for electro-optic devices with
incorporation of a molecule with more desirable properties.
In further attempts at optimization of the CHISAM process, several reactive dye candidates
were tested, from which Procion Brown MX-GRN was selected in part for its excellent expected
hyperpolarizability β due to its long conjugation and molecular planarity. Unlike the bulky
Procion Red molecule, the conjugation of Procion Brown is along one axis, and the molecule
possesses a rod-like shape that appears to be conducive to tight packing. CHISAM films
fabricated with Procion Brown and PAH were shown to be homogeneous and exhibited excellent
NLO properties. Variation of the NaCl concentration of the Procion Brown solution resulted in a
smooth, reproducible relationship between the χ(2) and NaCl concentration, and the addition of
NaCl was shown to be beneficial to the NLO properties of the films. The tilt angle away from
the substrate normal was shown to be 43º for films fabricated without NaCl in the Procion
Brown solution, and 38º with films fabricated with 0.5 M NaCl in the Procion Brown solution.
(2)
The value of χ zzz
for the two films was determined to be 30×10-9 esu and 56×10-9 esu,

respectively. These films were used for further characterization of the properties of Procion
(2)
Brown films. Therefore, the best reported χ zzz
of a CHISAM film is 170 times that of a typical

ISAM film and 29 times that of quartz. Procion Brown films were demonstrated to possess the
same value of χ(2) when using 1200-nm fundamental, which is clearly outside the absorbing
range of Procion Brown, demonstrating that χ(2) was not resonantly enhanced.
It is evident, when polishing the films, that the Procion Brown films are less physically
robust than Procion Red films and ISAM films. This is not a significant drawback since an
electro-optic device may be encapsulated with a more physically robust material. Important to
successful demonstration of the feasibility of the incorporation of Procion Brown in a
commercial electro-optic device is thermal and temporal stability.
Further characterization showed that the addition of NaCl to the Procion Brown results in
improved thermal and temporal stability. The χ(2) of the 0.0 M NaCl Procion Brown film
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exhibited an apparent increase by 20% over the period of 400 days, while that of the 0.5 M NaCl
remained constant. Both films were shown to be thermally stable at 85 ºC for 36 hours, but the
0.0 M NaCl film suffered a 5% loss of χ(2) after remaining at 150 ºC for 24 hours. The 0.5 M
NaCl film, however incurred no permanent loss of χ(2) after remaining at 150 ºC for the same
period of time. Both of the films experienced a temperature-dependent reduction of χ(2) that was
recovered upon cooling in the same manner as with the Poly S-119 films, which is possibly due
to thermally induced trans-to-cis isomerism.
One of the most significant characterizations of the films presented in this thesis is the
demonstration of the feasibility of the ISAM technique to produce films suitable for use in
electro-optic devices. Electro-optic characterization was carried out via the Teng and Man
experiment, and the 0.05 M Procion Brown films demonstrated an electro-optic coefficient
comparable with that of lithium niobate. The Procion Brown films fabricated with 0.5 M NaCl
content in the Procion Brown solution produced better electro-optic devices than Procion Brown
fabricated without NaCl. The r33 values of the 0.5M NaCl Procion Brown films (~15 pm/V) are
competitive with that of lithium niobate (30 pm/V). Values of r33 in the range of 50 – 100 pm/V
are routinely achieved with poled polymers, but such films still have not achieved sufficient
temporal and thermal stability for device application. Therefore, Procion Brown has successfully
been demonstrated as a potential candidate for incorporation into commercial electro-optic
devices.
Despite the success of the CHISAM technique, ISAM films fabricated exclusively with
polymers still have potential application. One drawback of CHISAM films is directly related to
the excellent net chromophore orientation. CHISAM films are inherently thin. While ISAM
films may have thicknesses up to 10 nm per bilayer and typically about 5 nm per bilayer,
CHISAM films typically have thicknesses less than 1 nm per bilayer. A successful electro-optic
device must be able to couple with the incident light, which must travel parallel to the plane of
the substrate. The waveguide thickness must be at least one micron. Since this is much larger
than the thickness of each bilayer, which tends to interpenetrate with neighboring bilayers, the
two techniques may be combined in an alternating structure that provides sufficient χ(2) along
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with proper, rapidly-achieved film thickness. Fabrication of multi-component ISAM films may
also serve to combine physical robustness and rapid fabrication with thermal stability, temporal
stability and optimum electro-optic response. The ability to easily combine the properties of
several materials into a single structure that may be made more or less homogenous in material
properties along the thickness of the film is one of the significant advantages of the ionically
self-assembled multilayer film fabrication technique that has been demonstrated for many
applications.

APPENDIX A
DETERMINATION OF CHROMOPHORE ORIENTATION:
SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION
POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS

The discussion in this appendix deals with special considerations for analysis of SHG
measurements used to determine the orientation of the chromophores within an ISAM film. The
many considerations involved in accurately determining the tilt angle of the chromophore away
from the substrate normal are still unresolved in the literature and in this discussion. The tilt
angle that is determined via the method presented in this thesis is a first approximation, and the
relative tilt angle of films determined from this method is reliable. This appendix, containing
several experimental and mathematical studies, is presented for the benefit of future exploration
into this complex topic.
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General Formulation for Chromophore Tilt Angle

For further investigation into the treatment of the data for chromophore tilt angle
measurements, the refractive index of the film will be considered. The following formulations
differ from those in Section 3.3.3 accordingly. Equations 3.3.14 and 3.3.15 may be expressed as
(2)
(2)
I 2pω→ p = (3χ zxx
sin α cos 2 α + χ zzz
sin 3 α ) 2 Eω 4
(2)
I 2sω→ p = ( χ zxx
sin α ) 2 Eω 4

(A.1.1)

and
(2)
(2)
χ eff(2), p → p = 3χ zxx
sin α cos 2 α + χ zzz
sin 3 α ,

(A.1.2)

where α is the propagation angle of the light with respect to the net orientation direction of the
chromophores. From eq. A.3.1, we calculate
(2)
⎛ χ zzz
⎞
I 2pω→ p
4
=
+ 3cot 2 α ⎟
sin
α
⎜
s→ p
(2)
I 2ω
⎝ χ zxx
⎠

2

(A.1.3)

so that
(2)
I 2pω→ p
χ zzz
=
csc 2 α − 3cot 2 α .
(2)
s→ p
I 2ω
χ zxx

(A.1.4)

Equations A.3.2 and A.3.3 are the analogues of eqs. 3.3.27 and 3.3.28.
In general, the SHG intensity must be corrected to account for reflectance losses at the filmair interface with respect to polarization.

Fresnel transmission coefficients at s- and p-

polarizations are184
2 cos α sin θ
sin (α + θ )
2 sin α cosθ
tp =
sin (α + θ ) cos(θ − α )
ts =

(A.1.5)

with transmittances
Ts , p =

n film cos α
nair cosθ

t s2, p

(A.1.6)
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At the air-film interface, this yields transmittances of Ts = 0.86 and Tp = 0.98 for incident angle θ
= 45°, for instance. The total transmittance T of the fundamental for a given polarization angle

ϕ, where ϕ = 0 corresponds to p-polarization, is given by
T = Fs Ts + F p T p ,

(A.1.7)

where
Fs = sin 2 ϕ

(A.1.8)

F p = cos 2 ϕ .

Both s- and p-polarized fundamental beams produce only p-polarized second harmonic in the
C∞v structure of the ISAM film.

Therefore, there is no difference in second harmonic

transmittances at the film-glass or glass-air interfaces with varying fundamental polarization.
We can then correct for reflectance losses at the sample by scaling incident intensities as
I ω ,actual = I ω ,measured T

(A.1.9)

where Iω,measured is the fundamental intensity measured by the Ophir power meter before the
sample and was held constant. This result shows that a constant measured fundamental incident
intensity does not correspond to a constant actual fundamental intensity in the film. The second
harmonic intensity must be adjusted accordingly since this measurement requires constant
fundamental intensity in the film. Since the second harmonic intensity scales quadratically with
the fundamental intensity, and the incident fundamental intensity was held constant, we find
I 2ω ,normalized

⎛ 1
= I 2ω ,measured ⎜
⎜I
⎝ ω ,actual

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

2

.

Accordingly, for constant incident angle and fundamental intensity we calculate

(A.1.10)
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p→ p
I 2pω→ p I 2ω ,measured
=
p
I 2sω→ p I 2sω→,measured

⎡ I ωs ,actual ⎤
⎢ p
⎥
⎢⎣ I ω ,actual ⎥⎦

2

p
⎡ I ωs ,measured Ts ⎤
I 2pω→,measured
= s→ p
⎢
⎥
I 2ω ,measured ⎢⎣ I ωp,measured T p ⎥⎦

=

I
I

p→ p
2ω , measured
s→ p
2ω , measured

⎡ I ω ,measured ⎤
⎢ p
⎥
⎢⎣ I ω ,measured ⎥⎦
s
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2

2

⎡ ts ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢⎣ t p ⎥⎦

(A.1.11)

4

2

p
⎡ I ωs ,measured ⎤
I 2pω→,measured
4
= s→ p
⎢ p
⎥ [cot α tan θ cos(θ − α )] .
I 2ω ,measured ⎢⎣ I ω ,measured ⎥⎦
( 2)
( 2)
as a function of the measured p→p χ eff
we find
Solving eq. A.3.2 for χ zzz

χ

( 2)
zzz

=

χ eff( 2 )
⎛ χ ( 2)
3⎜⎜ zzz
( 2)
⎝ χ zxx

−1

⎞
⎟⎟ sin α cos 2 α + sin 3 α
⎠

.

(A.1.12)

Recall from Section 3.3.3 that the ratio of zzz and zxx components of the second-order NLO
susceptibility to be written as
( 2)
χ zzz
= 2 cot 2 ψ ,
( 2)
χ zxx

(3.3.32)

which along with eq. A.3.4 leads to the result

ψ = arc cot

⎤
1 ⎡ I 2pω→ p
⎢ s → p csc 2 α − 3 cot 2 α ⎥ ,
2 ⎢⎣ I 2ω
⎥⎦

(A.1.13)

where ψ is the average chromophore tilt angle.

Equation 3.3.33 is the special case of eq. A.1.13 such that the refracted angle is equal to the
incident angle. Equation A.1.13 will therefore be used for the comparison studies in this
appendix.
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Special Considerations for Determination of Chromophore Tilt Angle

Determination of the chromophore tilt angle of the Procion Red and Procion Brown films
from Chapters 4 and 5, using the method185 outlined in Chapter 3 often resulted in imaginary
values when refraction at the air-film interface and reflection loss at all interfaces was included
in the analysis. This was a result of the argument of the outermost radical of eq. A.1.13 being a
negative value. While it is natural to assume the incident beam is refracted at the air-film
interface. This is a practice that is not commonly employed in literature. It is common to find
that reflection loss, which is modeled by Fresnel coefficients and dependent on the refractive
index of the film, are ignored for simplicity of analysis.185 One might expect that incorporation
of refraction and Fresnel losses into the analysis in a direct manner would be an improvement,
but we have found that it often leads to imaginary values of the determined tilt angle. It is likely
that this occurs because the resulting analysis, which only partially accounts for the dielectric
response of the medium, becomes internally self-inconsistent. Another approach186 that has been
taken is to solve the three-medium electromagnetic equations by considering the effects
sequentially of the first interface and then the second. It was claimed that this model then
allowed determination that the refractive index of a thin (l<<lc) layer was intermediate to that of
air and of the bulk material.185 This approach has been refuted by the statement that for the thin
film limit, the results for separate, independent boundaries are not appropriate.187 It was further
stated that no set of SHG measurements alone can separate the effects of the dielectric constant
from the intrinsic χ(2) of the medium, but that separate, independent measurements of thickness
and dielectric constant are required to enable determination of the tilt angle from SHG. A more
complete solution to the thin-film limit has been presented.188

Unfortunately, it requires

numerical integration that is highly sensitive to the values employed for thickness and refractive
index of the film. This appendix provides an exploration into the consequences of using the
index of refraction in an intuitive manner, and arguments for ignoring the index of refraction of
the film. Further considerations for the measurements of the chromophore tilt angle will be
explored, outlining the many difficulties and nuances of proper implementation of tilt angle
measurements.
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What should be kept in mind throughout this discussion is that while several questions exist
as to the proper treatment of data to determine the absolute value of tilt angle of ISAM films, the
relative tilt angles can be properly determined. There are two underlying issues. One is the
degree in which the p-polarized response is reduced due to the difference in index of refraction at
the interfaces. This issue affects the ratio I 2pω→ p I 2sω→ p in eq. A.1.13 since reflection loss is
polarization dependent. The other issue is the angle of propagation (α in eq. A.1.13) of the beam
within the bulk of the film. These issues are coupled in that they both rely on the index of
refraction of the film, but they may potentially be partly independent in the thin-film limit.
Regardless of the effects of these two issues, the following discussions will reveal that the
relative value of tilt angle for films of equivalent thickness can be determined with reasonable
certainty.
A.2.1 Assumptions of the Tilt Angle Equation

The derivation of eq. A.1.13 is straightforward and involves three assumptions. The first is
that the films possess C∞ν symmetry. The second is that the chromophores are oriented at an
average angle ψ relative to the substrate normal, with little deviation from ψ among the
chromophores. The third is that the index of refraction should be used to account for refraction
and reflection at the air-film interface.
The symmetry of the film was verified by rotating the film about the axis normal to the film,
keeping the angle of incidence with the beam constant. The SHG remained constant as a
function of this rotation for all angles of incidence, verifying the infinite rotational symmetry of
the films. Coupled with the fact that noncentrosymmetry must exist for SHG to occur, the first
assumption leading to eq. A.1.13 has been verified.

The second assumption is not

straightforward to verify, and leads to two possible difficulties. One possible difficulty is that
the orientation of the chromophores at the interfaces is likely different from the orientation in the
bulk of the film. This may be accounted for by subtracting the value of interface SHG for both
polarizations (non-zero intercept on SRSHG vs. bilayers plot). The other difficulty is that we
have no way of determining whether the distribution of chromophore tilt angles is sharply
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peaked about a particular angle ψ . A broad distribution of the chromophore tilt angles may
affect the accuracy of the determination of ψ , but would not result in imaginary values.
The final assumption is the one that is the focus of this appendix. As pointed out by Shen, et
al.,187 the usual treatment of index of refraction and Fresnel factors assumes that the medium is
infinite with respect to the wavelength of the incident light. According to Shen, commenting on
orientation measurements outlined by Dick et al.,186 unless the surface strongly attenuates and
modifies the light, the Fresnel coefficients of the film depend, to a reasonable approximation,
only on the indices of refraction of air and the underlying substrate. Shen further states that use
of the dielectric constant of the substrate for that of the film is a good approximation in the thinfilm limit. However, neither method of calculating the index of refraction of the film – assuming
it to be between that of air and the substrate, or to be equal to that of the substrate – adequately
modeled the data presented by Dick.
A.2.2 Films Must Be Single-Sided for Absolute Determination of Tilt Angle

It has been observed by us and others,185 that the sample must be single-sided, and the film
must be facing the beam so that the beam interacts with the film prior to the substrate in order to
obtain accurate determination of the s→p response, I 2sω→ p . The s→p response when the film is
facing toward the beam (front geometry) is markedly different from that of the film facing away
from the beam (rear geometry). This difference in response cannot be simply modeled with
Fresnel factors using the classical optics approach, or the method of Dick186 or Shen.187 The
p→p response, when accounting for Fresnel factors, is identical for both geometries. These
observations are found uniformly with our films, and all tilt angle data presented in this thesis are
acquired using the front geometry. Further, the tilt angle data presented in this appendix were
acquired using the 1064 fundamental, without passing through the OPO, since the quality of the
OPO beam further complicates the data.
Figures A.2.1 through A.2.3 serve to illustrate the difference in s→p responses for the front
and rear geometries. Figure A.2.1 shows z-scans (motion of the sample along the direction of
propagation) of a single-sided sample, taken at 40º incident angle. The data were taken with the
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OPO in place, but are characteristic of trends also observed using the 1064-nm fundamental from
the laser. Figure A.2.1.a shows that the shapes of the foci as measured by a front-geometry film
are identical for s- and p-polarizations. It should be mentioned that it is common to find, as
observed in Figure A.2.1.a, that the focal points of s- and p-polarized light may be shifted several
millimeters due to surprising variations induced by the optical elements, but the beam shape in
the focal region remains constant. Figure A.2.1.b shows that the shape of the p-focus as
measured by a rear-geometry film is identical to that of the front-geometry, considering
differences in Fresnel losses. But the s-focus is markedly different. Not only is the focus shifted
significantly along the beam propagation axis, the shape of the focus is significantly altered, as is
the value of SHG.
Figure A.2.2 contains analytical plots of the effective SHG transmittance versus incident
angle for both film geometries. These graphs are based upon the Fresnel treatment outlined in
Section 3.3, and generated using Mathematica 4.0, using indices of refraction of 1.0, 1.5 and 1.7
for air, glass and film, respectively. For both geometries, the transmittances of the fundamental
beam at interfaces encountered prior to reaching the film are squared to account for the effective
loss of SHG.

For instance, a 90% fundamental transmittance is comparable to an 81%

transmittance of SHG. After the p-polarized SHG is generated, only the p-polarized Fresnel
coefficients are considered. The determining factor for the expected relationship between SHG
generated from a rear-geometry film and a front-geometry film is the relationship between the
refractive indices of the film and the substrate. For the reasonable refractive indices chosen for
this plot, the p→p response is expected to be nearly identical for 40º incidence, while the s→p
response of the rear geometry is expected to be about 10% greater than that of the front
geometry. This is because the front-face geometry suffers a strong, high-index-difference airfilm s-polarized reflection while the rear-face geometry suffers a lower-index-difference air-glass
s-polarized reflection. Figure A.2.1 shows that we observe the expected p-polarized relationship,
but the s→p response of the rear geometry is 12% less than that of the front geometry. This
discrepancy is in accord with results in reference 1.
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Figure A.2.1: Z-scans of p- and s-polarized beams at the focus for a single-sided sample with
(a) front geometry (film facing the beam), and (b) rear geometry (film facing

away from the beam).
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Figure A.2.2: Effective SHG transmittance for p-polarized (blue, dashed line) and s-polarized

(red, dotted line) light through a single sided film in the (a) front geometry, and
(b) rear geometry. The plots were generated using Mathematica 4.0 and are

based on Fresnel transmission coefficients.
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Mathematical Modeling of the Tilt Angle Equation

A.3.1. Motivation for Performing Mathematical Modeling

The primary purpose of the modeling and experiments in this appendix is to investigate the
third assumption of eq. 3.3.33, that the concept of simple refraction is valid for films that are
much thinner than the wavelength of the incident light. This is addressed within the context of
the χ(2) “projection method” discussed in Section 3.3, which, admittedly, treats the field in the
medium as the incident field, thus ignoring the effect of the refractive indices at that level.
Figure A.3.1 is a plot of tilt angle as a function of the ratio I 2pω→ p I 2sω→ p (SHGmax/min),
based on eq. A.1.13 and modeled with Mathematica 4.0 for the case of no refraction, and
refraction due to a film with refractive index 1.7, both at an incident angle of 52º. This incident
angle was chosen for the figure to coincide with the results that allowed prediction of the
following experiment.

Figure A.3.1 helps to illustrate the reason for taking the approach

described in this section, and how some measurements lead to imaginary numbers.

The

asymptotes are due to the arc-cotangent function, defining a lower limit for the value
I 2pω→ p I 2sω→ p that should be measured for a given film-substrate combination. When the refractive

angle α is employed, use of eq. A.1.13 has resulted in imaginary numbers due to the argument
under the outermost radical being negative, which is due to the ( 3cot 2 α ) expression growing
smaller more rapidly than the

(

)

I 2pω→ p I 2sω→ p csc 2 α expression as a function of decreasing α.

This occurs even though accounting for Fresnel effects causes the ratio I 2pω→ p I 2sω→ p to grow
larger, as is evidenced by Figure A.2.2. The fact that we measure I 2pω→ p I 2sω→ p less than allowed
by eq. A.1.13 when the refracted angle α is used indicates an inconsistency in the values. We
have observed that such imaginary values of tilt angle occur for thinner films (several
nanometers or less) while films with thickness on the order of a hundred nanometers generally
do not result in imaginary angles. This effect has been noticed as a function of film thickness,
not of the strength of second harmonic generation from the film. The analysis section will
further illustrate this point.
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Figure A.3.1: Tilt angle as a function of the ratio I 2pω→ p I 2sω→ p (SHGmax/min), based on eq.

A.1.13 and modeled with Mathematic 4.0 using the same indices as in Figure
A.2.2, and an incident angle of 52 degrees. The tilt angle is plotted for the case of
no refraction (red, dotted line) and refraction due to film refractive index of 1.7
(blue, dashed line)
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A.3.2 Determination of Experimental Parameters via Mathematical Modeling

The practical upper and lower limits to incident angle measurement are, respectively, the
inability to acquire data above ~85º incident angle since the 1mm-thick glass slide is rotated
about its center, and the large error introduced by eq. A.1.13 at small angles, which will be
illustrated in the analysis section. It is presumed that a proper determination of tilt angle will
yield a result that is the same for all incident angles. The purpose of this experiment is thus to
adjust the index of refraction of the film via an automated Microsoft Exce1 2000 spreadsheet to
arrive at a plot of tilt angle versus incident angle, where the value of tilt angle remains constant.
This value of refractive index is then deemed the appropriate value for the analysis. Tilt angle
measurements performed using the methodology outlined in Section 3.3, but using full
refraction, resulted in calculated tilt angles for the Procion Brown films with 0.5 M NaCl and 0.0
NaCl of 47º and 71º, respectively, resulting from SHGmax/min ratios of 7.3 and 5.6 at an
incident angle θ = 52º, which corresponds to a refracted angle α = 25º. These films were chosen
for the study due to their large difference in tilt angle.
Ideal experimental conditions were chosen in the following manner. Rearranging eq. A.1.13
leads to the relationship
I 2pω→ p ⎡ cot 2 ψ + 3cot 2 α ⎤
=
⎥
csc 2 α
I 2sω→ p ⎢⎣
⎦

2

,

(A.3.1)

where ψ is the average chromophore tilt angle, and α is the propagation angle of the light with
respect to the preferred orientation direction (film normal). For the purpose of this modeling, α
is called the propagation angle and is a function of the variable effective index of refraction of
the film. For the case of no refraction due to the film, the film propagation angle will be the
angle of incidence of the beam upon the sample, and for the case of full refraction due to the film
(nfilm = 1.7), the film propagation angle will be the normally considered refracted angle.
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Equation A.3.1 may be plotted simultaneously as a function of I 2pω→ p I 2sω→ p (SHGmax/min)
and propagation angle to produce a 3-D plot illustrating the expected SHGmax/min versus
propagation angle data for a film of given tilt angle.

Figure A.3.2.a illustrates how the

SHGmax/min versus propagation angle should vary as a function of the average tilt angle of the
chromophores. The difference in response as a function of tilt angle led to the selection of the
films discussed in this section as they exhibited the greatest difference in tilt angle within films
of a given structure. Figure A.3.2.b shows cross-sections of Figure A.3.2.a for the predicted tilt
angles, from the full refraction model, of 71º for Procion Brown with 0.0 NaCl (red, dotted line),
and 47º for Procion Brown with 0.5M NaCl (blue, dashed line). This plot allows determination
of the ideal incident angle range for the experiments. An experiment with incident angle ranging
from 35º-60º will produce the mid-lower portion of the curves for the case of no refraction, and
the upper portion of the curves (18º-27º) for the case of full refraction.
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Figure A.3.2: SHGmax/min ( I 2pω→ p I 2sω→ p ) versus film propagation angle and tilt angle, based on

eq. A.3.1 (and generated using Mathematica 4.0. (a) 3-D plot. (b) SHGmax/min
for the predicted tilt angles of 71º for Procion Brown with 0.0 NaCl (red, dotted
line), and 47º for Procion Brown with 0.5M NaCl (blue, dashed line).
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Data and Analysis

The data are acquired via incident angle experiments for p-polarization and s-polarization.
Special care must be taken to ensure that the film is at the focus for both polarizations since the
focus can vary between the s- and p-polarization experiments due to variation of the optical
elements. Nevertheless, the shapes of the z-scans are identical as long as the film faces the
incident beam. The polarization is varied by replacing the first polarizer in Figure 3.1.2 with a
half-wave plate. This way, the polarization is rotated without significant loss of beam energy.
The remaining polarizer is used to ensure the direction of the polarization, and the wave plate is
used to fine tune the beam energy. Care must be taken to ensure the incident energy is identical
for both polarizations.
Spatial beam profiles acquired the respective foci for s- and p-polarizations are shown in
Figure A.4.1. The energy was held constant for the two polarizations. The profiles indicate that
the beam shapes are similar for s- and p-polarization, but that the beam is significantly broadened
in the y-plane, accounting for the reduced peak intensity of the s-polarization. Rotation of the
pinhole at either polarization does not significantly affect the beam shape, demonstrating that the
profiles are not artifacts of the pinhole. The value of the SHG from quartz was 7.5×107 a.u. for
the p-polarization and 3.8×107 a.u. for the s-polarization, accounting for the difference in peak
intensity.
The data shown in Figure A.4.2 are from two separate single-sided samples for the purpose
of the following discussion. In order to account for the interference fringe effect, the square root
of the SHG data is fit to a function, using TableCurve 2D, that represents a curve that falls on
values that are one-half the values of the fringe envelope. This satisfies eq. 3.3.24 and allows
TableCurve to export those values so that they may be analyzed using Microsoft Excel. When
this is done for both polarizations, Excel may be used to calculate the tilt angle for the range of
incident angles of the experiment, using eq. A.1.13. The results of performing this procedure for
the ISAM reference standard are shown in Figure A.4.3.
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Figure A.4.3 shows the calculated tilt angle as a function of incident angle (left column) and
the SHG max / min ratio (right column) for various assumed values of index of refraction for the
Poly S-119 reference standard. The refractive index is varied from 1.65 (the estimated value of
film index), 1.50 (estimated value of substrate index) and 1.0 (air) from top to bottom in Figure
A.4.3. It is clear that the assumption of full refraction results in a calculated tilt angle that varies
strongly with the incident angle, indicating it is invalid within the analysis. The error bars are
due to a rigorous treatment of the error and arise from the arc-cotangent function of eq. A.1.13.
The equation for error analysis was derived using the standard propagation of error formula
(3.4.2) and considers the uncertainties in the calculation of the polarization dependent
transmittance of the fundamental at the air-film interface and the transmittance of the p-polarized
second harmonic at the film-glass interface and glass-air interface. These values must be applied
to the measured second harmonic intensity, resulting in a value of the ratio of SHG maximum to
SHG minimum, SRratio. The final expression for the uncertainty σ of SRratio is calculated to be
12

σ SRratio

2
2
⎤
σ SHG
1 ⎡σ SHG
min ⋅ SHG max
max
= ⎢
+
⎥ ,
SHG max⋅ SHG min ⎦
2⎣
SHG min 2

(A.4.1)

and the uncertainty in the determination of tilt angle is calculated to be
σ ψ (deg)

[

(

)

2
+ σ α2 18 − 12 ⋅ SRratio + 2 ⋅ SRratio 2 ⋅ cot 2 α
180 ⎧⎪ csc 4 α ⋅ 0.5 ⋅ σ SRratio
=
⎨
π ⎪⎩ SRratio ⋅ csc 2 α − 3 ⋅ cot 2 α ⋅ 2 + SRratio ⋅ csc 2 α − 3 ⋅ cot 2 α 2

(

)(

)

]⎫⎪

12

⎬
⎪⎭

(A.4.2)

The remaining figures for the 30-bilayer 0.0 M Procion Brown (Figure A.4.4) and the 30bilayer 0.5 M Procion Brown (Figure A.4.5) are presented in an identical fashion, with 1.76 and
1.67 used for the film refractive indexes for the 0.0 M and 0.05 M films, respectively, as
determined by ellipsometry. As in the case of the Poly S-119 film, the calculated tilt angle of the
Procion Brown films is independent of incident angle over a large range only when a refractive
index of 1.0 is used for the film. This is considered to be due to the treatment of the E-field in
the medium in Section 3.3 being identical to the incident field. Other choices for n are internally
inconsistent with that treatment. Future work will involve application of the general formalism
of Sipe188 to the present experimental geometry with careful examination of the sensitivity to the
required thickness and refractive index values.
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Figure A.4.1: Spatial profiles of the p-polarized (left column) and s-polarized (right column)

beam. The three-dimensional profiles are in the upper row, followed by the
Gaussian fit to the maximum peak in the x-plane, which is followed by that in the
y-plane. The 1/e2 radii for the {x, y} planes are {44, 53} µm and {40, 94} µm for
p- and s-polarizations, respectively.
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Figure A.4.2: Square root of the SHG intensity from incident angle scans for p-polarization

(upper plot) and s-polarization (lower plot).

Separate samples are shown to

illustrate the effect of interference of the SHG from the film and the SHG of the
opposite glass-air interface. Fits to one-half the envelope are performed using
TableCurve 2D.
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Figure A.4.3: Calculated tilt angle (left column) and the SHG max / min ratio (right column) as

a function of the incident angle for various values of index of refraction for the
Poly S-119 reference standard. The refractive index is varied from 1.65 (the
estimated value of film index), 1.50 (estimated value of substrate index) and 1.0
(air) from top to bottom.
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Figure A.4.4: Calculated tilt angle (left column) and the SHG max / min ratio (right column) as

a function of the incident angle for various values of index of refraction for the
30-bl, 0.0 M NaCl Procion Brown film. The refractive index is varied from 1.76
(the estimated value of film index), 1.50 (estimated value of substrate index) and
1.0 (air) from top to bottom.
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Figure A.4.5: Calculated tilt angle (left column) and the SHG max / min ratio (right column) as

a function of the incident angle for various values of index of refraction for the
30-bl, 0.5 M NaCl Procion Brown film. The refractive index is varied from 1.67
(the estimated value of film index), 1.50 (estimated value of substrate index) and
1.0 (air) from top to bottom.
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